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Abstract
Current technologies for creating distributed simulations or virtual environments 
are too limited in terms of scalability and flexibility, particularly in the areas of network 
saturation, distribution of VR scenes, and co-ordination of large systems of active 
objects. This thesis proposes the use of mobile and distributed computing technology to 
alleviate some of these limitations. A study of contemporary technologies for distributed 
simulation and networked virtual environments has been made, examining the benefits 
and drawbacks of different techniques. The main theory that has been investigated is 
that processing of a global simulation space should be spread over a network of 
computers, the principle of locality cutting the network bandwidth required. Using a 
prototype language for distributed graph processing, which fully supports mobile 
programming, experimental systems have been developed to demonstrate the use of 
distributed processing in creating large-scale virtual environments. The working 
examples created show that the ideas proposed for distribution of interactive virtual 
environments are valid, and that mobile programming techniques provide a new 
direction of development for the field of simulation. A more detailed summary of the 
work is given in Appendix D. Five publications to date (shown overleaf) have resulted 
from my involvement in the work, and a number of others have resulted from the overall 
project.
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1 Introduction
This project started out as part of a research project between the University of 
Surrey and the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA) Farnborough. The 
project as a whole was concerned with the design and analysis of distributed simulators 
for advanced combat scenarios, but the direction this research has taken is also 
applicable to more generic virtual reality systems.
The main topic of concern for this thesis has been the development of 
distributed, multiuser virtual environments. Although oriented towards military 
simulations, the work has equal relevance to civilian applications.
The first chapters (1,2,3,4,5 and 6) provide background information to the project, 
and analysis of currently available technologies in the fields of distributed simulation, 
networked virtual reality, and mobile programming. Chapter 6 provides relevant 
information on the Wave paradigm and system, which has been used extensively in the 
creation of experimental prototypes. Chapter 7 details a collaborative project, 
undertaken with Dr. Sapaty and Malcolm Corbin (DERA), which looks at the feasibility 
of creating large-scale distributed simulations based on mobile entities and requiring no 
central resources. Chapter 8 looks at using the mobile code paradigm to store and 
model dynamic terrain data, and distribution of this data across a network of 
computers. Chapters 9, 10, and 11 present new methods and ideas for creating 
distributed VR systems, based on the fusion of distributed graph processing with 
structured graphics rendering techniques. Practical demonstrations have been used to 
explain these ideas. The appendices in the main contain the detail of practical trials and 
experiments. Detailed software code is also provided, although some key items of code 
are included within the text to aid understanding. Chapter 12 details the rendering 
approaches used throughout the examples in the thesis, and looks at the potential of 
creating new distributed graphics systems based on the work done.
1.1 Project Background
Initially, the project was part of an investigation into Distributed Interactive 
Simulation [DIS 1, 1ST 11, and the application of mobile programming techniques to 
alleviate the problems associated with large-scale distributed simulations. This then
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progressed into a more general study of creating distributed multi-user virtual realities, 
which is, in effect, what a DIS1 is.
The theory underlying the whole project is that as distributed systems grow in 
size and complexity, it will not be possible to keep a copy of the entire virtual world and 
all its objects in each participating computer. This applies both to large-scale DIS and to 
multi-participant virtual reality systems. A more natural system of distribution, both 
spatial and logical, is required to make possible such large-scale systems, particularly 
when users are at geographically diverse locations. This project looks at possible ways of 
achieving the distribution of virtual worlds, and potential problems therein.
Simulation objects in such a distributed system will mainly interact with a local 
subset of other objects which will affect, or be affected by them [Sapaty & al. 94]. This 
way of working will reduce traffic between systems on the network, and ultimately allow 
for much larger distributed simulations, with many more participants. The graph in 
Figure 1.1 shows how the load on both the network and the computers increases 
dramatically as the number of simulation participants grows when using the shared 
memory principle of DIS. The load using the distributed Wave system will increase 
proportionally to the number of participants.
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Figure 1.1 Network load v. participants
Looking at distributing the virtual environments of simulations naturally led to 
examination of the underlying representations and datastructures that were in use. 
This further developed into researching the representation of three-dimensional spaces
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in simulations and virtual reality worlds, and the distribution of these representations 
over a network of computers. Current paradigms for creating distributed simulations 
and networked graphics are examined, and new ideas based on a new way of thinking 
for networked computing are put forward. These ideas, which some may consider 
radical, are supported by prototype systems developed to demonstrate their workability.
1.2 What is Distributed Simulation?
Conventionally, simulations have been run on a single processor. With the 
advent of more powerful computers and networking techniques, distributed simulations 
started to become feasible, whereby several computers could co-operate with one 
another in processing the large amounts of data involved, to achieve results not possible 
due to the limitations of one machine. Today, particularly with the trend for 
"downsizing" and open technology, and with the availability of cheap computing power, 
there has developed a demand for distributed simulations in many areas.
The primary objective of any distributed simulation is to bring geographically 
independent simulators together into one scalable simulation space, and to allow them 
to work together in parallel on the simulation data [Merchant & al. 94].
1.3 What is meant by "Virtual Reality”?
The term "Virtual Reality" has been made commonplace in the last few years by 
the Press and Media, but what does it actually mean? These days, popular opinion 
associates virtual reality with computer generated scenarios, in which a human 
operator is "immersed", i.e. all his/her senses are stimulated by the virtual environment 
to an extent that they feel as though they are actually present in the virtual 
environment. The forerunner to this began almost 25 years ago when people began 
creating "teleoperated systems", whereby an operator is visually coupled with a remote 
location [Kalawsky]. Such systems comprise a remote camera, possibly mounted on a 
robot, controlled by the operators’ head movements. In 1992, Sheridan defines 
telepresence such that the "human operator receives sufficient information about the 
teleoperator (the remote robot) and the task environment, displayed in a sufficiently 
natural way, that the operator feels physically present at the remote site" [Sheridan],
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This statement is quite loose, as the terms "sufficient information" and "displayed in a 
sufficiently natural way" are obviously subjective. Extending this definition to virtual 
reality, it can be argued that even a good book, depending on the imagination of the 
reader, could be classed as a "virtual reality", or perhaps more correctly as a virtual 
environment.
Virtual reality can be defined as a virtual environment, modelled on some 
properties of a real environment, in which a human operator can move and interact, 
and feel as though they were actually present.
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2.1 Ideals for Distributed Interactive Simulations
The size and complexity of military simulations is increasing all the time. There 
are many areas of concern for the developers of such simulators if the DIS goal of a 
large-scale integrated, seamless simulation is going to be achieved. Some of the primary 
areas of interest are outlined in this section, although this is by no means a conclusive 
list.
® Communication - objects within the simulation need to be aware of any other
objects and events that concern them. In a large distributed simulation, with many 
objects, communication bandwidth needs to be efficiently used to allow the level of 
object interaction required.
© Dynamic terrain - the use of ground forces in a simulation requires a much greater
level of terrain integrity than "traditional" flight simulators. This includes being able 
to model changes to the terrain, which may be caused naturally or by other forces.
© Support for asynchronous events - a distributed interactive simulation is likely to
involve both computer controlled forces and man-in-the-loop systems, such as tank 
and aircraft simulators. All these different players are likely to supply information at 
vastly different rates and quantities, and possibly in sporadic bursts [Corbin & al. 
93].
® Dynamic levels of participation - any truly distributed system must provide for
nodes to both appear and disappear cleanly from the network [DIS 1]. This is no less 
true for the case of a distributed simulation. Participants should be able to join and 
leave (even suddenly, as in the event of a hardware failure) the simulation with a 
minimum of disruption.
2.1.2 Towards These Ideals
The benefits of distributed, interactive simulations are becoming more apparent 
and, correspondingly, interest in veiy large scale distributed simulations is growing. The
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STOW initiative is a military project to create such large scale simulations, distributed 
between countries and even continents, in order to simulate, when the technology 
allows, full war scenarios.
The obvious advantage of a good simulation is the reduced cost of training 
personnel [Sapaty & al. 94]. Generally, the cost of providing a simulator is a lot less 
than the cost of large scale "live" exercises. Also, after simulator training, tyros will draw 
more benefit from such exercises. This has been demonstrated in the commercial air 
transport industry, where simulator training of pilots is commonplace. With the 
complexity of military systems, the size of terrain modelled, the number of participants 
and the degree of sophistication required all increasing, it soon becomes clear that the 
traditional method of computer systems interworking is inadequate. The next chapter 
describes three different current approaches to distributed simulation, while the rest of 
the document looks at ways of achieving large-scale distributed simulations and virtual 
environments.
2.2 Creating a Heterogeneous Multi-User Distributed Virtual 
World
A distributed virtual world, or environment, is a computer generated space 
populated by geographically separate users who participate and interact within the 
virtual environment by means of computers connected via a suitable shared network. A 
distributed interactive simulation is a particular form of distributed virtual environment 
(DVE). As technology advances, the representation of these virtual environments (VEs) is 
becoming more realistic, in terms of modelling what we would expect our senses to be 
receiving if we were physically “in” the VE. With this increase in representation fidelity 
comes a requirement for more sophisticated communication and control 
infrastructures, some background to which is given in this section.
2.2.1 Current Virtual Worlds
Originally, virtual worlds within computers were small, veiy limited affairs. 
Multi-user worlds have been around for many years, in the form of text-based multi­
user “dungeons” (MUDs). However, until recently graphical virtual worlds have been
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confined to the scope of a single-user on a single machine. The need for multi-user 
graphical virtual environments was felt initially in the training and simulation 
community, where the potential benefits of group simulator training were seen. More 
recently, there has been significant development of multi-user interactive 3D virtual 
worlds in the entertainment arena. To date, there are two main approaches taken when 
developing multi-user virtual worlds: the server based approach, and the peer-to-peer 
approach. While both have their different applications, there is one thing in common 
with all 3D VR systems. The virtual worlds are closed, with scenes usually being small, 
self-contained, and bounded.
2.2.1.1 Peer-to-Peer Multi-User Virtual Realities
Peer-to-peer multi-user virtual realities (MUVRs) usually involve systems of 
similar capabilities communicating with each other to maintain the overall state of the 
virtual world. The first examples of this kind of MUVR were computer games connected 
by a serial cable to allow two players to interact within the same game. In this situation, 
both computers run identical software, each updating the others’ player states and 
information via the serial link. This later developed into networked multi-player games, 
allowing more than two players to interact. A recent popular example of a game 
operating in this way is networked Doom.
In 1983, the DARPA SIMNET project connected military simulators to allow 
group simulations to take place. This has developed into the DIS (Distributed Interactive 
Simulation) standard. Simulators are connected over a network, and states of 
simulation entities are broadcast to all machines. Although the simulators may be 
different (e.g. tank simulators interacting with rotaiy wing simulators), each computer 
must hold a complete copy of the same terrain database. Between state updates, 
simulators keep track of the position of other entities by means of dead-reckoning 
algorithms, reducing the amount of network bandwidth required for entity state 
information. In this way distributed simulations involving a reasonable number of 
entities can be set up. This approach works well for computer games and simulations 
involving numbers of entities of up to the thousands, but beyond there communications 
become saturated.
[Darling, DIS1, Corbin & Sapaty, Sapaty et al. 1]
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2.2.1.2 Server Based Multi-User Virtual Realities
Server based MUVRs, as the name suggests, rely on a single server to maintain 
the state of the world and the entities within it. Clients connect to this server, and 
report states of entities within their control to the server. In turn, the server updates 
clients with the states of other entities within the simulation. The first examples of this 
kind of approach were the early text-based MUDs, where clients were basically a text 
interface to the dungeon server, which handled all actions and kept states of all objects 
in the game. In the last two or three years, this has once again become a popular 
method for creating MUVRs.
There are two distinct varieties of such systems. In the first, each client has a 
copy of the world database, and the server merely handles the state of entities. To date, 
this is by far the most commonly used technique, and examples include many 
entertainment and academic systems. The popular game Quake (the successor to Doom) 
works in this way, and the US DoD HLA, designed to replace the DIS standard, is also 
loosely based on this approach.
The second variety of server based MUVR is an advancement of the first, 
whereby the server actually provides the clients with the world data that they need. This 
has become possible with the advent of standard languages for the description of 3D 
scenes, notably VRML. The benefit of this is that once a client has the software required, 
it can connect to any compliant server and join in to the virtual world. A server may be 
running several different MUVRs, or may be running one large one containing distinct 
arenas. As a client moves from one arena to the next, it is updated with the necessary 
data to generate the scene locally. There are a number of WWW-based MUVRs operating 
in this way, such as the Sony Community Place system.
The server-based approach is popular because control and maintenance of the 
environment is relatively straightforward to do. A single system controls the state of the 
environment, making it easier to handle interactions, joining and leaving of entities, and 
saving/restoring the simulation. The downsides are that the size of the MUVR is limited 
by the capability of the server, and the system is only as robust as the server. However, 
this approach will still be viable for many years in the games and small-scale simulation 
markets.
[Funkhauser, Sony]
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2.3 Future Virtual Worlds
A primary goal of this research is to explore ways of developing the virtual reality 
systems of the future. Such systems will involve large, open-ended extensible virtual 
worlds, with many concurrent users, potentially into the magnitude of thousands. These 
multi-user virtual realities will be too large to be contained within any single server, the 
basic constraints of sheer volume of data and geographical diversity of users ruling this 
out. Users will be connected via WANs (Wide Area Networks) or the Internet, with 
personal views into the virtual world generated on demand according to each users’ 
viewpoint.
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This chapter provides an overview of three distributed simulation technologies 
currently in use. The first, MulTiSIM, is a proprietary system developed and used in- 
house by the DERA, whereas DIS and HLA are intended to be standards followed by 
simulation manufacturers, to allow interoperability. The purpose is not to provide a 
comprehensive review of the technologies, but to give the reader a grounding in the 
basic principles involved, the benefits, and the shortcomings of each.
3.1 MulTiSIM
MulTiSIM is a multi-model, multi-processor, multi-language simulation 
framework being developed by the DERA [Corbin, Birkett & Crush 1 j. The intention was 
to provide a framework for real-time man-in-the-loop airborne mission simulations, 
initially to support both fixed-wing and rotary-wing models. MulTiSIM is object-based2, 
and allows both continuous time and discrete event models, which can be distributed 
over a local area network (LAN), to be combined in a simulation. The models can be 
written in a number of languages, and the MulTiSIM framework provides facilities for 
inter-communication between models. Independence between the design of different 
parts of a simulation has been made an issue, to reduce the problem of changes in one 
module causing changes to be required in other parts of the system. This is a common 
problem with traditional complex simulations [Corbin, Birkett & Crush 2].
Figure 3.1 MulTiSIM Structure
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To summarise, MulTiSIM is a design framework for constructing simulation 
systems, rather than integrating existing ones. The main characteristics, as detailed in 
[Corbin, Birkett & Crush 2], are as follows :
© It allows hierarchical composition of objects from smaller component objects. These 
components may be run on different processors.
® It is written entirely in ADA. This is to encourage code re-use. Objects, however, may 
be written in different languages.
® It provides an infrastructure which allows communication, both sending and 
requesting of data, between objects.
© Independence between design of component parts has been maximised wherever 
possible.
® Models are intended to be reusable, and have the ability to be grouped together to 
act as one entity.
There are currently two main simulators offered by the Flight Systems 
Department, DERA Farnborough, which have been developed using the MulTiSIM 
distributed simulation framework [Corbin & al. 93, Roden & Corbin]. Work is currently 
being done on integrating different MulTiSIM simulations.
3.2 Distributed interactive Simulation (DIS)
For the last two decades, many different military simulators and training 
systems have been developed. However, it has been seen from experience that it is not 
only the skill of an individual that is important, but also his/her ability to perform as 
part of a team [1ST 1]. Currently available simulators did not offer the level of support 
needed for such combined training, and so as a result of the SIMNET3 program, which 
was sponsored by DARPA (Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency), the idea of DIS 
was born.
DIS, rather than providing a development platform for creating simulations on, 
aims to define an infrastructure for linking simulations of various types in order to 
create a realistic and seamless "virtual world" for a large, highly interactive simulation
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to take place in [DIS 1]. A large community has evolved around the DIS idea, and a 
great deal of work has been put into the development and refinement of the underlying 
standards. There are a large number of working groups and committees which 
concentrate on improving various different aspects of the DIS standard. These are 
detailed in [1ST 2].
3.2.1 DIS fundamentals
Following is an outline of the underlying design principles upon which the DIS
standards are based. Many of these ideas are gleaned from the DARPA SIMNET
program.
® Object/Event architecture - It is assumed that any non-changing objects within the 
virtual world are already known about by all simulations. Dynamic objects inform 
each other of movements and events by means of special Protocol Data Units 
(PDUs).
® Autonomous Simulation Nodes - Each node broadcasts all of its events, regardless 
of which objects are interested in them. It is up to each individual node to decide 
which events are relevant to it and the objects it is simulating, and to ignore any 
others. This autonomous mode of operation allows nodes to join or leave a 
simulation without causing disruption to others.
© Transmission of "Ground Truth" Information - This principle states that, each node 
transmits only the absolute truth about each object that it represents. It is up to the 
receiving nodes to determine whether they can know about certain information or 
not, and also to model degradation of such information in accordance with the 
characteristics of the sensors it is simulating.
© Transmission of State Change Information only - Nodes are only allowed to transmit 
any changes in the behaviour of the objects they are modelling. This is to minimise 
the amount of data transmitted. If an object does not change its behaviour, then 
updates occur only at a predetermined minimum time. If updates fall below this 
minimum, other nodes consider the object to be dead.
® Use of Dead Reckoning Algorithms - Each node in the simulation maintains a 
simplified representation of eveiy object in the simulation (not modelled on that
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node) that is relevant to it. Between receiving updates from the nodes modelling 
those objects, it extrapolates their last reported states. It is up to the node modelling 
an object to transmit new state information before the discrepancy between the 
extrapolated information and the "ground truth" value becomes too large.
* Simulation Time Constraints - Experience from real-time simulation has shown that 
humans cannot distinguish between time intervals of less than 100 milliseconds. As 
current DIS standards support man-in-the-loop simulations, this has been the basis 
for current performance standards. Event-driven simulations may provide data at 
much faster rates, however. Care must be taken that the network can support all 
the applications taking part in a given simulation.
DIS, as a standard for simulations, is very comprehensive. It is designed to be a 
means of connecting dissimilar simulations, and so a large part of the effort put in to 
designing DIS has been concerned with the development of the special Protocol Data 
Units (PDUs) to enable transfer of data between different simulation entities. The 
number and size of PDUs specified by DIS is rapidly growing as more detail and 
integrity is required. [DIS 1, 1ST 1, 1ST 2, IEEE 1, 1ST 3, Goldiez]
3.3 High Level Architecture (HLA)
High Level Architecture is a DoD DMSO (Defence Modelling and Simulation 
Office) initiative aimed at facilitating the interoperability of all types of models and 
simulations among themselves [DMSO 1]. Rather than being a strategy for the 
interconnection of currently available simulations, as was the intention of DIS, HLA is 
primarily targeted towards new simulation developments. This has been brought, about 
as the limitations of DIS and currently available simulations have become apparent. It 
has been noticed that while some present-day systems may be able to incorporate 
aspects of the HLA specification, many will prove too costly or troublesome to modify 
sufficiently.
At present, it must be remembered that HLA is only recently at the level of 
implementation [DMSO 1], and defines a high-level abstract architecture for the 
integration of future simulations. It provides a framework for individual 
implementations to work to, in order to address the problems of scalability and 
interoperability.
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There are a number of prototype implementations of the HLA Run-Time 
Infrastructure (RTI) which is essentially the broker to handle object control, passing of 
data, etc. Although none of these presently provides the full HLA specification, testing 
has been done, and there are some early commercial systems already available. 
Information about some of these efforts and other HLA issues can be found at the HLA 
Document Repository, http://siwg.dra.hmg.gb/HLA/
The first commercially available product to support the HLA specification is VR- 
Link from MAK technologies [MAK], which is a distributed simulation tool.
3.3.1 HLA fundamentals
The HLA establishes four key ideas which identify the development areas of 
future simulations.
® All simulations must describe their capabilities in terms of an object model,
containing a structured description of all the objects within the simulation.
® Simulations must be developed with some inbuilt capability for interacting with
other simulations in specified ways.
© A number of federation-wide services which will be available to simulations via some 
run-time infrastructure are specified by HLA.
® The interface between simulations and the 
run-time infrastructure services is defined 
by HLA.
Figure 3.2 Three parts of HLA
There are three main parts of the HLA 
specification: the simulations, the interface to the run-time infrastructure, and the run­
time infrastructure itself. These specifications are being designed with two major issues 
in mind - interoperability between simulations, and reuse of simulation components. In
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order to achieve interoperability, the simulations need to have some way of exchanging 
data (i.e. a run-time infrastructure), and an understanding of the data exchanged (i.e. 
object models). Reuse is assisted by having well defined components with 
understanding of any objects shared between them. This is achieved by having standard 
interface definitions and accessible object models.
3.3.1.1 Simulations
From the time of the initial design of a simulation, the capability for it to operate 
within a federation of simulations must be ensured if it is to meet the requirements of 
HLA. Each simulation has an object model defined for it at the time of development to 
describe the elements and functionality within the simulation. This object model is then 
used later on to help identify which federation a simulation may belong to, and which 
data will be shared with the other federated simulations. While HLA does not impose 
constraints on what is represented within a simulation, it does require that certain 
facilities are incorporated to allow interaction with objects4 in other simulations. These 
facilities cover three main areas :
Establishing participation in a federation - Simulations must have the ability to join 
and resign from a federation. It must be able to request identifiers from the 
federation for the objects it is using, and also inform the federation of the object 
attributes it will be importing/exporting.
Transfer of object data - While a simulation is participating in a federation, it must be 
able to exchange data with other simulations within the federation. This includes 
creation/deletion of object instances, and import/export of object attributes.
Simulation co-ordination - Each simulation must implement functions to co-ordinate 
its local time with that of the federation, and have the ability to pause, resume, 
checkpoint, and restart in co-ordination with the federation.
3.3.1.2 Interfaces
A crucial part of the HLA specification is the interface between the simulations 
and the run-time infrastructure. This interface must be independent of implementation, 
and common throughout all simulations and federations. Two types of information will 
be carried by this interface; control data and simulation data.
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Control data - this is the control and management data needed by the run-time 
infrastructure to co-ordinate the simulations. Functions include those needed 
for federation management and time management.
Simulation data - this is the data that is exchanged by simulations, such as object 
management information, attributes and events.
A draft of the interface functions currently specified by HLA is available in [HLA
2],
3.3.1.3 Run-time infrastructure (RTI)
The purpose of the run-time infrastructure is to "support interaction between
simulations and conduct federation level operations". It is to provide services which will
allow simulations to act with each other as federations, and also provide some control
over these federations. There are five different groups of service provided by the RTI:
Federation management - Services to support simulations joining/leaving a federation, 
and general control. Periodical saving of the state of the entire federation is also 
supported, to provide backup in the case of failure of some system.
Declaration management - Simulations joining a federation are required to declare the 
data they will be exporting, and also the data they will need to import. The RTI 
makes sure that information is distributed to the federated simulations to meet 
their declared requirements.
Instance management - HLA simulations exchange data in accordance with the object 
model they have published. The RTI provides services to allow a simulation to 
create/modify/delete instances of objects, and makes other simulations aware of 
these changes according to the import/export requirements they have previously 
declared.
Ownership management - HLA requires that simulations can change ownership of 
object attributes as required by the federated object model. This allows different 
simulations to take over the modelling of certain attributes, to distribute the 
overall processing load. The RTI provides services to ensure that this handover of
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attributes is performed in an orderly manner, and that continuity of the 
simulation as a whole does not suffer.
Time management - services to allow synchronisation of time and event ordering 
between the federated simulations.
[DMSO 1, HLA 1, HLA 2}
3.4 Comments on Technologies
This chapter has outlined three of the technologies currently available for 
distributed simulation. While MulTiSIM is a proprietary system, DIS is a set of 
standards in use, and HLA is a proposed set of standards to supersede the DIS 
methodology, the three show the direction in which distributed simulation development 
is heading. It can be noted that there are some similarities between MulTiSIM and High 
Level Architecture (HLA), namely the object-based5 approach and the presence of some 
infrastructure to co-ordinate the simulations. DIS, on the other hand, relies on 
simulations broadcasting all data, and filtering out information of interest to them. The 
rest of this paper looks at the problems of achieving a large scale truly distributed 
simulation system, and at applying mobile programming technology to address some of 
these problems.
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4 Review of Networked 3D Graphics Languages
The purpose of this part of the thesis is to summarise and compare the state of 
the art languages for the creation of three-dimensional graphical scenes distributed on 
the Internet. Available systems currently in use and those proposed for acceptance by 
the Internet community are considered. A description of each language/system is given, 
along with examples of commands and structure, for comparison purposes. The benefits 
and shortcomings of each system are also discussed.
4.1 Virtual Reality Modelling Languages
The advent of the World Wide Web paradigm [Berners-Lee] has made "surfing the 
Internet" a simple and intuitive procedure, replacing sometimes complex command-line 
programs with a graphical interface and mouse operations. The World Wide Web, as an 
abstraction over the Internet (based on the TCP/IP protocol [RFC791, RFC793]), also 
provides an addressing scheme which gives a unique identifier, called a URL (Universal 
Resource Locator), for any piece of data within the network. There is a booming 
popularity in publishing "Web pages", in the personal, educational and commercial 
sectors. However while this interface provides an extra dimensional method of accessing 
information, the data presented is only in two dimensional form (the third dimension 
being the hypertext links between objects). Over the last two years, many people have 
been interested in extending this paradigm to provide a representation of three- 
dimensional data with hyperlinks. This led to the development of Virtual Reality 
Modelling Language, or VRML.
VRML began life as a program called Labyrinth, written by Mark Pesce and Tony 
Parisi in 1994. Labyrinth, while not being a full VRML browser as such, was an 
important proof-of-concept model that demonstrated the ideas which can now be seen 
in todays’ VRML browsers. The program had the ability to retrieve three dimensional 
objects from the WWW using the same protocols as regular web browsers. The 
presentation of Labyrinth at the First International Conference on the World Wide Web 
in May of 1994 saw the start of discussions that would ultimately culminate in the first 
official standard of VRML. [Pesce]
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The VRML 1.0 specification details a text language for describing three 
dimensional scenes. It was designed to be platform-independent, extensible, and able to 
be used over low bandwidth connections. It consists of a subset of Silicon Graphics’ 
Open Inventor file format, but has provision for hyperlinks, in the same way that HTML 
does. This was designed to be a starting point from which people could develop more 
sophisticated modelling systems to create the goal of, to quote the VRML 1.0 
specification, "a universal description language for multi-participant simulations".
4.2 Available technologies for networked 3D scenes
Outlined below are descriptions of several popular systems used for the creation 
of 3D VR scenes. Only brief descriptions are given - more detailed information can be 
obtained from the references supplied. There are many more different proprietary 
systems available, as the industry for virtual reality systems is burgeoning. Open 
Inventor and OpenFlight are popular examples of such standards, VRML 1.0 has been 
the standard for Internet 3D for the past year, and the other systems below are 
proposals for the extension of VRML 1.0 to VRML 2.0. The requirements for a networked 
(Internet) VR system differ from those of a standalone or dedicated VR system, as the 
bandwidth available for data transmission is generally lower, and the creation of content 
should be as simple as possible to make the system accessible to a wide number of 
users.
4.2.1 Open Inventor
Open Inventor is an object-oriented toolkit for creating 3D interactive graphics. It 
consists of the development tools for creating and manipulating scenes, and an ASCII 
file format for storing and transferring the scenes. Developed by Silicon Graphics, the 
Inventor file format is standard on their machines, but also popular on other platforms. 
It is used to describe 3D "scenes" of objects, but also provides a simple event model to 
allow some interaction with the scenes. Objects may be many different things: 3D 
geometry, MIDI data, JPEG images, etc. A set of nodes useful for 3D graphics, such as 
geometric primitives and polygonal shapes, are specified by Open Inventor. Six 
categories of nodes are provided: shapes, properties, groups, lights, cameras, and 
manipulators. The objects in a scene are organised in a "scene graph6", which gives a 
hierarchical ordering to the scene. "Separator" and "Group" nodes are used to divide the
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graph into functionally separate parts, so the scene graph can be thought of as a tree­
like structure, with a root node and various levels of branches leading to the leaf nodes. 
A property or geometry modifier node can affect the state of all nodes below it in the 
tree. A node has four main characteristics:
• Type: each node has a distinct type, e.g. sphere, transformation, etc.
o Parameters: a node may have 0 or more parameters, or fields. These distinguish it 
from other nodes of the same type, e.g. radius, colour, etc.
® Name: a node may be named. This feature may be used to give hints as to the 
content of the scene, but is also very useful for scripting extensions and events.
® Children: nodes of the type group may contain other nodes, to allow the tree 
structure to be created. During rendering, these nodes are traversed in order. 
Applying a transformation to a parent node affects all the children of that node.
The language is extensible, in that new nodes may be self-defined and re-used. A 
special Level of Detail group is provided to allow the author of a scene to define several 
different representations of an object. One of these representations is used according to 
how much screen area the object occupies when the current frame is being rendered.
The following Inventor file shows a regular grid of squares, with nodes set at 
different heights to each other (most of the co-ordinates and the Coordinate Index have 
been removed for brevity), with a camera set up to view the scene...
#INVENTOR V2.0 ascii 
Separator {
PointLight {
on TRUE 
intensity 6 
color 1 1 1  
location 0 -3 50 
}
PerspectiveCamera {
position 10 -16 7 
orientation 1 0 0  1.4579 
focalDistance 5 
heightAngle 0.685398 
}
Material { diffuseColor 0 1 0 }
ShapeHints {
vertexOrdering COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
faceType CONVEX 
creaseAngle 0 
}
#terraincoordstart
Coordinate3 { 
point [
0 0 0,
1 0  0 ,
39 39 0,
]
}
IndexedFaceSet {
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coordlndex [ 
0,1,41,40,-1,
1558,1559,1599,1598,-1,
]
}
}
Open Inventor is a large and generalised system, and has taken many 
programmer years to develop. It has a veiy rich and comprehensive set of nodes, and 
provides a powerful and extensible format for representing objects and scenes. However, 
while a limited amount of "interactivity" can be provided with event nodes, the structure 
of an Inventor scene is essentially rigid and static, defined by the sequential ordering of 
the nodes in the Inventor file. This is not an issue for the building of 3D models for, say, 
demonstration walk-throughs and planning purposes, but for interactive virtual reality 
the scope is very limited. Simple animation nodes are provided, such as rotor and 
shuttle, but such objects still remain in their original locations within the scene 
structure. Also, no paradigm is directly supported for the distribution of scenes across a 
network. [Overview]
4.2.2 VRML 1.0
VRML was conceived as a way of providing a Virtual Reality interface to the 
World Wide Web. It was decided that a common language for specifying 3D scenes 
containing WWW hyperlinks was needed, a sort of 3D HTML. The VRML 1.0 language is 
based on a subset of Open Inventor (see above), small enough to make it easily portable 
and to simplify the job of browser creators. A VRML browser, in the same sense as a 
World Wide Web HTML browser, interprets the VRML code, renders it on screen, and 
provides an interface for a user to navigate and interact with the 3D scene.
The structure of a VRML 1.0 file is identical to that of an Open Inventor file, with 
two main differences -
1: Only a minimal subset of the Open Inventor nodes is supported. The same six types 
of node are provided, but only the minimum number required for the creation of 
rudimentary 3D scenes. There is no support for animation or behaviours.
2: Extensions have been made to support networking. The object-oriented structure of 
Open Inventor has allowed the addition of WWW-inlines and hyperlinks, which 
have functionality similar to their HTML counterparts.
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It is extensible in the same way as Open Inventor, i.e. nodes may be self-defined 
and re-used.
This is an example of a simple VRML 1.0 file, showing two primitives...
#VRML V I .0 ascii 
Separator {
Separator {
Transform { rotation 0 1 1 44 } 
Separator {
Material { diffuseColor 1 0 0 }  
Transform { translation - 4 4 0 }  
Transform { rotation 0 1 1 0 }  
Cylinder { } }
Separator {
Material { diffuseColor 0 1 0 }  
Transform { translation - 4 - 4 0 }  
Transform { rotation 0 1 1 0 }  
Cone { } }
}
}
Even more restricted than Open Inventor, the VRML 1.0 specification really only 
allows the creation of static scenes which can be navigated using a VRML browser. 
However, the networking additions mean that parts of a scene may be located at 
different places on the network, allowing the creation of object repositories which may 
be used by authors of VRML scenes. The addition of hyperlinks allows the creation of 
simple 3D web pages. [VRML]
4.2.3 OpenFlight
OpenFlight Scene Description Language is a commercial binary data format, 
developed by MultiGen Inc. to store information about three-dimensional scenarios. It is 
very comprehensive, designed to support both simple and sophisticated real-time 
systems, and caters for many of the needs of a VR-type application. MultiGen systems 
hold the data (internally) in the form of a tree structure, similar to that of Open 
Inventor. Group, Level of Detail, and Switch nodes are provided, which point down to 
object nodes (called beads in OpenFlight). Objects can be collections of polygons or 
vertices, or can point to further groups, to allow construction in an object-based 
fashion. When the tree structure is written to disk, the file format is a linear stream of 
records, the structure of which are defined in the specification. Other systems can read 
these files in and create their own internal representation if necessaiy.
While OpenFlight provides a detailed specification for the storage and transfer of 
three dimensional scenarios, to be used by real-time systems, it does not address any 
issues of distribution of the databases. No provisions are made at the scene description
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language level for networking or multiuser functionality, and as such it does not prove 
suitable for an open Internet VR system. {OpenFlight]
4.2.4 ActiveVRMl
ActiveVRML was designed by Microsoft to be a successor to VRML 1.0. Rather 
than just describing static 3D scenes, ActiveVRML was designed for the construction of 
interactive, 3D multimedia worlds. A key difference from the languages already 
mentioned is that all Active VRML objects are implicitly time-vaiying. Objects may have 
behaviours attached to them, and may switch behaviours on cues to provide 
interactivity. Rather than being a just a scene description file format, ActiveVRML is 
more like a functional programming language. Active scenes may be built up in a 
compositional manner, using objects or scenes previously defined, including software 
components written in languages such as Java and C++. The possibility of multiuser 
worlds is to be addressed in the future.
The following example of ActiveVRML code shows how a scene is built up as a 
functional program rather than a scene graph:
sphere = import("sphere.wrl");
earthmap = import("earthmap.gif");
movedEarth = 
apply(translate(2,0,0), 
apply(scale3(0.5) , 
texture(earthMap) (sphere) )));
Two objects are created, their contents being imported from external files 
(various different datatypes are supported). A third object, movedEarth, is defined by 
applying functions to the first two objects to result in a sphere textured with the 
earthm ap.gif picture, scaled down and located 2 units away from the origin. In this 
way, entire scenes may be built up, containing any number of different objects ranging 
from sounds to animations. When an object is created it may be given parameters, 
which allows re-use of a single object with different properties applying to each 
instance. This provides a far more powerful method of object re-use than simple 
instancing, which is common amongst other systems. Behaviours of objects may also be 
specified functionally, for example the world above may move in time by applying the 
following translation:
translate((l*time),0,0)
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In the same way as simple behaviours, events may also be programmed into an 
ActiveVRML scene.
While ActiveVRML provides an alternative, but powerful, way of creating 
interactive 3D scenes, with multimedia content, it still does not address issues of scene 
distribution and multiuser interaction. [ActiveVRML]
4.2.5 Moving Worlds
Moving Worlds was a proposal for, and has now been accepted as, the VRML 2.0 
specification, supported by several organisations. Based on the VRML 1.0 file format, it 
adds functionality to allow interactive animated 3D scenes. Scenes are still described as 
a tree-like scene graph structure, with two main types of node: grouping nodes and leaf 
nodes. Leaf nodes describe the objects comprising a scene, such as shapes, scripts, 
images, sounds, interpolators, etc. A grouping node switch provides for alternative 
behaviours of parts of a scene. Provision is made for time, events, and behaviours, 
which can be defined by scripts. A script may be in any language supported by the 
browser, e.g. Java, C, Perl, TCL, etc. This gives Moving Worlds a great scope for creating 
interactive and animated worlds. Similar functionality to ActiveVRML is achieved, but 
using a different, perhaps less elegant, paradigm.
Instancing is provided, allowing prototypes from local and external files to be 
used. Re-used nodes cannot be parameterised in the same way as ActiveVRML 
functions, but a special ROUTE node is used to connect a node in the scene generating 
an event to one receiving events. Another special type of node, TimeSensor, generates 
regular events to give the browser a sense of time in a world. Most nodes can receive 
events corresponding to their fields (e.g. a geometric primitive node may have fields 
such as Color, Radius, etc.).
#VRML V2.0 utf8
Worldlnfof
title "BackgroundTexture" 
info "Marble.jpg"
}
DEF timer TimeSensor{ 
discrete TRUE
loop TRUE
enabled FALSE 
cyclelnterval 0.5
}
DEF scriptl Script{
eventOut SFBool bar
eventln SFTime foo
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}
ROUTE timer.time TO scriptl.foo 
ROUTEscriptl.bar TO timer.set_enabled
To save showing another VRML file containing geometric primitives, the above 
VRML 2.0 file fragment shows how events are routed between nodes. A TimeSensor 
node is set up, but is inactive. When the script node reaches the eventOut line, an event is 
passed to start the timer node. Node scriptl then starts receiving time events from timer. 
The Worldlnfo node instructs the browser to load the specified picture file as a backdrop.
While the VRML 2.0 specification has added the main features that were missing 
from VRML 1.0, such as animation and interaction, the underlying structure is still the 
same. There are benefits to this, in that VRML 1.0 files are forwards-compatible (to an 
extent) and there is an already established and educated user base, but there are still 
issues that need addressing. [Moving Worlds]
4.2.6 Dynamic Worlds (GMD)
Another proposal for VRML 2.0, Dynamic Worlds also adds events/behaviour 
capability and builds on the VRML 1.0 specification. The file structure, as with Moving 
Worlds, is based on VRML 1.0 (which in turn is based on Open Inventor). The structure 
of the scene graph may be modified using Scene Graph Events, which allow adding, 
copying, moving and removal of nodes. Behaviours are implemented in a similar fashion 
to Moving Worlds, with support for scripting, sensors, triggers, and engines. Engines 
may be used to provide objects with simple behaviours, without the need for calling a 
script. Some thought has been given to creating multiuser worlds, with the inclusion of 
shared triggers and synchronised behaviour engines, but there is still work to be done 
on this.
The Dynamic Worlds proposal also adds a new type of node, Artifact. This is to 
avoid the problem of scene modification, which may occur in an interactive 3D scene. 
When a VRML scene is designed, it has a tree-like structure, with transformations and 
properties taking effect on everything relevant below them in the tree. However, when 
this scene is read into a browser, it may create its own internal representation for 
optimisation purposes. This is not a problem with static VRML 1.0 scenes, but in a 
dynamic scene, an Artifact can be used to define an object which does not influence the 
rest of the scene graph. An avatar7 is an example of an Artifact.
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The following Dynamic Worlds code fragment shows the creation of a behaviour 
class, and the application of it to an arbitraiy artifact...
CLASS MakeBlueBehaviour{
MouseTrigger{}
Actionf
outputs Material material{ 
diffuseColor 0 0 1
}
}
}
Artifact{
MakeBlueBehaviour{}
Sphere{}
)
The behaviour class sends a Material event when it receives a MouseTrigger 
event. If the Sphere artifact is clicked on with the mouse, it. will turn blue.
While addressing many of the issues also covered in Moving Worlds, Dynamic 
Worlds also proposes modification of the scene graph, and some support for multi-user 
worlds. However, the overall proposal is veiy similar to Moving Worlds, and while it has 
several strengths to put it aside from the other proposals, the underlying paradigm is 
still the same. [Dynamic Worlds]
4.2.7 Holoweb
Holoweb consists of a binary file format and accompanying API for the storage 
and interchange of animated 3D worlds. Rather than adding to the VRML 1.0 
specification, Holoweb defines its own file format with the intention that it be used as a 
transport for scene information between browser systems. This is a similar approach to 
that taken by OpenFlight - the binary file format is defined, but browsers may use this 
to generate their own internal representations of the scene.
A HoloWeb scene is described as a directed graph of group nodes and leaf 
objects, in much the same way as VRML. However, the file format is not human- 
readable, and geometry is optimised and compressed where possible. To help achieve 
this, geometry representation has been reduced to a minimal set of points, lines and 
triangles. A Java interface is specified for the implementation of animation and 
behaviours, but to simplify the creation of scenes and reduce the overhead required to 
execute numerous Java scripts a number of elemental animation operators are 
provided. Support for multiuser interactions has also been included.
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HoloWeb is a well thought out system, designed for general VR use. However, the 
binary file format, while addressing bandwidth and transport requirements, means that 
its suitability as a general purpose WWW paradigm is diminished, as it is less accessible 
to users. The intention is to provide an efficient means of transporting and displaying 
worlds generated by authoring tools, which may mean that the scenes represented are 
even less flexible than those represented by an ASCII VRML file. [Holoweb]
4.2.8 VRML 97 (VRML 2.0)
The first developments of VRML 1.0 resulted in VRML 1.1. This was originally 
planned to be an addition to VRML 1.0 which would include simple features to provide 
sound and animation, but still be a long way off providing multi-user support. A draft 
document was proposed by the VRML Architecture Group (VAG), but this was soon 
abandoned in favour of developing a fully interactive version of VRML.
Various proposals for the new version of VRML were made; the main ones of 
which are outlined earlier in this chapter. After much deliberation, both by the VAG and 
by open discussion on the VRML mail reflector [VRML 3], it was agreed to base the new 
standard, VRML 2.0, on the Moving Worlds proposals from Silicon Graphics, in 
collaboration with Sony and Mitra. Several revisions have been made to this original 
draft, and the latest version of the document, VRML/ISO Draft for International 
Standard [VRML97], was recently submitted to ISO for voting as a standard.
The following design criteria were put forward for this draft; -
® Authorability -  to enable the development of computer programs capable of creating, 
editing, and maintaining VRML files, as well as automatic translation programs for 
converting other commonly used 3D file formats into VRML files.
® Composability -  to provide the ability to use and combine dynamic 3D objects within a 
VRML world and thus allow re-usability.
© Extensibility -  to provide the ability to add new object types not explicitly defined in 
VRML.
® Implementability -  to enable implementation on a wide range of systems.
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<* Performance - Emphasise scalable, interactive performance on a wide variety of 
computing platforms.
• Scalability -  to enable arbitrarily large dynamic 3D worlds.
The direction of development of VRML is now guided by the VRML Consortium, 
an open group of interested organisations. The following quote, taken from the VRML 
Consortium home page, outlines the basis of this effort: "The VRML Consortium was 
formed to provide a forum for the creation of open standards for VRML specifications, 
and to accelerate the world-wide demand for products based on these standards 
through the sponsorship of market and user education programs. VRML applications 
have been actively pursued by many organisations for quite some time. This community 
has spearheaded the development of the VRML 1.0 and 2.0 specifications, which provide 
the basis for the development of associated applications. The organisations involved in 
this effort felt that the creation of an open consortium focused exclusively on VRML 
would provide the structure necessary to stabilise, standardise, and nurture VRML for 
the entire community.” [VRML 2]
In the next section, the VRML 2.0 paradigm is examined in detail, to highlight its 
capabilities, and the shortcomings it has when looking to create distributed, interactive 
virtual realities.
4.3 Analysis of VRML 2.0
Since VRML 1.0 was made available, the interest of many people has been 
caught, and this has led to much experimentation and development. The openness and 
accessibility of VRML to many people has led to it being used to create many small 
models distributed around the Internet, as well as large 3D spaces containing too much 
detail to be accessed across normal Internet connections. Some people have expressed 
an interest in using VRML as a general file format for 3D data storage and transfer, 
although presently it does not provide enough accuracy for such applications as 
detailed modelling or CAD work. Another drawback is that detailed models, when 
converted to VRML, can produce veiy large files that become cumbersome to work with 
in a VRML browser.
As mentioned, VRML 2.0 (now defined as a standard, "VRML97" [VRML 97]) aims 
to improve on VRML 1 by adding movement and interactivity to scenes. This section
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examines the mechanisms in VRML 2.0 which provide animation, interactivity, and 
scene dynamics.
4.3.1 The VRML Paradigm
Designed to be human-readable and easily transferred across the Internet, 
VRML is a text file format. The structure of its modelling is based around SGIs Open 
Inventor file format, with the text file describing a scene graph. The scene graph is a 
Directed Acyclic Graph, with the exception that a node may have more than one parent 
(for example when instancing a prototype). As with HTML, URLs (Universal Resource 
Locators) can be used to reference material over the Internet. Hyperlinks, WWW Inlines 
and anchors can all be used within VRML scenes.
Figure 4.1 VRML 2 Browser Model
The VRML browser software reads in the text file, fetches any inlines via URLs, 
then builds an internal representation of the scene graph. It is the internal scene graph 
which is used to perform calculations and for rendering, and this is usually optimised 
for the browser. Various optimisations are performed depending on the browser, but
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usually include bounding boxes for fast collision detection, and also lighting and 
visibility approximations.
Due to the open nature of the VRML format, browsers are available for many 
platforms. To maximise efficiency, browsers may be optimised to specific hardware and 
operating systems, and may be developed to make use of hardware rendering 
acceleration and standard graphics libraries, such as OpenGL [OpenGLj.
4.3.2 Nodes
In addition to the basic nodes of VRML1, VRML2 provides a number of nodes 
designed for animation, sound, etc., to allow authors to easily add these elements to 
their scenes. Most nodes can now also send and receive simple events, allowing scenes 
to be programmed using event routing and scripting languages.
4.3.2.1 Grouping nodes - Anchor, Billboard,
Group, Transform, Collision.
These are nodes used to build up the 
hierarchy of the scene graph. A grouping 
node has children, which in turn may be 
further grouping nodes, creating the overall
tree structure of the graph. To allow changing of the scene graph, grouping nodes have 
addChildren and removeChildren eventln definitions.
Figure 4.2 Scene graph groups & nodes
Separator nodes, which were used in 
VRML1 to define groups, have been replaced by 
the Transform group, which incorporates the 
functions from the old Transform node. This 
allows simpler structuring of the scene, and 
encourages modular design of scene parts. The 
following code fragment demonstrates how 
grouping constructs are used in VRML2:
if VRML V2.0 utf 8 
DEF Touchbox Transform{ 
children [
Shape { geometry Box {} }
TouchSensor {}
]
}
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An object consisting of a Box and a TouchSensor is created within the 
Transform. The Transform is given a name, Touchbox, to allow it to be referenced 
elsewhere within the scene.
4.3.2.2 Other nodes - Browser inform ation, lights & lighting, sound.
These nodes, while not used to create dynamics or animation, add to the scene 
in other ways. Nodes such as Worldlnfo provide information that the browser may use, 
such as the title of the scene, author information, etc. This does not effect the 
appearance or behaviour of the world.
VRML2 specifies three kinds of light node which may be used to illuminate 
scenes, each with different lighting effects; DirectionalLight, PointLight, and SpotLight. 
Lights themselves can be animated in the same way as other objects by using events to 
modify position and light values.
The Sound node allows positioning of sounds within the scene. In the example 
below, as the viewer approaches the box, they start to hear the sound "evilhomer.wav" 
being played. The closer to the box the viewer gets, the louder the sound becomes. As 
with other nodes, parameters can be changed by using events.
#VRML V2.0 utf8 
DEF HomerBox Transform { 
children (
Shape { geometry Box {} }
Sound { source AudioClip {
url "file:///F|/samples/evilhomer.wav" 
startTime 1 
loop TRUE } }
]
)
4.3.2.3 Sensors - ProximitySensor, TouchSensor, CylinderSensor, PianeSensor, 
SphereSensor, VisibilitySensor, TimeSensor.
Sensor nodes allow interactivity via the browser. When active, they read input 
from the controller device, or the current camera location, and interpret it accordingly. 
For example, a CylinderSensor translates mouse pointer movement into a cylindrical 
rotation about the axis of the sensor. The returns from the sensor may then be routed 
to another node to perform affects on the scene, such as rotating some geometry.
#VRML V2.0 utf8 
DEF HomerBox Transform ( 
children [
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Shape { geometry Box {} }
DEF Touch TouchSensor {}
Sound { source DEF BoxSound AudioClip { url "evilhomer.wav" } }
1
}
ROUTE Touch.touchTime TO BoxSound.startTime
In the above example, the object HomerBox has a TouchSensor attached to it. 
Both the TouchSensor and the AudioClip nodes have been given names, as we need to 
reference them with the ROUTE statement. Now the box is initially silent, but when the 
viewer clicks on it the touchTime event is passed from the TouchSensor to the startTime 
field of the AudioClip node, and the sound is played.
It is by means of these Sensor nodes that interactivity with the user is built into 
VRML2 worlds. While necessary for many purposes, they are by no means all that is 
required for proper interactivity. Sensors are good for providing human-centric 
interfaces which have a particular mode of operation, such as switches, knobs and 
doors, but in order to allow for any interaction anywhere in a scene, sensors would have 
to be placed everywhere. For example, if a bulldozer entered a scene designed for 
human avatars it would only be able to perform the same things as the humans. 
Realistically, it should be allowed to destroy, move, and squash objects. This would only 
be possible if such things had been allowed for in the design of the scene.
Material properties should be contained within objects, and interactions then 
determined as necessary. For example, a building may have the property of "Concrete". 
A human avatar could not move this object directly, but some other entity, such as 
"Bulldozer", could.
4.3.2.4 Interpolators - Colorlnterpolator, Coordinatelnterpolator, Normallnterpolator, 
Orientationlnterpolator, Positionlnterpolator, Scalarlnterpolator.
Interpolator nodes are included in VRML2 to aid animation. They are provided 
with a set of n key intervals, and n corresponding keyValues which represent f(t) for 
each key. The interpolator then calculates and returns intermediate values between 
these keys, to allow smooth keyframed animation. The interpolator used depends on the 
type of keyValue being processed, for example to interpolate values of type MFColor, 
Colorlnterpolator would be used. By using Interpolator nodes, the virtual world author 
is relieved of much of the burden of producing smoothly or constantly changing values 
in the scene, which would otherwise be implemented in scripts or external programs.
#VRML V2.0 utf8
DEF RotatingBox Transform { 
children (
Shape { appearance Appearance {
material DEF BoxColour Material { diffuseColor 1 0 1 }
}
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geometry Box {}
}
DEF TimeSource TimeSensor { 
cyclelnterval 3 
loop TRUE 
startTime 1
}
DEF BoxAnimation Orientationlnterpolator { 
key [ 0,0.33,0.66,1.0 ]
keyValue [ 0 1 0 0 ,  0 1 0 2 . 1 ,  0 1 0 4 . 2 ,  0 1 0 0 ]
}
DEF BoxColour_I ColorInterpolator {
key [0,0.1,0.25,0.4,0.55,0.75,1]
keyValue [ 1 0 0 ,  1 0 1 ,  1 1 0 ,  0 11, 0 1 0 , 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 ]
}
]
}
ROUTE TimeSource.fraction_changed TO BoxAnimation.set_fraction 
ROUTE BoxAnimation.value_changed TO RotatingBox.rotation 
ROUTE TimeSource.fraction_changed TO BoxColour_I.set_fraction 
ROUTE BoxColour_I.value_changed TO BoxColour.diffuseColor
a. b. c.
Figure 4.4 Rotating, Flashing Cube
4.3.3 Events and Routing
In VRML2, Routes are defined in 
the scene .wrl file, and provide the 
plumbing of events between nodes. 
Events are the messages that nodes use 
as input and output. Nodes generate 
output in the form of eventOuts, and if a 
Route has been defined, the browser 
passes the events into the eventln field of
Figure 4.5 VRML 2 Event Execution Model
the target node.
Messages are not inherently routed in the scene structure, so objects which are 
dynamically loaded cannot be routed into existing nodes. However, Route statements 
may appear at the top level of a VRML file or prototype definition, i.e. routes within the 
scope of external prototypes can be constructed. This allows dynamic objects with self­
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contained behaviours to be created, which can be used as library objects, available for 
use in any VRML 2 world.
Examples of event routing can be seen in the rotating cube program {previous 
section).
4.3.4 Scripting
Scripts are used in VRML2 to cany out event processing. They may be written in 
any language supported by the browser being used, and may be either included within 
the VRML file itself, or referenced by a URL. A script node takes input as eventlns, and 
returns output as eventOuts. It can also access any exposedField, eventln, or eventOut 
of any node in the scene to which it has a pointer. Once an event is received, the Script 
node becomes active. When active, the program referenced by the script node is run, 
either by the browser or by calling an external interpreter.
The VRML2 program shown below demonstrates the use of the addChildren and 
removeChildren functions of a grouping node, and how they are used from a script.
#VRML V2.0 utf8
((clicking on sphere will cause it to be removed from current box, and added to the 
other.
DEF leftBox Transform {
translation - 5 0 0  
children [
Shape {
appearance Appearance {
material Material { diffuseColor 0 0 1 }
}
geometry Box {}
}
DEF TS TouchSensor {}
DEF SphereObject Shape {
appearance Appearance {
material Material { diffuseColor 1 0 1 }
}
geometry Sphere { radius 1.2 }
}
]
}
DEF rightBox Transform { 
translation 5 0 0  
children [
Shape {
appearance Appearance {
material Material { diffuseColor 1 0 0 }
}
geometry Box {}
}
DEF TS2 TouchSensor {}
]
}
DEF S Script {
eventln SFBool isActive 
eventOut MFNode child
field MFNode testNode USE SphereObject
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url "vrmlscript:
function isActive(value) {
if(value) child = testNode;
}
)
DEF S2 Script {
eventln SFBool isActive 
eventOut MFNode child
field MFNode testNode USE SphereObject
url "vrmlscript:
function isActive(value) {
if(value) child = testNode;
}
}
ROUTE TS.isActive TO S.isActive 
ROUTE TS2.isActive TO S2.isActive 
ROUTE S.child TO leftBox.removeChildren 
ROUTE S.child TO rightBox.addChildren 
ROUTE S2.child TO rightBox.removeChildren 
ROUTE S2.child TO leftBox.addChildren
The main scene consists of two Transform nodes each containing a box and a 
TouchSensor node. The leftBox node also has another child, SphereObject. There are 
also two Script nodes, and several ROUTE statements. The basic structure of the scene 
graph is shown in Figure 4.6. The scripts check whether the clicked node contains the 
SphereObject, and if so, via the ROUTES that have been set up, removes the 
SphereObject child from the active box Transform and adds it to the other box 
Transform.
The same effect could be 
achieved by simply using a translation 
on the sphere, but there are many cases 
in which it is desirable that the node is 
re-grouped to another parent. This 
provides a more realistic representation 
of the objects in the scene. If, for example, the box currently containing the sphere is 
moved by another object such as an avatar, the sphere will also move.
However, the scene is built up within the browser, and if another user loads the 
same scene it will be in its initial state. This is fine for a single user system, but in a 
multiuser system we would like the globally accessible scene to represent the cnrrenl 
state of all the objects within it.
There are several problems with using scripts; not least they must be in a 
language that all browsers understand. Currently, unless great care is taken, a scene 
that works in one browser may well not work in another. Although this problem is 
becoming less significant as browsers develop, with such a system where external
Figure 4.6 Scene graph structure
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features are required to add functionality to the virtual worlds, problems arise: each 
user connecting to the world needs a similar configuration of software - many different 
versions and offerings from different manufacturers mean that a VR world may be far 
from "standard".
While many things can be achieved by using script nodes, for some VRs or 
simulations this paradigm is far from ideal. In theory, most dynamics and operations 
can be programmed, but in reality the solution is far from optimal for many scenarios.
4.3.5 External Interfaces
Aside from Inlines and Anchors, there are two ways in which VRML code can be 
imported into a scene. These are the createVRMLFromString and createVRMLFromURL 
functions, which can be used from within scripts to dynamically add new nodes. By 
using createVRMLFromString, VRML code can be generated on the fly. A script node 
program can be used to calculate and produce VRML text, which can then be 
incorporated into the scene. By interfacing with external systems, VRML can be used as 
a display for some other intelligent VR or simulation system.
4.3.5.1 External Authoring Interface
The External Authoring Interface, or EAI, is designed to allow an external 
environment access to the nodes in a VRML scene which is loaded in a browser 
[Marrin]. It does this by using the existing VRML event model, i.e. the routing of events 
from eventOut to eventln fields of nodes, and mimicking the behaviour of a Script node. 
Only named nodes at the top level of the VRML scene are directly accessible to the 
external environment via the EAI. The EAI is implemented in Java, and essentially 
provides the following access to a VRML scene:
1. Accessing the functionality of the Browser Script Interface.
2. Sending events to eventlns of nodes inside the scene.
3. Reading the last value sent from eventOuts of nodes inside the scene.
4. Getting notified when events are sent from eventOuts of nodes inside the scene.
Figure 4.7 shows the logical positioning of the EAI, with respect to the VRML 
scene and the parent browser.
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Figure 4.7 EAI Positioning
4.3.5.2 Script nodes & EAI - comparison
Script nodes and the EAI essentially provide the same interface and functions to 
the VRML 2 scene, both allowing access to nodes of the scene graph from Java applets. 
Here we compare the two, and comment on their ability and functionality. Figure 4.8 
shows conceptually how the two methods fit into the browser model.
^  Extern ill Script ^
i-----
External Authoring Interface
.1  '
AcliecN Binding, : | Ltw<!oiinrCI Binding j
Figure 4.8 VRML Browser Interfaces
Script nodes have access to internal nodes within the VRML file - i.e. what they 
do to the scene in terms of behaviours and dynamics is pre-defTned when the world is
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designed. The EAI however, allows dynamic, external access to the VRML nodes in the 
browser - needed for more complex scenarios, such as simulation.
The EAI works via browser plug-ins, whereas browser scripting languages such 
as JavaScript and VRMLScript are mostly supported internally. Relying on plug-in 
technologies for Web sites and VRML worlds alike can cause problems, as there is 
currently no standard way across different browsers for implementing or accessing this 
additional software.
Because of the self-contained nature of Scripts within the VRML file, they are 
usually used for behaviours within the world. Examples of this are objects within the 
scene with relatively simple behaviour, such as televisions, transports, doors, and 
automata. The EAI is used for behaviours linked outside the VRML world. It is used to 
integrate scenes with systems consisting of media other than VRML, because within a 
WWW browser, the EAI provides access to the VRML browser from a Java applet on the 
same page.
4.3.5.3 Capabilities of the EAI
The EAI provides access to nodes in the VRML browsers’ scene graph which have 
been named with the define (DEF) construct. This is usually done by connecting via a 
Web browser plug-in, although on an MS Windows based machine, interfacing to an 
external program could be made using the ActiveX architecture. Only the defined (using 
DEF) nodes in the top level of the VRML file are available via the EAI, however (i.e. 
nodes in Inlines, and those created by createVRMLFromString () and 
createVRMLFromURLQ cannot be accessed).
Once a handle to a node has been obtained, the methods can be accessed in the 
same way as from a script node - add/removeChildren, Eventln/Out, etc. can all be 
used. ROUTE nodes can also be added/deleted. Nodes can be added to the scene via 
Java applets by first getting a handle on a Transform or Group node in the scene, and 
then using createVRMLFromString. However, DEF names of added nodes are not 
available, and so dynamically created nodes cannot be accessed using the GetNodeQ 
method which the EAI uses. This means that it is not possible to keep control over an 
entire scene externally by starting with a base scene containing just a root transform, 
and then building up the scene and dynamically modifying it via the EAI.
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This major shortcoming of the EAI is due to the fact that it exists outside the 
scope of the VRML file. As DEF names were designed to be used in USE, SCRIPT, 
ROUTE scenarios, there is no runtime database of named nodes within the VRML 
browser. For more information about the External Authoring Interface, please consult 
[EAI FAQ, EAI].
The External Authoring Interface describes a way of achieving good dynamics of 
VRML scenes, with some limitations as mentioned. However, it must be emphasised 
that the method of interfacing used relies on many complicated software components, 
usually developed to questionable standards. The following quotes summarise the 
current state of EAI systems:
"This is a pretty complicated mechanism running on independently developed 
Beta components. So sometimes it’s hard to get it to run. Realise that this is developer 
area." - [EAI FAQ]
"The scenes which use the external authoring interface are ’fragile’ in particular. 
’Reloading’ won’t do much currently. When you encounter loading problems wait until 
loading is finished and do ’shift-reload’. If that doesn’t do it either restart your browser ;( 
. Sometimes it also helps to clear the browser’s cache." - taken from a VRML tutorial 
Web site.
[VRML 3, VRML 2]]
4.3.6 Limitations of the VRML paradigm
Although VRML2 has mechanisms which provide a basic form of achieving 
dynamics, there are some inherent drawbacks in the methodology employed.
4.3.6.1 Necessity for pre-established routes
In order to remove existing nodes dynamically, it is necessaiy to have pre- 
established routes between sensors that generate events and the script that effects the 
deletion itself. Also required is a static reference (i.e. defined at the time of writing) 
within the script itself to the grouping node whose children are targeted for removal. The 
implication of this is that references must be made to every possible grouping node in 
the scene in order to cater for the possibility of removal of any one of them during run­
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time dynamics. The situation is further complicated should the contents of the VRML 
file change frequently, as it most assuredly will in a fully dynamic environment.
4.3.6.2 Relative algorithmic complexity
In order to achieve dynamic addition/deletion of routes and/or nodes, hooks via 
scripting languages are required, which can result in considerable cost in code length in 
implementation terms, regardless of the particular scripting language employed. This 
may quickly become untenable for programming large-scale changes in a VE that 
necessitates frequent use of such functions.
4.3.6.3 Removing/deleting nodes not sufficient to reflect changes
The actions of removing and/or deleting nodes do not completely provide the 
capabilities necessary to effect large scale changes to the scene graph structure. In 
particular, restructuring of the scene graph may be required when links are broken and 
others are established between nodes to create new hierarchies within the scene graph. 
Manipulations such as this do not require addition/deletion of nodes nor can they be 
easily achieved by these actions alone.
4.3.6.4 No existing mechanisms to utilise relationships
There are no existing mechanisms (i.e. methods or functions within the provided 
classes) that fully utilise the logical and structural relationships inherent in the scene 
graph. Mechanisms such as these would provide full functionality for graph processing 
such as adding new links, restructuring and removing existing links, grouping and 
segregating nodes, etc. The current methods work on the scene graph in a manner that 
is oriented towards the way in which the textual elements of the file itself are parsed to 
obtain the 3D representation.
4.3.6.5 In-depth knowledge of scene structure required
As a result of 4.3.6.4, in-depth knowledge of the scene structure (as provided by 
the textual structure, syntax and semantics within the VRML file itself) is required in 
order to manipulate the scene graph effectively in virtual worlds of moderate to complex
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organisation. The specifics of implementation (how the VRML file Is parsed and 
rendered) becomes a primary factor in writing the animation mechanism, since this 
determines the frame rate achievable and subsequently the ‘ feeling’ of interaction that a 
user derives from the environment. This may result in the use of ‘ short-cuts’ that speed 
up the animation process but ultimately interfere with the logical organisation of the 
scene graph.
4.3.7 Reasons for these limitations
Unless dynamics in a VRML scene are generated by some external system, they 
cannot be shared. The EAI provides a limited way of reading data from a scene graph 
within a VRML browser, but this takes a circuitous route to interface with external 
systems. This route, VRML browser - EAI - Java applet - Web browser, takes too much 
of a performance overhead, and at present is still too fragile, to produce complex virtual 
worlds. Several proprietary systems address the problem of shared dynamics and 
behaviours to a limited extent, such as the Sony E-VRML extensions [Sony], but there is 
no standard solution.
Since its conception back in 1994 [Pesce], VRML has come a long way in 
providing dynamic, distributed scenes across the Internet. Applications for this, 
however, are still limited to simple entertainment web sites, or primitive multiuser 
networked games. VRML on its own is useful only for creating interactive worlds which 
can be explored by one user. It can be used to create rich animated 3D web sites, but in 
itself cannot support multiuser interactive VRs. The language and browser technology 
does not provide the degree of accuracy needed for many technical applications, such as 
medical modelling and procedure training, and it does not yet have the infrastructure 
capabilities required to support distributed simulations.
VRML, and associated technologies, still requires much development before the 
original goal, to create “a universal description language for multi-participant 
simulations”, is reached.
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This chapter looks at the topic of remote programming, the technique of using a 
program in a remote computer to work on behalf of a local program. In the areas of 
distributed simulation and virtual reality, this new approach to networked computing 
may have significant impact, and has been the basis for much of the research detailed 
in this thesis. Benefits of remote programming are discussed, and examples of 
technologies to support the model are given
5.1 Traditional networking paradigm
The traditional approach to networking and distributed systems, as is applied to 
almost every instance of networked computer systems of today, is based on message 
passing and data mobility. Programs reside in a computer system, and interaction with 
other systems is achieved by passing data to and fro in an ongoing manner. Various 
different protocols have been designed to implement this interaction at a low level, but 
at the higher level the procedure for communicating is usually much the same.
Figure 5.1 Message Passing Approach
Each different part of a communicating application is statically installed on 
client and server computers. As DIS is a progression from single-computer simulations, 
many original features have been retained JSapaty & al. 94], including the approach to 
networking. While this method of networked computer interaction is sufficient for most
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applications, and for simulations involving only a few processors, the vast amounts of 
data and control that need to be transmitted in a scenario such as a large DIS 
simulation would quickly saturate the communications infrastructure.
5.1.1 Remote procedure calling
The central organising principle of today’s computer communication networks is 
remote procedure calling (RPC) [Corbin & al. 93]. The RPC paradigm views 
computer-to-computer communication as enabling one computer to call procedures in 
another. This is based on the concept of message passing and data mobility. Programs 
reside statically on a computer system and interaction with other computers via a 
network medium is accomplished through a series of ongoing, reciprocal data (or 
message) exchanges. Each message that the network transports either requests or 
acknowledges a procedure’s performance. Two computers whose communication follows 
the RPC paradigm must agree in advance upon the effects of each remotely accessible 
procedure and the types of its arguments and 
results; this then constitutes a protocol for the 
communication.
5.2 Distributed Computing
Figure 5.2 Remote procedure call
The idea of using a network of 
computers as one large "virtual computer" is not a new one. Clustering technologies 
which aim to increase both the availability and scalability of computer systems have 
been commercially available for over 15 years. For example, Digital has been using 
clustering technology with its VMS mainframe computers for this length of time, and 
more recently with its Digital-UX UNIX based servers. As technology develops, the idea 
of clustering is starting to filter into the mainstream computer industry, with vendors 
such as Sun, Novell, and Microsoft producing systems to cluster machines running 
their operating systems.
Clustering allows resources to be distributed between a network of computers. 
Resources may be storage devices, input and output devices, and also processing power. 
The benefits of this are two-fold:
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Availability - if a computer in a network fails, resources supplied by it may be taken 
over by other machines in order to provide continued availability. As computers 
have come to be heavily relied upon, availability is an important issue. Downtime 
of a system can cost a company dearly, as processes grind to a halt. Sometimes 
this can disable the entire operation of an organisation where computer systems 
are an integral part of the business process.
Scalability - although multi-processor technology is becoming cheaper, there is only a 
finite amount of resources any particular computer can provide. By sharing the 
workload between computers, much more powerful systems can be developed, 
providing users with processing power and storage space that would not be 
possible or affordable in a single machine. An ideal scenario would be an 
infinitely scalable system - as needs grow, simply add more nodes to the cluster. 
Obviously, this is not achievable (yet!) due to various physical limitations of 
communication technologies.
5.3 A new approach to networked software
A different approach to networking that is only just beginning to attract interest 
is that of remote programming [White 1, White 2]. Instead of applications passing 
messages to other computer systems to request work or data, a program in the remote 
computer is activated to work on behalf of the local application. These programs may 
have been sent out by the local application in the form of a script, which is then 
interpreted on the receiving system. The use of interpreted script languages reduces the 
dependence on the hardware implementation of the executing computer.
5.3.1 Remote Programming
Simple forms of remote programming have been around in the UNIX community 
for several years, but more recently the idea has developed and implementations are 
becoming more sophisticated. Script programs are encapsulated, to form self-contained 
agents. An agent travels through the network to the destination computer, where it does 
the work itself, collects data and then returns to its’ origin with that data, or carries on 
travelling the network until it has completed its’ mission.
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Local data and 
applications
Local data and 
applications
Figure 5.3 Agent Passing Approach
Of course, this is only an abstraction, and the underlying technology is still the 
same, but at the level of applications, the whole networking ideology is turned upside 
down. Instead of programs remaining static and passing data to others, the data can be 
static, and programs can move around the network as agents. This can work alongside 
traditional technologies, or can be adopted as the primary way of communicating within 
a network of computers, depending on the application.
5.3.2 Software Agents
An agent is defined as "somebody who acts on behalf or in the interest of 
somebody else". In recent years there has been considerable interest from different fields 
of computer science, particularly artificial intelligence, software engineering, distributed 
computing, and communications, in agents and agent-based systems [Lingnau & 
Drobnik]. Due to the relatively diverse subject areas of these fields, there have been 
many different definitions as to what an agent (in the domain of the computer) actually 
is. In the arena of networked computing, I will give a loose description of an agent as "a 
small program that, under its own control, performs some task for another program".
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5.3.3 Mobile Intelligent Agents
A mobile, or itinerant, agent is a program that is dispatched from a source 
computer to roam a set of networked computers until it is able to accomplish its task 
[Chess & al. 95]. Mobile agents constitute a new approach to the architecture and 
implementation of distributed systems [Lingnau & Drobnik), and much work has been 
done into researching the usefulness of the agent-based approach in various 
applications, and into other concerns regarding implementation and security of such 
agent-supported applications. One area in which mobile agents are finding employment 
is that of information searching and transacting within large distributed networks. 
There are several reasons why the agent-based approach is gaining popularity over 
traditional client-server communications, as detailed below:
© Asynchronous operation - a mobile agent may be sent to perform an information 
search or some transaction service. The agent might not be executed on the machine 
of its origin, because it may move until it finds the level of support needed for the 
job in hand. Unless the originating program requires the information before it can 
carry on, it is freed up for other tasks, while the agent "does the work" 
unsupervised.
© Reduction in communication traffic - because most of the processing is done 
locally in the machine where the agent is executing, the overall traffic needed for a 
given transaction may be reduced. Instead of a series of negotiations and 
communications between, say, a machine wanting information from a database on 
another machine, the only traffic needed is the agent travelling from origin to 
destination, and then returning with the result data. The larger the complexity 
within the agent, the greater the possibility for saving on communication bandwidth.
® Support for mobile computers - the above-mentioned benefits mean that 
computers on the move may be able to perform long searches or transactions with 
some network of computers without having to be connected the whole time. An 
agent could be dispatched, and then picked up at a later connection time from some 
prearranged place with the results.
There are numerous pros and cons for the use of agent-based technology in 
distributed computer networks, but in depth discussion of this topic is outside the 
scope of this project. Further information regarding mobile agents may be found in : 
[Chess & al. 95, Harrison, Chess & Kershenbaum, Lingnau & Drobnik, Pan & 
Tenenbaum, White 1, White 2, Appleby & Steward!
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5.4 Available technologies for remote programming
Currently there is little available to fully support this new remote programming 
paradigm, although the wide acceptance of Java has meant that there is a large 
development effort now heading in this direction. Four examples are outlined below :
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5.4.1 Telescripf
Telescript is being developed by General Magic Inc. as a way to beat the barriers 
imposed by today’s communication infrastructures. It is an agent-based technology, 
aimed primarily at the electronic marketplace, i.e. consumer transactions initiated and 
carried out via computer network.
The system has two main concepts - Telescript places and Telescript agents. A 
Telescript place is located on a computer system, which may hold more than one place. 
A Telescript agent can travel from place to place with a simple "go" command, and while 
at a place can interact directly, or "meet", with other agents that may also be there. If 
privileges, etc., are correct then a consequence of the "meet” is that the agents can 
interact as peers, using object-oriented programming techniques.
To support a Telescript place or agent, the computer must be running a 
Telescript engine, which interprets the programs written in the Telescript language. It 
executes their programs concurrently, and transports agents to other engines when the 
"go" command is used.
For a more in-depth view of Telescript, see [White 1] and [White 2].
5.4.2 Mobile software agents
This is a study being carried out by British Telecom [Appleby & Steward] into 
using mobile software agents to control congestion in circuit-switched 
telecommunications networks. This differs from Telescript in that inter-agent 
communication is not allowed. Robustness is a key issue, and the fact that an agent 
neither has to rely on sending a message to, or receiving a message from a specific
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instance of another agent is an important property. Agents communicate by means of 
information left at nodes, which can be changed or picked up by other agents. The 
second such property is that there should be enough agents present in the system to 
ensure that no single agent carries a significant proportion of the workload. The number 
of agents present is therefore proportional to the workload, and collectively they must be 
able to organise themselves in such a way that any failed agents can be detected and 
replaced, and the workload can be redistributed.
The conclusion so far is that mobile agents offer a radically different way of 
providing control over a distributed system, although there is still a great deal of work to 
be done before a working system can be implemented [Appleby & Steward]. Since this 
work began there have been several independent projects researching into ant-like 
agent technologies, particularly in the field of network and communication routing.
5.4.3 Java
In common with other remote/mobile programming paradigms, Java is 
interpreted. Originally designed for use in set-top boxes, Java code is pre-compiled to 
form byte-codes, which are then executed by the Java virtual machine (interpreter). This 
takes much of the load out of interpreting the Java programs, as the byte-code format is 
closer to machine language than the human-readable source.
Java interpreters are available for many platforms, making the system an almost 
viable basis for write once run anywhere application development. As the language is so 
well documented, I will omit further description. More information can be found at: 
[Java 1, Java 2].
5.4.4 Wave
As a standard for remote programming, Wave is far more advanced than the 
other technologies mentioned. In a similar way to the ideas put forward by British 
Telecom, agents do not interact directly. Where Wave differs radically from the other 
models is that agents do not have to be regarded as "encapsulated objects". It 
introduces a completely decentralised paradigm, with complete program mobility. In a
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similar way to Telescript, a Wave interpreter is required to execute and propagate Wave 
programs.
The information infrastructure is represented as a distributed graph, and the 
nodes and links within this graph may express arbitrary structures. The graph itself 
may be contained within one machine, or spread over a large geographical area between 
other machines supporting Wave. Wave programs, or agents, can freely navigate around 
this graph without any central control. They can contain either programs or data, held 
as strings of characters, but have the ability to replicate and split, and create other 
agents. An example may be a database query. A Wave program is launched at some 
point in the network, from where it can self-navigate the graph. It can replicate itself, 
and these copies of the agent can also freely roam and replicate until the queiy is 
satisfied, at which point the solution is propagated back to the point of injection. The 
copies of the agent can then die.
Wave is explained in more detail in the next chapter. [Sapaty & al. 94, Merchant 
& al., Sapaty & al. 4, Sapaty & Borst 94, Borst 1, Corbin & Sapaty 95]
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This chapter has been included for the benefit of the reader, who may not be 
familiar with the Wave language. It provides a brief overview to the concepts, operation 
and syntax of the language, knowledge of which is necessary to appreciate examples 
shown later in the thesis.
6.1 Introduction to Wave
Wave is a special programming paradigm which makes possible the flexible 
implementation of multi-user distributed systems. It allows the system to be viewed and 
(dynamically) programmed as a whole, rather than as a collection of self-contained 
communicating nodes. The Wave language acts in a virus-like fashion, replicating and 
spreading throughout the network, and performing spatial pattern matching functions, 
without any central control.
The Wave model describes distributed processing as self-navigation of programs 
through a distributed world of data [Borst 95]. The system is based on the idea that 
many concurrent logical control strands, written in the Wave language, can propagate 
through this distributed data which is represented as a graph or knowledge network, 
hereafter referred to as KN for brevity. Each node in the distributed network has a Wave 
interpreter which operates on strands meant for it, and passes others on to their 
destination nodes. The strands can control their distribution across the network, and 
can operate on data stored within the nodes in a pattern-matching mode. While moving, 
these strands of Wave code may self-replicate, split, or be modified whilst still retaining 
mutual integrity as a system [Sapaty & Borst 94]. One way in which Wave differs 
radically from agent-based technologies is the fact that even though a strand may have 
replicated numerous times and spread throughout the network, it can still be controlled 
from its point of injection into the network. This control structure is hierarchical, in that 
it can affect the offspring of a strand. Due to the recursive nature of Wave programs, 
this control can be to an arbitrary depth. Such control is made possible by a system of 
dynamically created tracks which echo the propagation of waves8 throughout the 
knowledge network.
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As with most agent-oriented languages (e.g. Perl, TCL, Telescript), Wave is a 
script-based interpreted language. Although there is a speed penalty incurred by 
running interpreted (as opposed to compiled) programs, the approach offers far greater 
flexibility for mobile/remote programming. For example, it is important that the code of 
an agent is run in exactly the same way on every machine it can move to [Lingnau & 
Drobnik], As the object code of a compiled language is usually machine independent, if 
agents were written in such a language they would need to be transferred as source 
code. This is feasible in theory, but in practice compilers differ from machine to machine 
to such an extent that even simple code may compile on one system but not another. 
With an interpreted language, the interpreter code only needs to be compiled once, and 
then the machine can process agents.
6.2 The Wave model
Described in this section are the four principles that the Wave model defines. 
Together, these afford Wave programs a level of flexibility for working within open 
systems that cannot be achieved by traditional programming approaches.
Figure 6.1 Distributed knowledge network
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6.2.1 Data infrastructure
As mentioned previously, Wave is based on interpreted programs moving 
through some world of data. This data infrastructure is represented as a distributed 
graph, which may be mapped arbitrarily onto a number of processors (see diagram 
above) [Borst 95]. Each node in the graph and each root node (processor) has a unique 
address within the network. A node address consists of the address of the processor on 
which the node is represented, and some local address which is assigned on creation of 
the node. Wave programs can move between nodes along the links, or by jumping 
directly to the address of the node. The machine on which a node exists is totally 
transparent to the wave programs, regardless of whether a node is on the same 
machine, or one the other side of the world. The data infrastructure itself is dynamic, 
and can be created or changed by wave programs as they navigate through it.
Wave has a type of variable known as environmental variables. From these, 
information about the current position in the graph can be obtained, along with 
information about a programs’ origin, e.g. the address of the previous node and the 
name of the link crossed. This means that a program can record the address of its origin 
and then jump directly back with results when it has finished travelling.
6.2.2 Propagation of programs
Wave programs may move freely between nodes (and processors) in the KN. 
Movement is described by a hop operator, which specifies a different position in the KN 
for the program to jump to. The destination given to the hop operator may be an 
address (for a direct jump), or the name or content of a node or link. As well as the 
program code, a Wave program carries with it a unique query colour, which identifies a 
program and its offspring roaming the KN. Frontal variables can be used for the 
program to store local data, which it also carries with it (Figure 6.2). [Borst 95]
program  code frontal variab les
\   /
6.2.3 Replication of programs
Wave programs have the ability to 
multiply into many independent and parallel Figure 6.2 Content of a Wave program
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instances. They may either replicate exact copies of themselves to other nodes (each 
copy having exactly the same code and frontal variables), or split into different parts, 
each part having a copy of the frontal variables and starting from the point in the KN. 
The first case is useful, for example, if some information is sought from the KN. Many 
copies of the program can work in parallel from different parts of the network to find the 
required information.
6.2.4 Co-ordination of the knowledge network
Wave has two ways of co-ordinating the programs propagating through the KN - 
the track system, and nodal variables. As the name suggests, nodal variables are local 
to a node in the KN. They can be made dynamically by programs, and are shared by any 
parallel instances of a program. They can be used to exchange data between Wave 
programs, or to mark a region of the graph. For instance, a program that has split into 
many copies to search the KN may set a nodal variable to show that a node has been 
visited. Any copies of the program coming to this node later on can see that it has been 
visited, and carry on to another node.
"Tracks" are used to record and keep control over the propagation of a program, 
and to guarantee the uniqueness of node addresses which may be recorded during a 
programs’ movement. The track system is rather like a nerve network. As a program 
replicates and propagates, a spanning tree of tracks is formed, which reflects the 
movement of the program from its point of injection. As an instance of a program 
terminates, it sends an echo back up the track tree structure. Wave has a set of control 
rules which, using the track system, can put constraints onto the spreading and 
replication of a program. The echoes are used to establish logical conditions which can 
be used by the control rules. This system allows control over a program and its 
offspring, and the gathering and merging of information obtained by them. When a 
program terminates, its tracks are removed from the track processor. It is possible to 
inject a Wave program in a "trackless" mode, whereby these dynamic control structures 
are not created, and the program may roam freely. More information about the track 
system may be found in [Borst 95].
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6.3 The Wave Language
6.3.1 The Wave Interpreter
The Wave interpreter is currently implemented in C, and runs on UNIX systems. 
It consists of three processes; the main Wave interpreter kernel, the UNIX interface, and 
the communications interface. Wave programs may be injected directly into the 
interpreter, or the user can have an interactive command line to work from.
Command Line Injected Programs
W AVE programs W AVE programs
interpreter Kernel
T
± .
UNIX interface 
processor
a
t
Communication
processor
UNIX commands
Figure 6.3 W ave Interpreter Architecture
6.3.2 Wave syntax
Wave has a veiy concise syntax, with navigational as opposed to message 
passing semantics. It is described as follows :
wave -> { {mov e , } . }
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move -> u n it  [ ac t  un i t ]  | [ ru l e ]  (wave)
r u l e  -> SQ|OS|OP|AS|AP j RP|WT|ID]CR
unit -> (string;}|N{l_d}|F{l_d>|C|A|P|S|L|T
ac t  -> # H / ~ | = = | / = | < | < = M - | * | / | * * l l l % l & h h : |  = M !
where T_d’ means ‘ letter or digit’, curly braces represent zero or more repetitions 
using the corresponding delimiter, ‘ |’ separates alternatives, and ’ []’ enclose an optional 
construct. Other symbols are language symbols.
Programs, or waves, are created from a number of moves which may be executed 
sequentially or in parallel (two moves are executed in parallel if separated by a comma, 
or sequentially if separated by a stop). As can be seen from the description above, 
programs may be built up recursively, so a move can consist either of an act on two 
units, or another wave (in parentheses). The acts are the operators of the language. A 
description of all the rules and acts may be found in [Borst, Corbin & Sapaty) and 
[Borst 95].
As mentioned before, Wave supports three types of variables :
® Frontal variables, F<variable name>, are carried with the language strings as they 
move. They can be used to store local data, results, etc.
» Nodal variables, N<variable name>, are dynamically attached to nodes in the KN, 
and may be used by waves to communicate data to each other, or to store data 
making up the knowledge network.
® Environmental variables, which access different resources relating to the nodes and 
links of the KN. The variables currently supported are : C - the contents of a node, A 
- the address of a node, L - contents of an incoming link, S - sign of an incoming 
link, P - address of predecessor, T - terminal, G - graphics terminal.
6.3.3 Development of the interpreter
The Wave interpreter is currently still undergoing improvement, with additional 
features being added. One flexible aspect of the interpreter is that it now has an 
interface to allow access to C functions which may be compiled in with the Wave 
interpreter code. This saves having to use slow operating system calls to access external
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programs for functions that may be frequently used for a particular application, 
allowing customisation and optimisation of the interpreter for different purposes.
The language has been designed to be suitable for hardware implementation. 
Wave interpreters could be produced on plug-in cards to reduce the load of the main 
processor, or even produced in mobile modules that could be vehicle mounted. In a 
distributed simulation environment, this could be developed to allow interaction of real- 
world entities with "virtual" simulation entities. As will be described later, the possibility 
of incorporating specialised Wave-like processing with 3D graphics processing hardware 
may allow development of large, distributed, dynamic 3D scenarios.
6.4 Robustness and Fault Tolerance
In a distributed Wave network, interpreters may leave or join at any time, 
initiated by a user, application, or some system failure. When a Wave interpreter wants 
to join a network, it only informs its direct neighbours (and receives acknowledgement 
from them), which can be specified by the wconfig command.
If Wave is started in distributed mode and there are no neighbours specified, or 
none respond, then a request packet is broadcast to establish some new neighbours, if 
any suitable ones are found. In the case of a Wave interpreter leaving the network, 
whether by intention or due to a failure, there are four levels of fault tolerance which 
may be specified depending on the requirements of the application. The higher levels 
include all the persistency measures of the lower levels [Sapaty & al. 95].
The availability of these fault-tolerance measures is important for integrity of 
large distributed simulations where the models are freely roaming throughout the 
network structure. Unrecoverable loss of a simulation node may result in the loss of 
many models from the simulation, rather than just one which would be the case in a 
simulation following the current DIS specifications. If full level 3 fault tolerance has 
been specified for a simulation, full recovery may be made after a delay, during which 
the rest of the simulation may be paused. For even more secure requirements, duplex 
nodes could be implemented to take over from failed nodes.
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6.4.1 Level 0 fault tolerance
In level 0 only the neighbour database is kept on non-volatile storage. All the 
distributed structures and dynamic data in the Wave interpreter are kept in main 
memory. Failure of a node is detected by its neighbouring interpreters (or by those that 
have sent waves by direct address) after time-out periods have lapsed. The length of 
these time-outs depends on the type of communication used, and by the number of 
intermediate (Internet) hops that packets have to pass through. Variable time-outs are 
needed because a network of Wave interpreters may be distributed globally, so a node 
might have one neighbour in the same room, and another in, say, Germany.
When a failure has been discovered, echo messages are transmitted from the 
track forest of neighbouring nodes in order to prevent deadlock conditions of track- 
controlled waves from occurring. If a failed node re-enters the network, it is the 
responsibility of neighbouring nodes to restore its state. Specialised waves may be 
maintained for this purpose, e.g. restoring lost sections of the knowledge network. In 
the case of a node leaving the network in an orderly fashion, it informs its neighbours so 
they may take any actions necessary to allow recovery at a later date. When the node 
has received acknowledgements from its’ neighbours, it may disconnect from the 
network and shut down.
6.4.2 Level 1 fault tolerance
With level 1, the local KN can be checkpointed (saved) to non-volatile storage. 
These checkpoints can be initiated by wave commands, or set to occur at regular 
intervals. Any changes to the KN between these checkpoints may still be lost and need 
to be recovered from neighbours in the case of a failure. Orderly disconnection of an 
interpreter involves saving its state while also informing neighbours as in level 0.
6.4.3 Level 2 fault tolerance
Level 2 uses database mechanisms to ensure that the version of the KN in non­
volatile storage is always consistent with the version in live memory. This is 
computationally more expensive than level 1 , but means that recovery actions from
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other interpreters may not be necessary in the event of a failure, depending on the 
requirements of the application.
6.4.4 Level 3 fault tolerance
Level 3 is the most expensive level of robustness in terms of resources needed, 
but means that any short or medium term failures of a node or communications may be 
recovered from. It builds on level 2 so that all dynamic data structures in the 
interpreter, including waves currently residing in the interpreter, data held in variables, 
the local KN, and tracks held in the track forest, are mirrored to non-volatile storage.
6.5 Suitability for Simulations
The WAVE model provides a universal facility for creating virtual worlds on an 
intelligent, semantic level with embedded mechanisms of self-organisation and 
interaction with multiple users. These worlds may be composed of parts represented by 
KN nodes with relations between them as KN links. The nodes may reflect physical 
substances, like parts of terrain, or logical ones, like concepts or classes. KN may reflect 
a discrete general structuring of the modelled worlds whereas its nodes may be further 
detailed as, say, continuous models. Such semantic worlds can be easily supported and 
processed by a distributed WAVE interpreter executing multiple mobile waves. This 
processing may include real time simulation with entities represented by waves moving 
through a distributed terrain (as a KN network), or be a sophisticated inference in a 
network of facts which is navigated by waves keeping a goal structure.
Because Wave program code is fully mobile within a computer network, the 
language may be used to efficiently model and control arbitrary dynamic open systems 
[Sapaty & Borst 941. This is particularly true for systems dealing with multiple moving 
and interacting objects. Such systems could evolve and grow without any central control 
using the Wave paradigm [Sapaty & al. 4|, and a much more natural behaviour of the 
objects within can be modelled. Thus the system may be ideal for solving problems of 
simulations distributed over a large geographical area. The ability of Wave to produce 
populations of many independent programs on the computer network also makes it an 
ideal candidate for modelling large numbers of computer-generated forces (CGF).
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6.6 Scalability of Prototype Interpreter
The Wave paradigm was designed for the creation and control of large network 
structures, and so very large scale configurations are possible. I have tested the 
prototype interpreter in order to highlight possible problem areas, and to examine the 
implications of large-scale distribution. The results of this testing may be found in 
Appendix C, but overall they show that the addition of extra nodes to the network does 
not have an adverse affect on the overall performance of the system. Numbers of nodes 
up to 90000 per machine were used successfully, the only limitation appearing to be 
available storage space. Both fully and partially connected network configurations were 
used, involving up to 35 test machines.
With any paradigm, physical transfer of data takes communications bandwidth. 
This means that the benefits to distributed simulation will be greatest if models are 
localised, as there will be less network traffic.
A more robust or hardware based interpreter will be able to provide much larger 
distributed networks, allowing for very large-scale co-operation of computers in 
distributed simulation and virtual reality exercises.
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As complexity of military systems and high technology weapons distributed over 
large territories grows, the role of DIS is becoming more and more important. It allows 
realistic simulation and analysis of a large number of scenarios that could occur in a 
battlefield situation, providing vital personnel training. Many people are realising the 
enormous cost-saving benefits of this, both in money spent on "live" exercises and 
possible loss of life due to unforeseen circumstances on the battlefield [Sapaty & al. 94], 
This chapter looks at ways of scaling up distributed interactive simulations to an 
arbitrary degree, and at the possibility of applying the distributed knowledge processing 
capabilities of Wave to allow DIS to meet the growing demands of scale and complexity 
needed for large simulations. Examples of a demonstration simulation developed with 
Malcolm Corbin and Dr. Sapaty are used to show the possibility of creating a new model 
for the development of distributed simulations, with the ability to support the 
specifications being drafted by the HLA initiative.
7.1 Scalable Simulation Issues
To allow the development of a new architecture that would make arbitrary 
scaling a possibility, we first need to redress some of the DIS fundamental principles 
(Section 3.2.1).
« Remove central resources - Any central resource will become a major bottleneck as 
processors are added to a system. It is therefore necessary to eliminate as far as 
possible any need for such resources, e.g. central terrain database.
® Strictly limit global data - As the simulation grows, so will the amount of global 
data. If this growth is allowed to continue unchecked, the capacity of the 
communications infrastructure will be exceeded, as will the ability of a node to take 
in the data.
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e Where possible, localise information - Any events taking place do not need to be 
broadcast globally. All information pertaining to one geographical area should be 
processed locally where possible. This allows the number of geographical areas to be 
changed without affecting other nodes (excepting ones in the near vicinity). It will 
still be possible to maintain the autonomy of simulation objects, as sensor models 
requiring information can actively seek it, rather than filtering it out from some 
global data stream. A consequence of this principle of locality is that a large amount 
of activity can take place in one area of the simulation without having an undue 
effect on other nodes.
To be effective, these principles require that models are no longer static, but are 
able to roam through the network. This brings with it the problem of communicating 
data back to a human controller of an object, which is discussed later in this chapter. 
[Sapaty & al. 94]
7.2 Distributed Space, Mobile Objects
As previously mentioned, for a truly scalable simulation the "virtual world" must 
be distributed, and objects must be able to move freely within this space. This implies 
that an object has the ability to physically move between machines taking part in the 
exercise, and to be close to the data it is currently using. A major benefit of this 
approach is that simulation objects will automatically be located near to the other 
objects with which they are interacting, thus reducing the aggregate communication 
requirement needed between machines taking part in the networked simulation. The 
entities moving in the virtual world of the simulation begin to parallel the behaviour of 
real-world entities, where control and resources are not centralised but distributed and 
free to move. Similar also to the real world, control instructions may be issued from one 
or several locations, and these instructions propagate through space until they reach 
the entities concerned with them.
In a traditional simulation framework, where the simulation space is duplicated 
between participants, there is a point when adding more processing nodes does not 
increase performance or scalability. This is because the load on each node is heavily 
dependent on the total simulation size. Figure 7.1 (source; Corbin97) shows how, as the 
number of simulation entities increases, the update rate fells despite the addition of 
more processing nodes. The main reason is that network bandwidth soon becomes 
saturated, as every single entity has broadcast or multicast packets being sent out.
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Figure 7.2 shows that for a truly distributed system, the update rate can stabilise as 
more processors are added.
Processors
Figure 7.1 Update rate variation for a 
traditional DIS framework
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Figure 7.2 Update rate variation for a  
scalable distributed system
7.2.1 Applying Wave to achieve distribution
Detailed below is an example of how this ideal is being implemented in Wave. 
Experiments into the mapping of dynamic combat scenarios onto distributed Wave 
networks, using mobile Wave programs to represent objects taking part, have resulted 
in a simple two-dimensional simulation which demonstrates that lifelike behavioural 
models of dynamic systems can be realised [Sapaty, Corbin & Borst], The diagram in 
Figure 7.3 is a graphical representation of the activity on each node of a three-machine 
simulation. The nodes, si, s2 and s3, are modelling adjacent rectangular sections of a 
map. All the objects shown are represented in the Wave language, and are able to roam 
through any node in the simulation. Each simulation node maintains a database of the 
name and position of each object currently being modelled within it. The database is 
kept updated by the models in the node, and Wave can call a small C program which 
reports the exact location of the objects.
trails fighter
Figure 7.3 Distributed Simulation on Three Nodes
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7.2.1.1 Simulation objects
The objects represented above (i.e. the aeroplanes and the fighter) are freely 
roaming Wave programs. While their general behaviour is determined in the Wave layer, 
their specific behaviour is governed by lower level C programs. The ability of Wave to do 
this also makes It suitable for use as a high-level protocol for controlling and co­
ordinating systems already available.
Figure 7.4 Peer to peer movement of entities
The C programs used in the above example were written by Malcolm Corbin, 
DERA Farnborough. The aeroplane objects carry a series of waypoints with them, which 
they travel between, regardless of which node the next waypoint is on. While in a node, 
they call on a C routine which performs integrations to give the objects a more realistic 
flight path. The fighter object follows its waypoints until it sees an aeroplane object, at 
which point it locks onto the travel of the aeroplane and tracks it until it is able to catch 
up and destroy the object. Figure 7.4 shows the different functional levels of the system, 
and how they interact. By using this method, it is possible to create a large distributed 
simulation, involving an arbitrary number of nodes. Each node contains basic 
"behaviour" modules, written in any language, which are called on by the moving Wave 
programs as they arrive at a node. Different modules can be made available at a node to 
allow it to support various simulation objects, e.g. tanks, aircraft, infantry, etc. The 
personality and individuality of an object is carried within the Wave code.
It must be emphasised again that the objects are not executed on one node as in 
a traditional simulation, but move from node to node carrying with them any additional 
information they may need.
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7.2.1.2 Trails
The aeroplanes generate trails simply as an indication of where they have been, 
for demonstration purposes. When an object has left a node, that node no longer knows 
about it. However, to implement the removal of its trail from a node, the aeroplane 
object leaves a Wave strand behind to do the job. When the trail has been removed, this 
strand dies. This is a good example of the dynamic control capabilities of Wave. Below is 
the procedure that is used to draw the aeroplanes and their trails on the display. The 
Wave interface to TCL/TK [Borst 95] is used.
dx#.Fxoff=C.@#P.R P (
Fxold=Fx.Fyold=Fy.
Fi = ’N = '.Fi&C.Fi&'.Fn='.Fi&Fnm.Fi%.T=Fi.Fi?report.T=Fi.Fi.
\ if no marker node present, abandon graphics - plane has left 
O S ((Fnm#.@#P),(FG='dobject plan ' .FG&Fnm.FG%.G=FG.
F1=0.RP(F1+1.F1<41.Fline=Fnm.Fline&Fl.Fline%.FG='dline plan'.FG&Fline.FG%’ 
' .G=FG) .13)).
\ if no information returned, try again 
O S ((Nr==failed) , (
Fx-Fxoff.Fx*2.Fx/3.Fy*2.Fy/3.Fy+350.
FG=object.FG&'plan'.FG&Fx.FG&Fy.FG&Fnm.FG&Fcl.FG&Fbm.FG%1 '.G=FG.
Fl+1.O S ((F1>40.F1=1),).Fline=Fnm.Fline&Fl.Fline%.
FG=line.FG&’plan'.FG&Fxold.FG&Fyold.FG&Fx.FG&Fy.FG&Fline.FG&’1'. 
FG&Fcl.FG%' *.G=FG 
)
)
)
The procedure uses a C program by Malcolm Corbin, report, which interrogates 
the database file to find the position of the aeroplane as calculated by the program 
modelling the objects’ behaviour. If the object is still in the node, the display is updated 
and a line is drawn from its new position to its previous one. A counter is kept in a 
frontal variable to limit the length of the trail, 40 in this case. Each line object that 
makes up the trail has a name ”line<number>", so when the counter reaches 40, for 
example, object "linel" moves to the head of the trail. Hence the trail always consists of 
40 line objects, and follows the movement of the aeroplane object. If the report 
program reports that the object has left the area modelled on the node, the Wave code 
controlling the aeroplane moves to the new node leaving behind a strand of Wave code 
to remove all the remaining line objects. When it has finished, the strand dies.
7.2.1.3 Moving obstacles
Figure 7.5 shows a crude representation of a moving cloud. The aeroplane 
models in the example simulation are programmed to avoid the clouds. If they come 
near to a cloud, then they alter their course to skirt round the obstacle and then carry 
on to the next waypoint in their list. If the polygon moves to a position such that the 
area it covers is split between two or more nodes, no single node needs to know
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information about the polygon as a whole. This demonstrates the principle of 
distributed terrain, which the objects in the simulation may interact with. More 
information about this is given in the next chapter.
7.2.2 Generalised cockpit
A simulation where all objects 
are freely roaming around a network 
between nodes would be ideal, but 
obviously this cannot be possible in the 
case of an object under direct human 
control. Some duplication of data is 
required in order to provide an interface 
from the simulation to the human. To 
minimise the effect this may have on the 
communications infrastructure, we must 
adopt a principle of "transmission on demand", i.e. no information should be sent 
unless there is an identified recipient for it [Sapaty & al. 94).
The concept of a generalised cockpit allows human participants to roam freely 
through the network as an object while information is relayed back to the point of 
control of this object (e.g. flight simulator screen). This permits humans to interact with 
the simulation either as players, or for monitoring purposes [Sapaty & al. 94]. Figure 
7.6 shows a schematic of a freely roaming entity travelling through a distributed 
simulation space. As the cockpit object moves through the terrain, compressed 
information about the environmental surroundings and other objects in the vicinity 
must be sent back to the point of control. The level and rate of detail required to be sent 
will depend on the type of sensors that are being modelled by the cockpit. The diagram 
shows a simulation map distributed across three computers. Another computer is being 
used to control a man-in-the-loop entity taking part in the simulation, with the area of 
its’ concern marked by a ring. The data for this area must be duplicated and sent to the 
controlling computer to allow a suitable representation for human understanding.
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Depending on the amount of data required by the human interface to the object, 
there might be a problem with latency of the communications infrastructure. f'or 
instance, a fixed-wing 
aircraft simulator
controlled by a human 
would need very fast 
updates of the terrain 
information (although 
not at a great level of 
detail), and the roaming 
model representing the 
aircraft would need 
reasonably fast updates 
of control information 
from its controller if a 
realistic level of feedback 
is to be maintained. The 
rate at which such data 
can be transferred 
depends on many things, 
such as network 
bandwidth, distance 
between nodes (both physical and in terms of network "hops"), and the speed at which 
the Wave interpreters are running. With the rapid increase in available processing 
power continuing, these should become less of a problem. Also, a hardware 
implementation of the Wave interpreter could be possible. Some applications for 
roaming objects with feedback to a human controller, such as monitoring the 
simulation or SAF9, do not require such a large volume of transmitted data, and can be 
implemented without 
difficulty. Shown in 
Figure 7.7 are simple 
examples of such
cockpits, implemented 
by Malcolm Corbin. The 
displays show the
simulation objects by 
name in a plan-view
radar' style. The large Figure 7.7 Radar displays for three aeroplanes
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display (Figure 7.8) shows the movement of all objects on all three machines in the 
simulation described earlier in this chapter, to provide a commander with a view of the 
position of all units. The smaller displays are "cockpits" for three of the aeroplanes in 
the simulation, and show all the objects within a given radius of the aeroplane. The 
information required for these displays is obtained by small self-replicating Wave 
programs which travel to each node, query the database there, and then echo the 
results back to the cockpit program. For the aeroplane "radar" displays, the Wave 
programs are simply instructed only to find objects within a specified radius of the 
simulation entity they represent.
7.3 Federations of Simulations
Integrating complex simulations into federations, using distributed computer 
networks, is becoming an important problem [Sapaty & al. 95]. As mentioned earlier in 
this document, people are working to expand the DIS method of integrating simulations. 
A new approach, that of creating federations of simulations, has emerged. A federation 
of simulations consists of a number of simulations, usually designed in an object-based 
fashion, which are co-ordinated by some control infrastructure. A recent initiative, 
called High Level Architecture (see chapter 3), from the DMSO outlines new 
recommendations for creating advanced distributed simulations.
Figure 7.8 Plan view of entire simulation
The backbone of the HLA specification is the Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI), 
which provides functions for the overall control, co-ordination, and management of the 
federated systems. This means that a distributed simulation will have some kind of 
ordered control over the interactions and communications between simulators, which
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differs from the current DIS approach, where there is almost a "free for all" of 
information; simulators simply broadcast all information generated by themselves which 
may or may not be of interest to the other participating simulations. If a simulation 
thinks it needs some information from another, it filters it out from the globally 
available data stream. As can be imagined, the communications infrastructure 
saturates quickly after the addition of only a relatively small number of DIS-equipped 
simulators. An effort has been made within the DIS community to reduce the amount of 
broadcast data by implementing multicasting, where some data is only transmitted to 
simulations of the same class, or within the same group. To date, however, this has only 
had limited success.
Figure 7.9 Integrating DIS simulations with Wave
If an intelligent infrastructure is designed to integrate a number of simulators 
into a distributed exercise, the amount of communication needed between systems can 
be significantly reduced, as the infrastructure will be taking care of message routing 
and delivery. This leads to the possibility of connecting groups of DIS simulations into a 
larger group (Figure 7.9). or by designing new simulations which can integrate fully with 
the infrastructure, as is the proposal of HLA, the creation of very large scale distributed 
simulations. The reduction in required communications bandwidth is still limited, 
however, if each simulation has its' own copy of the terrain database. Distributing the 
terrain database is discussed in the next chapter.
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7.3.1 Using Wave to create federated simulations
The topology of an infrastructure of any complex system may generally be 
depicted as a graph, where the nodes symbolise the functional units of the system (e.g. 
the simulators), and the links reflect any functional or control bonds between the nodes 
[Sapaty & al. 95]. Such a graph readily lends itself to representation in a Wave 
knowledge network (see section 6 .2).
The ability of Wave to work with and 
control computations over a distributed 
knowledge network make it suitable for federal 
control of groups of heterogeneous simulations.
Changes in the topology may be made locally, 
without any central control, due to the mobility 
of Wave programs and the distributed nature of the KN. This allows very simple 
addition/removal of simulation nodes in the infrastructure. As waves (Wave programs) 
may move throughout the KN in parallel, accessing local data held in nodes and 
carrying data with them, various control, communication, and message passing
functions can be performed. Figure 7.10 shows how a distributed control layer may
interface with a simulation system.
7.3.h 1 Creating an infrastructure topology
To create the topology shown in 
Figure 7.11, the following Wave program is 
used:
C R ( @#b.F=A.
l#c.l#d.l#e.1#F,
(l#f.l#g.l#a.l#F) )
The ’ CR’ command states that the
Figure 7.11 Arbitrary network topology
nodes and links are to be created. It can be
applied individually to create each node, but here it has been applied to the whole 
structure. The hop operator is then used to create the graph as the program moves. 
*@#b’ jumps to node b (from the root node of the computer where the program was 
injected) to use as the start node. *f=a’ remembers the address of b in a frontal variable, 
so we can create a cyclic graph by having a link return to it. If we had specified the 
name b a second time, we would have created another node b with a different address
WAVE control layer
I generic simulation objects/dala packets
data conversion protocols
Simulator
Figure 7.10 Wave as a control layer
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(we are under the CR command). Links are created through c to e, at which point the 
program splits into two parallel branches, creating the graph shown. The hop operator 
takes two arguments, the left being the link name and the right being the destination 
node name. In the program above, all links have been called 1 .
These nodes may all be on one processor, or distributed arbitrarily over a 
number of networked processors. At any point in the creation of the graph, we can 
specify a named machine to jump to by @#<processor name>. From then on, execution 
of the thread would continue on the named processor. Thus we could exactly map each 
node of the graph onto a specified machine.
7.3.1.2 Delivering commands to nodes in the infrastructure
Now we have created our knowledge network, it can be used as an integral 
communication and service media for a federation of simulations [Sapaty & al. 95]. For 
example, we may wish to send a command from node a to all nodes in the federation. 
This can be done as follows :
Fcommand='frontal variable containing command that is to be delivered to all nodes'.
@#a.RP(N=-.N=l.(10!.Fcommand),#)
First, we set up a variable containing the text of the command(s). Then, starting 
from a, we enter a repeat loop which first checks if a nodal variable N is set. If not, then 
we set it to some value. This is to prevent waves coming to a node and executing a 
command more than once. Then we execute the command (the ! operator is used to 
release control over an action, i.e. the command, so that the Wave program can 
continue execution. 10 is a parameter for this operator). Having released the command 
into the node, we use the # (hop) operator to jump to all other nodes in the federation. 
This continues until all nodes are marked with a "1".
7.3.1.3 Joining/leaving the federation
The inherent support by Wave for changing the topology of the KN which it is 
representing makes adding/removing simulation nodes very simple, at the 
infrastructure level. For example, if a node wishes to leave a federation it must handover 
any responsibilities it may have (such as modelling an area of the terrain database) to 
another machine, perform any interactions needed to remove its objects from other 
simulations, and then simply issue the Wave command :
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@#<node name>.C=
This jumps to the node which is leaving the network, and sets its content (environment 
variable C) to null, which automatically removes links with any connected nodes. If this 
leaves a gap in the KN, the Wave infrastructure can make links between other nodes, 
possibly using an optimum routing algorithm, which is detailed in [Sapaty & al. 91].
If a node, "z" for example, wishes to join the federation by connecting to 
neighbours "b", "c" and "d" in processors 2, 3 and 4 correspondingly, it simply needs to 
inject the following program :
CR(@#z).F=A.
(@tt[processor23. @#b),
( @ # [ p r o c e s s o r 3 j . @ # c ) ,
(@#[processor4].@#d).CR(1#F)
This creates the network node z for itself, and jumps in parallel to its neighbour nodes. 
Then, using the address of z which has been remembered in a frontal variable, a link 1 
is created from each of nodes b, c and d back to node z. [Sapaty & al. 95]
These programs may work in parallel in the KN triggered by nodes leaving or 
joining the federation, or such activities may be organised by the infrastructure itself, 
on request from the simulations. The latter method may be preferable in order to keep 
some form of ordered control over the federation. In the case of a node failing for some 
reason, or network connections being temporarily unusable, full recoveiy may be 
organised by the Wave infrastructure depending on the level of robustness specified (see 
section 6.4).
In [Corbin 97], a prototype distributed simulation infrastructure is described, 
based on mobile software technologies. In Appendix C.3, the Wave system has been 
compared with the requirements that an HLA implementation must support.
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The current DIS method for implementing distributed simulations is based on 
each simulation being a self-contained system, i.e. all the functionality is kept on the 
machine in which the simulation is running, and interacting with other simulations by 
communication of various different PDUs10 which are defined by the standard. Each 
simulation involved must have (and keep updated) a copy of the entire terrain database 
which the exercise is running in. There are two major problems associated with this 
approach :
® There is no correlation between the simulated space and the physical network. Two
simulation entities which may be closely interacting in the same area of simulation 
space could actually be running on machines located on different continents 
[Merchant & al. 94]. (This aspect is looked at in the previous chapter)
® The size of simulation space possible is limited by the resources of the least capable
machine taking part in the distributed simulation (each machine must have a copy 
of the entire simulation space).
In the same way that the communication methods of a large-scale distributed 
simulation need reconsideration, so does the idea that each machine taking part in the 
exercise must have a complete copy of the terrain database. If the simulation is taking 
place over a large area (i.e. a large simulation space) then it follows that the terrain 
database should be distributed between a number of machines. The reasons for this are 
two-fold:
« The workload of maintaining and updating the (dynamic) terrain data is spread.
® Theoretically, simulations over an arbitrarily large simulation space can take place,
due to the inherent scalability afforded by splitting and distributing the database.
Traditionally, terrain data needed for a simulation (or any application requiring 
knowledge of terrain details of an area) is stored as a single database. In the case of a 
simulation, this database may consist of several files, e.g. elevation data, feature data, 
and culture data, which all cover the same area. If simulation space is being distributed
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over several machines, then some way of dynamically distributing the terrain data is 
needed. To model changes to the terrain, such as the destruction of features, it must be 
easy to modify the data irrespective of which machine it is on.
In order to allow distributed simulations to take place over a large simulation 
space, one of two things is needed. Either we must increase the power of each machine 
suitably enough to allow it to hold and keep updated a copy of the entire terrain 
database, or we must find some way of distributing this database between several 
machines. This project has looked at achieving the latter.
8.1 Representing Terrain Data
There are two main ways of
digitally representing the raw elevation
data which is the basis of any terrain
model; either as a regular grid (Figure 8.1) P. „ , ~ i& & & Figure 8.1 Regular Grid of Elevation Data
or as a triangulation of spot-heights
(Figure 8.2). A triangular format for storing spatial data, such as the TIN (triangulated
irregular network), has the advantage of being able to store elevation data at its original
locational position and the ability to conform to linear features such as ridges, valleys
and roads [Jones, Kidner, & Ware]. A regular grid on the other hand provides a
convenient structure for storage of elevation data, and for some spatial data processing
operations. However, while the regular grid is simple to store and to operate on, it is not
able to preserve arbitrarily located point and linear data without considerable data
redundancy [Jones, Kidner, & Ware]. Because the TIN can represent elevation data
more accurately, and the grid format is
easier to manipulate, several geographical
information systems use a TIN for the
underlying database and convert the data
to a grid format for rendering/visualisation
[Jones, Kidner, & Ware]. This approach
has also been mentioned in the DIS
community, in relation to having an
unambiguous terrain database format that _. « «  T , .. , .. -  .Figure 8.2 Triangulation of Elevation Data
may be shared by all simulations [Trott &
®-----€p--- - if-----6i----- »-----©
®-----i►—----«)-----<>----- 5-----®
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Langevin].
8,1.1 Multiscale representation of data
There are several accepted standards that use the regular grid structure to store 
elevation data, such as DTED11 (Digital Terrain Elevation Data) and DEM (Digital 
Elevation Model). The DEM format, for example, stores height data in a grid of 
resolution 30meters. This resolution may be fine for a high-speed fixed wing aircraft 
simulator, but a much greater level of detail is needed for land vehicle or dismounted 
infantry simulators. For a heterogeneous distributed simulation that shares a common 
terrain database, some hierarchical data structure is needed to represent levels of detail 
and features. A flight simulator could extract a relatively low level of detail at a fast rate 
from the top level of the data structure, while a simulation involving land vehicles could 
glean a higher level of detail over a lower area from further down the structure. Sharing 
of the terrain database by participants in a distributed simulation would help remove 
the problems of terrain correlation experienced in some DIS exercises [Darling].
8.1.2 Data to be represented
As well as the raw elevation data, a terrain database must hold a number of 
other details. These include: terrain type (e.g. grass, rocks, forest, etc.), feature data, co­
ordinate data, etc. There are many different formats currently available for storing 
terrain data, and the type of information held depends on the application the data will 
be used for. A common source of feature data (which is merged with the elevation data 
when producing a terrain database for a simulator) in the DIS community is the Defence 
Mapping Agency (DMA) Digital Feature Analysis Data (DFAD) [Trott & Langevin]. For 
each cell of DFAD data, the following are stored; area features, line features, and point 
features. A new format from the DMA is the Vector Product Format (VPF). This tries to 
make up for shortcomings in previous feature data formats, and would make a good 
source of data for a distributed terrain database which would be shared by several 
simulators. VPF has the following important characteristics :
» Seamless database support - even if the database has been separated into several 
tiles, the topology is seamless (i.e. features at the edge of one file correspond exactly
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to those at the edge of the adjacent file). This is ideal for producing a terrain 
database distributed on several machines.
® Flexible data model - VPF uses tables to store features {e.g. point, node, line, area), 
attributes, and primitives (e.g. nodes, faces, edges, text).
® Spatial and content indexing - features may be accessed either by location or by 
attribute values.
If the database is going to be used in a heterogeneous distributed simulation, 
then it must also have some support for multiscale representation of data, as discussed 
in the previous section.
8.2 Dynamic Terrain
When a simulation involves ground forces, or low-level aircraft such as 
helicopters, terrain detail is of much greater importance than in traditional flight 
simulators. Accordingly, any changes to the terrain, such as craters, flooding, etc., are 
also of importance. In a DIS scenario, where the entire terrain database is held on each 
participating machine, any such change, no matter how small, has to be transmitted to 
each node where the local database can be updated accordingly. This research has been 
concerned with the distribution of simulation space over several machines. This involves 
splitting the terrain database in some way, and, by using the Wave technology, placing 
the map segments onto different machines. Intelligent co-ordination protocols are also 
needed to allow simulation objects to access the database as though it were one 
seamless map. Dynamic changes to the terrain may be performed with Wave, as 
multiple agents can propagate through the terrain networks, effecting changes in 
parallel (Sapaty & al. 94j. These changes will not need to be broadcast to every 
participating simulator, as they will be affecting a single, distributed terrain database 
shared by all machines. This also removes the problem of ensuring consistency between 
multiple copies of a dynamic terrain database.
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8.3 Achieving Distributed Dynamic Terrain With Wave
The terrain model will be represented on the large data networks which Wave is 
capable of dynamically creating and processing. These networks are automatically 
distributed between participating computers, and can be easily modified (Sapaty & al. 
94]. Two approaches have been taken in the study of modelling distributed dynamic 
terrain using Wave: initial work was based on a two-dimensional plan representation, 
while more recent work has looked at storing and processing three dimensional terrain 
model data. This section describes the progression towards representing a distributed 
dynamic terrain with Wave. Example Wave programs used in the creation and 
modification of these models, and descriptions of their operation, may be found in 
Appendix A.
8.3.1 Two-dimensional terrain modelling
For initial development work, a simple two-dimensional terrain model was used. 
This is a plane area in which the simulation takes place. In the demonstration 
simulation described in the previous chapter, we used a rectangular space distributed 
equally over three computers. Each computer holds a file which contains information 
about all the objects within the space 
covered by it
In order to model features 
within this simulation space, rather 
than just having an empty playing 
area, polygonal shapes are contained 
within this map to represent 
obstacles, such as forests and 
buildings. The polygons exist in the 
Wave layer, as do the simulation 
objects, and information about them is 
put into the object database file using a C program (putpoly) written by Malcolm 
Corbin [Corbin 97]. From this file, the information can be obtained by the behaviour 
models of the simulation entities. Some entities may pass through these obstacles, 
while others have to avoid them. If a polygon exists on a boundary between two 
machines, it is partitioned so that neither computer has knowledge about the entire
Figure 8.3 2D m ap distributed on three nodes
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polygon (Figure 8.3). Correspondingly, the putpoly program in each machine is only 
given the information about the part of the polygon in the area that the machine in 
which it is running is modelling. Thus the terrain and features are truly distributed.
The next stage was to add movement to the polygons, to represent a dynamic 
terrain model. The co-ordinates of each node (representing a vertex) of the polygon in 
the example simulation are simply incremented, to give it a left-to-right movement. The 
diagrams in Figure 8.4 show three main stages of the movement of such a polygon. In 
Stage 1, the polygon is in its origin position. All the nodes representing its vertices exist 
in the Wave layer on the left-hand machine, and the corresponding information about 
its location is in the object database on the same machine. Stage 2 shows a later stage 
in time, when the polygon has moved across the boundary between the machines. At 
this point, neither machine has knowledge of the full object. The nodes at the ends of 
each half of the polygon are linked, so the computers are in effect each modelling one 
smaller polygon. This linking process is dynamic, so as the polygon moves between 
machines the two "halves" are changing in size. By Stage 3, the polygon has moved 
entirely onto the second computer. All its nodes are held in the Wave layer on the new 
machine, and the information about the whole polygon is given to putpoly to be written 
into the object database. Now the first machine has no knowledge about the polygon at 
all.
The Wave program for representing, displaying, and partitioning the polygon can 
be found in Appendix A. 1.
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Figure 8.4 2D dynamic distributed terrain object
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8.3.2 Three-dimensional terrain modelling
After modelling a two-dimensional terrain map in Wave, the next logical step was 
to move to a three-dimensional representation. This would allow for more realistic 
simulations, and was a step towards achieving the level of detail stored in current DIS 
terrain databases.
8.3.2.1 Elevation Data
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A regular grid structure was chosen for 
representing the elevation data, as this is much 
simpler to construct and modify within Wave than 
an irregular triangular structure. A small 
procedure was written to create a regular grid of 
nodes representing a map, with names according 
to their co-ordinates (e.g. 1-1 , 2-2 , etc.) and links 
according to direction (n - north, e - east), as 
shown in Figure 8.5. Within each node, variables storing such information as height, 
terrain type, etc., are initialised. A nodal variable, Nh, was created for each node, in 
which to store a height value for that node. We now had a regular grid of co-ordinate 
and height data, as may be found in a DTED or DEM file, stored in a Wave knowledge 
network. The Wave program for creating this grid can be found in Appendix A.2.
Figure 8.5 Regular grid of nodes in 
Wave
8.3.2.2 Dynamic changes to the terrain
Having set up the data grid within WAVE, programs may be injected from any 
node within the network to modify its contents. Programs may do so either by simply 
applying predefined datasets to the contents of the KN, or by using algorithms to change 
the data procedurally. The next stage was to create some programs to perform dynamic 
changing of the terrain elevation data. As Wave programs can navigate throughout the 
KN, by simply applying rules as to where they go, the Nodal Variables in each node can 
be changed by different amounts to model different terrain features. The following 
program creates the pyramids shown in the diagram overleaf (Figure 8.8) :
Fl='cd /eedkp/eep2jd/terrain/ ; grid'.
F2=’z.dat'.
//hill #1
(Fs=19-9'.Fz=12.Fr=5.@#Fs.
SQ( RP{ Fc+1 . Fc <=Fr .Nz = = . N z = F z . F z - l . # ) ,
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(Ns=C.Ns|- .Ns&Nz.@#.Nz/=.F=C.F|-.F&Nz.@#P.Ns&F), 
(Fl&Ns.F1&F2.Fl%' '.?F1))),
//hill #2
(Fs='24-20'. Fz=8.Fr=3.@#Fs.
SQ{ RP(Fc+1.Fc<=Fr.Nz==.Nz=Fz.Fz-1.#),
(Ns=C.Ns|-.Ns&Nz.@#.Nz/=.F=C.F [-.F&Nz.@#p.Ns&F) , 
(Fl&Ns.F1&F2.Fl%1 '.?Fl)))
The program is in three sections. The 
first two lines merely assign strings 
to a pair of frontal variables, to 
simplify the reading of the program. 
Then there are two functional bodies, 
almost identical, which are 
performed sequentially to "grow" 
each pyramid. The first line of each 
functional body sets up the 
parameters for the pyramid, namely
o
Start node 
First generation 
Second generation
Figure 8.6 Waves propagating through a grid
the co-ordinate of the centre, the height at the centre, and the radius. The command 
@#Fs jumps to the centre node to begin execution. The next line is a repeat loop which 
sets the height at the node, increments a counter, and jumps to the surrounding nodes 
(if they do not already contain a sibling wavelet) setting the height to one less than the 
previous node. This code continues replicating and spreading until the counter value is 
the same as the radius of the pyramid (i.e. the wave has moved Fr many nodes away 
from the centre). The last two lines of each functional body simply collect all the heights
of the nodes in the grid and send them to the g r i d  
program (described in Appendix B.1.1) for displaying on 
screen. Figure 8.6 shows the movement of the first two 
generations of “waves” through the grid represented in the 
KN, governed by the flow diagram shown in Figure 8.7.
This very simple program shows how easy it is to 
spread changes throughout the terrain database using 
Wave.
Figure 8.7 Simplified Hill 
Growing Algorithm
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Figure 8.8 3D dynamic terrain representation
Demonstrating the capabilities of the replicating, mobile program paradigm of 
Wave as compared to the large, fully encapsulated mobile agent paradigm used in other 
systems such as Telescript, the following calculation shows the number of “agents" 
which are generated by the simple hill growing algorithm.
r = 4(X(/)+1 = 2/?2+2/?+1
Where:
T = Total number of concurrent individual “wavelets” produced
R = Radius of hill
As the individual strands of the 
program are “lightweight”, i.e. they are 
individually very small, the overall 
processing load required for the 
algorithm is much lower than would be 
expected of a traditional system. Each 
wavelet is only a few bytes long, with 
very little personal storage space. Most 
of the working environment is 
controlled by the interpreter, which 
looks after the thousands of processes
Figure 8.9 No. of wavelets produced in simple 
hill algorithm
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internally. With a typical multi-process or multi-threaded system, there is much 
operating system overhead as each individual process must be allocated its own 
environment space. Figure 8.9 shows how many co-operative but individual wavelets 
are produced by the example algorithm.
8.3.2.3 Displaying the grid data on the terminal screen
After looking for various different graphic display programs to use for this 
purpose, it was decided to use the GnuPlot package to plot the grid/height data as a 3D 
graph for demonstration purposes. In order to transfer the data from the Wave layer 
into a file which could be plotted, a C program was written. This program, grid, is 
called from Wave using the UNIX interface, and given co-ordinate and height data which 
it then writes out to a file. Command scripts were written to set up various parameters 
in GnuPlot and then cause it to continuously read in the data file, z.dat, so that any 
changes made to the terrain model in Wave could be dynamically reflected in the screen 
display. Details of how this interface works may be found in Chapter 12.
8.3.2.4 Distributing the terrain over a  number of computing nodes
With a Wave representation of a three-dimensional terrain worked out, it was 
now possible to work on distributing this terrain over a number of machines. The 
program for creating a regular grid of nodes was modified to have two separate 
branches, one executing on each machine to create half of the grid. An additional piece 
of code was required to make bi-directional links between the machines at the 
boundary, so the right-hand machine could know about the grid continuing on the 
other machine. This resulted in a regular grid, as before, but spread across two 
computers (Figure 8.10). The Wave program for this can be seen in Appendix A.3.
~>@— e >0 ^
> © —- > © ——> © «
--© 8 >0 -— 6 >
± 1 1— >©  ■8 >
Boundary between machines
Figure 8.10 Grid distributed on two machines
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With the grid set up over two machines, Wave programs were made to "grow” 
more natural hills and craters with the ability to cross the boundary between the 
machines if necessary. Two main versions of these programs have been developed, a 
synchronous one which controls the growth of the feature to be even all round, and an 
asynchronous version which demonstrates the independent propagation of the waves as 
they move through the grid changing the terrain parameters. These programs are given 
in Appendix A.4.
WAVE programs may be launched in parallel, from any computer in the WAVE 
network, at any time. In this way, changes may be made to the terrain data dynamically 
during runtime, and by several programs simultaneously. Mobile waves may produce on 
the grid actively changing shapes spread among computers (e.g. growing craters, 
flooding, or moving mountains). This process is fully open, i.e. any (multiple) agent 
activities in these worlds may be started in parallel at any time, by different users, and 
from different machines. The screenshots in Figure 8.11 show four stages in the 
synchronous growth of a crater on the boundary between two computers. Features can 
be mapped directly into the KN from some data source rather than using a growth 
algorithm. A C program could be written to extract data from readily available DTED 
files, for example, to represent a "real world" terrain for use in simulations. The Wave 
program for creating the distributed grid can easily be modified to generate a grid 
spread over an arbitrary number of machines.
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Figure 8.11 Distributed dynamic terrain implemented using Wave
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8.4 Distributed Dynamic Terrain - Problems To Overcome
There are a number of issues to be resolved before a fully distributed dynamic 
terrain can be implemented across a network of computers. These are all interrelated, 
and must, be given suitable thought as they will have a great impact on the way the 
simulation as a whole operates.
8.4.1 Distribution of terrain
Presently the distribution of the map between simulation nodes is performed 
statically, when the simulation is initialised. A way of dynamically distributing this map 
needs to be found. This will make possible the splitting of nodes, to allow two or more to 
model the geographic area previously represented by a single node. This may be 
necessary to keep an acceptable level of performance if a large amount of simulation 
activity becomes concentrated around one place.
Splitting the terrain database over several machines will require some 
arrangement to be made to ensure that seams in the database appear transparent to 
models in the simulation [Sapaty & al. 94]. This may not be a problem with machines 
on a fast local network, but when there is a noticeable latency in communications, some 
level of overlap between the geographical areas may be needed.
8.4.2 Representing the terrain data
Currently we have implemented a regular grid structure stored in the knowledge 
network. This can be used to store the raw elevation data from a terrain survey, and 
then further information about the contents of each grid cell could be stored in nodal 
variables at each grid node. The basic data structure used for the Wave variables is a 
vector, which could hold feature information, say, in a hierarchical fashion which would 
allow different levels of detail to be extracted by the simulation models as required. This 
information could be taken from readily available standard files, such as DMSO VPF 
data. Different types of information such as terrain type, texture map information, etc., 
could be held in different nodal variables.
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The regular grid structure is much easier to process, and therefore faster, but for 
reasons of terrain data integrity, information may be extracted from TIN12 data. Another 
application of Wave is conversion between different data structures, and detailed in 
[Sapaty & al. 95) is an algorithm for extracting data from a tree and placing it into a grid 
structure. Such an algorithm may be useful in converting VPF data into a form useable 
directly by Wave.
8.4.2.1 Storing multiscale data in a Wave network.
There are two possible ways in which this multiscale data could be stored in the 
WAVE knowledge network :
Figure 8.12 Quadtree decomposition of a regular grid
Within the grid nodes - using a suitable data structure, progressively finer details 
may be stored in the same node as the initial elevation data. One such data 
structure is a quadtree (Figure 8.12). Possibly using DTED or DEM data for the top 
level representation, further
decompositions could be <a 30m----- >
made to store greater detail, 
but over a recursively 
smaller area. The raw data 
for such a representation 
may be taken from a TIN, 
and converted into a grid.
This would also alleviate the 
problem of terrain
correlation (or rather, the lack of it) between different DIS simulations, which comes 
about due to the resolution of the DTED format. As there is no data specified about 
the area in between the elevation posts, each different simulation designer has to 
make an approximation when converting the data into a terrain database suitable 
for use with his/her system. The practicality of such a system depends on the 
volume of data that would be 
stored in each node, and the 
number of entities accessing said 
data.
In separate nodes - links from 
the grid nodes may be made to 
additional nodes containing extra Figure 8.13 Extra data in other nodes
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detail data (Figure 8.13). These nodes may be read as needed by programs querying 
the terrain data. For example, a link to a node containing a texture map may be 
provided. Feature information could also be stored in this way. One benefit of using 
this method is that data that may be common to several areas of the terrain need 
not be duplicated, as many links can be made to the same node (useful particularly 
for the storage of texture maps).
8.5 Dynamic Environmental Modelling
Particularly in military simulation, environmental effect modelling can be a very 
important factor affecting simulation fidelity. Many entities in an operation are 
influenced by various factors in addition to terrain type, such as smoke, temperature, or 
visibility (including light levels) [Corbin 97]. Aircraft will also be affected by wind. To 
model modern sensing equipment, other physical aspects of the environment need 
modelling, particularly electro-magnetic radiation and propagation. Currently, each 
simulator taking part in a group exercise has its own representation of these factors, 
which may well differ from that held in another simulator in the same exercise. Various 
different DIS PDUs are used to communicate information about environmental factors.
By extending the model used for terrain representation earlier in this chapter, 
that of the distributed grid structure, it may be possible to achieve full environmental 
modelling. Simulation space may be partitioned volumetrically (Figure 8.14), and 
distributed between a number of processing nodes. If an entity needs to know 
environmental factors in a sector of space outside that in which it currently resides, a 
query agent can be launched. Such a system has not yet been implemented, as the 
computing power required to maintain such a model is not readily available. However, 
seamlessly distributing a large environment model could prove useful for applications 
other than military simulation, for example the modelling of weather systems for 
forecasting purposes.
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Figure 8.14 Volumetric Space Partitioning
8.6 Integrating a Distributed Terrain Model With Simulations
There are two main ways in which a distributed terrain model may be useful in a 
multiuser simulation. The first would be to simply use a cluster of computers as a 
“virtual database server” (Figure 8.15). This would allow modelling of a very large global 
simulation space, even though the client simulators would all be operating in smaller 
terrain areas. This is likely to be the way that current simulators would benefit most 
from distributed dynamic terrain 
modelling, as they are not
designed to cope with mobile 
simulation entities, which is
where the main benefits of the 
technology lie.
The second way in which a 
distributed terrain model can be 
applied is in a distributed 
simulation containing mobile 
entities, as described in Chapter 
7. Simulation entities, or lightweight agents representing them, can populate the terrain 
model in a geographical fashion. To illustrate, say we have a terrain represented as a 
grid of co-ordinates, which is populated with a number of soldiers. The objects actually 
reside in the nodes where they are located. As they move around the terrain, the 
soldiers move between the KN nodes representing the co-ordinates, taking their code
O
□
n B
Figure 8.15 Virtual Database Server
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with them. The entities actually move throughout the datastructure representing the 
simulation space. In the example shown in Figure 8.17, each co-ordinate is a discrete 
location on the terrain, although for higher fidelity the grid squares could either be sub­
divided (levels of detail) or interpolated using analogue functions in the same manner as 
the aircraft entities in Section 7.2.
The size of the objects actually populating the terrain data depends on the 
application. Simple models can be self-contained, but larger more complex models may 
need an ambassador agent [Corbin 97] to be their presence in the simulation space. If 
not too large, a model could even carry its own representation with it. This could be 
done, for example, in the form of VRML code, stored as described in Chapter 10 (Figure 
8.16).
display the model data was then measured. For different situations, the average times 
were as follows:
Single interested party, model on local machine : 0.2s 
Single interested party, model on remote machine : 0.3s 
All six machines interested : 0.4s
These times are acceptable for a low fidelity demonstration, and show that the 
technique is viable. The following factors also need to be taken into account:
® the machines are not fast by todays’ standards
a the prototype Wave interpreter is not optimised in any way
® the computers were under about 40% load at the time of the experiments
Figure 8.16 VRML representation in objects
A simple test on the prototype 
system was performed, to test the validity 
of this idea. Six SPARCStationSs (in two 
groups of three, separated by four subnets 
across a busy campus network) were 
configured as a fully connected network. 
10000 Wave nodes were created on each 
machine, and a small mobile model, 
consisting of 90 bytes of data stored in 16 
nodes, was launched into the network. The 
time taken for Wave to locate, parse and
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If the object models within the simulation are complex, then they can be fetched 
on first requirement or pre-loaded at the start of the exercise. The data is then available 
locally when the object needs to be rendered. This is the approach taken in many 
VRML-based multiuser systems to enable players to have individual avatars.
8.6.1 Example of Entity/Terrain Integration
In the example shown in Figure 8.17, a number of soldiers, represented by pink 
spheres, start at one side of the terrain and move to the other. They follow the terrain 
level, and so at each node the z value is read. Each soldier is a self contained piece of 
Wave code, moving itself through the terrain grid structure. On each movement, the 
entity code calls the vimlgrid function (Appendix B.2) with its co-ordinates, and the 
VRML file that is being rendered is modified to reflect the change. Rendering of this 
system is by means of a custom interface, which is described in Section 12.1.2.
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Figure 8.17 Dynamic terrain and objects distributed on three computing nodes
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9.1 Distributed Scene Graphs
To enable truly distributed, multi-user VRs, a new way of storing scene 
information is required. The creation of a distributed scene graph, spread across many 
computers, could allow users to roam throughout large virtual worlds. Currently, 
distributed worlds can be created in VRML by having a top-level VRML scene, such as a 
town, containing links to sub-scenes (e.g. inside buildings). These sub-scenes may be 
located anywhere on the Internet. However, each scene is a separate entity, downloaded 
to the client, making multi-user interactivity and dynamic scene modifications 
impossible, unless of course each sub-scene is part of a multi-user system.
A shared, distributed scene graph would enable a number of users to freely 
explore and interact within the same large-scale virtual world, with scene modifications 
being apparent to all users. Such a scene graph still requires a multi-level structure, to 
retain ordering of the scene, but may have several "roots”, located on different 
machines. Each user derives a personal scene for visualisation from the global scene by 
having a personal root node, which will point to different, sections of the whole 
depending on the location within the world. An example of such a system, developed 
using the Wave technology, is
given in Chapter 10. &
9.2 Dynamics of Scene 
Graphs
9.2.1 Why are dynamics
needed ?
Figure 9.1 Distributed Scene Graphs
Currently, three-dimensional scenes are constructed as a framework, with animations 
and behaviours added in. The basic scene structure remains unchanged. The 
introduction of the External Browser API in VRML 2.0 has made it possible to modify
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the scene structure by using browser commands such as add node, delete node, etc. 
This ability to change the graph needs to be carried further, to allow fully flexible and 
dynamic scenes. By using a browser API approach, scenes are modified at the user 
level, but not at the scene provider level (i.e. the original scene on the server remains 
unchanged).
As objects in a scene move, change, and interact, their relationships also change. 
After movement has taken place, the structure of the scene graph which represented the 
relationships o f objects at the start o f the simulation may no longer give a true indication 
of the scene state.
This is fine in an environment where users download a world to browse 
individually, in much the same way as web pages are viewed, but in a multi-user 
environment, clients will need to see a common state for at least some of the objects 
present. Changes to the scene must be made available to all participants as and when 
they occur. (Note: in this context, multi-user refers to a VR environment where users 
experience the same scenes, and may interact with each other on an unspecified level of 
complexity.) If the underlying scene structure reflects the current state of the scene, 
inference about certain aspects can be made, and if this current structure is accessible 
to all users, particularly those joining after the simulation start, then each will have the 
same scene representation as a basis for calculation.
Flexible scene graphs offer many benefits over current systems. There are many 
scenarios which could be modelled that require changes to the structure of the scene 
graph. One example of scene structure changes, where the fabric of the virtual world is 
dynamically modified, is the bulldozer scenario mentioned earlier (Section 4.3.2.3). 
Other large-scale infrequent occurrences such as earthquakes, bombs, floods, etc. could 
also benefit from flexible scene structures.
At the other end of the scale, small and frequent changes are also required - for 
example, a group of people enter a transport. The scene structure should be re-arranged 
so people become children of the transit object. All movements of the transport are then 
also applied to the objects contained within, which still may have freedom of individual 
movement within the constraints of the vehicle. Movement of objects, for example a 
forklift moving large boxes, to be correct also requires that objects within the scene can 
be dynamically regrouped.
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9.2.2 Scene Dynamics in VRML2
VRML 2.0 has developed directly from VRML 1.0, and as such has the same 
basic paradigm for creating and providing scenes: a rigid, predefined scene graph. 
Behaviours, event routing and other functionality has then been bolted on, resulting in 
a "Christmas tree", where the colourful lights and decorations have little or no real 
relation to the underlying tree structure. While this approach certainly has useful 
applications, it cannot be regarded as a model for a universal VR paradigm.
As discussed earlier in Section 4.3, VRML 2 provides some capability for 
dynamically modifying the structure of the scene graph, with the 
addChildren/removeChildren methods. However, the methods used are not flexible 
enough for many situations, the main reasons being :
® Advance programming -  possible scene dynamics and behaviours need to be known
in advance, and must be programmed into the scene at the design stage.
© No external modification -  VRML2 does not directly support any way of externally
modifying the scenes held within the browser. The only methods for achieving such 
functionality are via the EAI or a custom browser interface, such as the JavaScript 
interface within Netscape, and these are limited. Script nodes must be pre-known 
and accounted for if they are to be used in conjunction with an external system.
[Tan]
9.2.3 Scenarios requiring full dynamics
The modelling VRML provides is still based around essentially static scenes. To 
quote the original VRML 1.0 specification, VRML’s ultimate goal is to be “a universal 
description language fo r  multi-participant simulations" [VRML]. If this is to be achieved, 
the current VRML scene graph paradigm will need to be updated.
The examples described in this section help to outline the shortcomings of VRML 
2 when modelling dynamically changing scenes. While the limitations do not make 
VRML 2 unworkable (as can be seen by the many dynamic scenes now available on the 
Web), they do restrict its suitability for the purposes of simulation and modelling. When 
applying the paradigm to multiuser simulations, the restrictions are even more 
apparent. The scenes below illustrate scene dynamics that would be awkward or
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impossible to implement in VRML 2, but could realistically be expected to occur in a 
simulation or virtual world. The dynamics are given in terms of changes to the scene 
graph structures.
9.2.3.1 Earthquake
An area of terrain is populated with complex features, such as a village. 
Modelling a dramatic disruption, such as an earthquake, can require complex 
reorganisation of scene data.
Stage 1: The terrain is represented in an ElevationGrid format. The objects
in the scene on the terrain will have a relationship to it, primarily determining their
position in terms of height. In a scene graph with semantic relationships, the objects 
may also specify how they are related to the ground - resting on, e.g. vehicles, or fixed 
to, e.g. buildings. Figure 9.2 shows the (simplified) graph for a scene with a house and a 
logpile situated on an area of terrain. The individual logs are aggregated together in 
group “logpile”.
Stage 2: A disruption occurs, such as a large explosion or an earthquake.
As the objects may be semantically linked to the terrain surface, modelling of the
propagation of shockwaves and their effects on said objects is possible. Objects may be 
split, de-aggregated, separated from their original groups, etc. In the case of an object 
splitting, some algorithm will need to be applied to determine where the object divides,
Figure 9.2 Original scene graph Figure 9.3 Re-arranged scene graph
and then new objects created corresponding to the pieces. Any such operation will 
require interrogation and modification of both the scene graph structure and the objects 
within it. Figure 9.3 shows what the scene graph may reflect after an earthquake has
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taken place. A disruption of the terrain has occurred, leaving a landslip through the 
house. The house object has been split, leaving two separate objects representing each 
half of the building. Some of the logs have become separated from the pile and rolled 
away. These are no longer part of the “logpile” group, and are placed individually in the 
scene.
9.2.3.2 Flooding
Water or mud may break out from a river, or a dam may be breached. The 
consequent flow will move over and around obstacles. In VRML, this would be difficult 
to model as object boundaries would need to be calculated, and indices of a complex 
face-set modified correspondingly as the liquid spread.
A geyser erupts, flooding an area of land with mud. This example demonstrates 
the benefits of having semantic scene graph content, as the flow of mud can modify the 
terrain and also interrogate objects on the terrain, affecting them accordingly.
Stage 1: An area of land with small hills is represented by a regular grid
structure, each node of the grid having a height value. Objects within the scene may be 
semantically linked to the terrain object to indicate their relationship to it (Figures 9.4 &
9.5).
Figure 9.4 Object placed on terrain Figure 9.5 Relationship between
object and terrain
Stage 2: A geyser erupts, and mud flows out. Realistic movement
algorithms can be easily developed, particularly when interrogation of the scene graph is 
possible. As the mud spreads out from the point of eruption, the level of the ground is 
modified. The mud could alternatively be modelled as a separate object, sitting over the
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ground. This would be the approach used when 
modelling a water flood, for example (Figure
9.6).
Stage 3: As the mud spreads, its height 
is determined by the height of the terrain it 
flows over (the height is read from the terrain 
objects and incorporated into the mud 
algorithm). This gives it the ability to flow 
around obstacles such as the hills. As the 
flooding liquid encounters objects on the 
terrain, by means of the semantic links, their properties can be examined and the 
appropriate action taken; if an object has density lower than the liquid, then it will float 
(Figure 9.7).
Stage 4: If the flood area is
bounded, the ground gradually reaches a stable 
level. This technique can be used to model the 
flooding of valleys or breaching of dams (Figure
9.8).
9.2.3.3 Bulldozer
Figure 9.7 Object floating Stage 2
If an entity such as a tank or bulldozer
enters a simulation containing human avatars,
unless it has been allowed for at the design
stage of the VR space, it will only have the same
capabilities in terms of interaction as the
humans. Realistically, such an object should be
able to move or damage structures, crash
through walls, move earth, etc. To achieve this
in VRML2 would require the attachment of
appropriate sensors to all objects in the scene, _. * 0K J Figure 9.8 Object floating Stage 3
which could still not cover for any eventuality.
This level of functionality is more likely to be required in a distributed, multiuser 
simulation. In such a system, it is possible that several different types of simulation
entity will be participating, both man-in-the-loop and computer controlled, and these
Figure 9.6 Object floating Stage 1
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various entities will have different capabilities in terms of interaction with each other 
and the synthetic environment.
Stage 1: A multiuser simulation is taking place, the scene of which contains a
building. The walls of the building cannot be penetrated by the human avatars. 
This is usually implemented by having collision detection switched on, and the 
browser simply prevents solid objects passing through other solid objects (Figure
9.9).
Figure 9.9 Scene with human avatars
Stage 2: Another simulator joins the scenario, and a tank entity enters the scene.
In a multiuser system based on VRML 2, this tank would have the same 
properties and actions as the other (human) avatars in the scene (Figure 9.10).
Figure 9.10 Scene with human and tank objects
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Stage 3: The tank collides with the side of the building , in an attempt to smash
through. Unless the system had the capability to recognise different types of 
object, the collision would be registered as any other, and the tank would not 
proceed. Details about object properties can be stored in the scene graph to 
facilitate these kinds of calculation, and if the tank has enough power, it can be 
allowed to destroy the wall object. The scene graph diagram shows how this 
additional information is represented (Figure 9.1 1).
Figure 9.11 “Tank” has the ability to modify buildings
9.2.3.4 Ice Berg
Another scenario potentially involving dramatic changes to the scene structure is 
the break-up and movement of large objects such as icebergs, particularly if the objects 
are populated. This could require decomposition of objects, movement, and re-grouping. 
Similar operations would be needed to model the break up of a vessel such as a warship 
in a simulation.
Stage 1: Objects are on a solid platform, such as an iceberg. The objects may have
a relationship to the platform, such as on. In VRML 2, the only way of specifying 
such a relationship is by association in the scene graph structure. A more 
sophisticated system will allow us to explicitly specify relationships between 
entities in a VR (Figure 9.12).
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Figure 9.12 Stage 1 scene and graph
Stage 2: The iceberg is fractured, and separates, dividing the group of objects into
two. This involves two main operations -  the division of the iceberg into two or 
more smaller icebergs, and the re-grouping of the objects on the iceberg to 
correspond with these new sections (Figure 9.13).
Figure 9.13 Stage 2 scene and graph
Stage 3: The two halves drift apart. The various objects, as they are within the
groups of the iceberg sections, have the motion translations of the ice applied to 
them also (Figure 9.14).
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Figure 9.14 Stage 3 scene
9.2.3.5 Heavy bombing/munitions dam age
In a military simulation, it is more than likely that weaponry is being modelled. 
To achieve realism, damage caused by fired shells should be evident to the participants 
in the simulation. Usually, bomb damage, bullet holes, etc. are modelled as objects 
themselves, superimposed onto the scene as a crater, hole, or whatever damage is being 
represented. In the case of heavy damage, or large-scale bomb damage, this is not a 
realistic approach. While aesthetics may be represented, the actual damage is not. 
Objects which have been bombed will usually be physically changed. Large objects 
which may also have an impact on other entities in the simulation, such as bridges or 
buildings, will need to exhibit these physical changes as realistically as possible in order 
to maintain the fidelity of the simulation. This level of functionality is currently only 
available in high-end proprietary systems, and not usually found in a heterogeneous 
DIS exercise.
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9.2.3.6 Aggregation of large numbers of entities
The aggregation/deaggregation of large numbers of entities, such as infantry 
leaving carriers, and their movement around the simulation space can require a large 
amount of re-grouping of nodes in the scene in order to be carried out efficiently. This 
functionality is particularly useful if there are large numbers of CGF (computer­
generated forces) in a simulation.
Stage 1: Soldiers are moving as a unit (aggregated entities moving together). As
they are moving in unison, they are dealt with as a group under a single 
transform in the scene graph (Figure 9.15).
Figure 9.15 Unit start condition and corresponding graph structure
Stage 2: The terrain changes, and the unit splits up (deaggregation). The soldier
objects are re-grouped to form several smaller groups, each under its own 
transform (Figure 9.16).
Figure 9.16 Deaggregated unit and new graph structure
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Stage 3: The soldiers move towards the
same goal, but as smaller, more loosely 
bound units (Figure 9.17).
Stage 4: At a given rendezvous, the
soldiers regroup. The scene graph is re­
arranged and now the unit behaves as a 
single entity again (Figure 9.18).
Figure 9.17 Soldiers move independently
9.2.4 Problems arising from dynamic scene 
graphs
Problems that will be encountered by 
using dynamic scene graphs are mostly 
concerning multiuser environments. This is 
due to the fact that the current state of the 
scene graph must be available to all users, as 
discussed in Section 10.2. Any changes to the 
scene, instigated by any user, must be
propagated to all other concerned users. Current multiuser systems cope with the 
dissemination of data is several different ways, but not to the level of allowing full scene 
graph dynamics. This topic is only touched on in this paper, but is covered in more 
detail in other works. [Corbin 97] demonstrates a prototype simulation infrastructure 
based on mobile programming techniques to this aim.
Figure 9.18 Soldiers regroup to behave as 
a unit
9.3 Scene graphs as a structural entity
The reason for most of the drawbacks noted in section 4.3.6 is the current 
approach employed in rendering virtual worlds. This works on the basis of treating the 
scene graph as a data structure derived from the text order describing the 3D scene, 
rather than as an independent and potentially dynamic structure on its owrt. There is 
thus a wide disparity between the concept of the scene graph as a logical representation
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of the scene and the way it is actually employed to implement the 3D scene (which is 
still essentially static in nature).
It is proposed here to treat the scene graph as an explicit structural entity upon 
which rendering of the VE can be directly based, and whose characteristics play a 
pivotal role in the manner that scene rendering and dynamics are achieved. In this way, 
run-time manipulation of the scene graph becomes the key focus of the top-level system 
that must decide on the sequence and nature of the changes that need to be made to 
the scene graph in order to obtain specific dynamics in the environment. The rendering 
system then interprets the current scene graph appropriately to produce the required 
3D scene; preferably at a speed that will permit seamless integration of ongoing motion 
into the environment.
The scene graph should thus be viewed as a basic structural framework upon 
which semantic or functional relationships of an external system (for example, VRML) 
can be imposed in order to achieve a form that can be reasoned with. This entails 
treating it as a generic graph fully subject to all manner of operations achievable on a 
graph, as well as being independent of the external system to which it lends structure.
9.4 Multiple Extensible Datatypes
In order to represent any kind of object necessary, the nodes of the scene graph 
should be able to support different datatypes, e.g. terrain node, object node, entity node, 
sound node, etc. Many of these various node-types are already supported by VRML and 
related languages, but are limited to being defined in the specification. As worlds are 
developed, authors may need new node types. Currently, these have to be proposed as 
an addition to the language, and after several months may be included into the next 
version of the specification. For true extensibility and flexibility, some kind of object- 
oriented datatype approach is needed, whereby objects are properly self-contained, with 
applicable methods stored within. To avoid constraints, these basic methods must be 
able to be "overloaded" if necessary.
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9.5 An Infrastructure To Support Distributed Virtual Worlds
To support large, distributed VRs, a truly distributed datastructure is needed to 
store the virtual world. This datastructure could be stored either on the machines used 
in the simulation network, or on a separate dedicated network of computers which the 
client machines connect to, rather like a "cluster" of machines acting as a virtual server. 
Such an infrastructure ideally needs the following properties:
® Dynamic load balancing - to properly utilise a network of computers, the load
should be constantly equalised between the machines, to avoid performance "black 
spots".
® Graceful node handling - processing nodes should be able to join and leave the
system with little or no disruption to the operation of the system as a whole.
® Graceful failure handling - the system should be able to recover from failures of
processing nodes or communications links with minimum disruption to the 
operation and users of the system.
® Low latency - data should be transferred from one part of the system to another with
very low latency, particularly when humans are "in the loop".
These desired properties are obviously an ideal scenario, but they must be 
worked towards if a high-fidelity large scale multi-user VR is to be created. Such a 
system would obviously also have many other applications outside simulation and VR.
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10.1 Multi-User Worlds in VRML 2
Although VRML2 itself does not have any built-in features to support multi-user 
worlds, the extensible nature of the language, through prototyping and scripting, allows 
systems to be built around it. A server which supports a multiuser system, for example 
keeping information about object and entity states, interfaces with the browsers using 
function calls written in a supported language (usually Java). One example of this is the 
Sony Community Place system [Sony]. These systems use their own proprietary 
extensions to VRML, and cannot interoperate. For example, Community Place uses 
Sony’s "E-VRML", Extended VRML, which, to quote the documentation, is "based on 
standard VRML 2.0, but augmented with features to support multi-user interaction"
10.2 Issues relating to the creation of multiuser VRs
There are a number of additional issues which need to be taken into account 
when creating multiuser simulations. Participants need to be able to share the same 
simulation space, see the same objects, and see objects and entities in the same state. 
These issues have been addressed in several different ways, which are outside the scope 
of this paper. Much work has been done by the DIS (Distributed Interactive Simulation) 
community, particularly is the United States of America, and US Standards have been 
defined to allow the interoperation of different systems within the same simulation. [DIS 
1, DMSO 1, HLA 1, HLA 2]
VRML systems have taken ideas from the DIS initiative, but as VRML itself is 
essentially a single user system, the ways of addressing the issues mentioned above 
vaiy. Whereas users accessing a VRML scene will all have the same data initially, 
events, states, and objects are managed within the VRML browser, and so are not 
shared between users. Some way of disseminating this data between users, in real time 
constraints, is needed to achieve a multiuser simulation. There are two approaches that 
can be taken; either dynamics can be based on a system which sits under VRML and 
exchanges data between users, or events can be routed directly between VRML 
browsers. The EAI attempts to provide a mechanism for achieving the latter.
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An example of the problems faced when co-ordinating shared VRML scenes is 
that of the server-based distributed VR. With original VRML 1 based systems, the 
scenes were static, and the server needed only to keep track on the avatars of different 
users. As soon as dynamics are added to the base scenes, such as animations and 
moving objects, there is a lot more information that needs to be kept consistent between 
the different users. For example, picture a solar system model with Avatar A standing 
on a planet. If User B joins the scene later, Avatar A will appear to be standing in space 
as the planets in his scene graph have progressed from their initial state, while to User 
B the planets have not yet moved. These are issues that the extension systems to VRML 
are aiming to address, mostly for the entertainment and games market.
10.3 Case studies - available systems
10.3.1 Multiuser systems based on VRML 1 :
10.3.1.1 CyberPassage (Sony) - this was originally based on VRML 1.0, using Sony 
Extensions (E-VRML) that allowed animated 3D worlds, also containing 
sound and video, to be built. Later this system developed to become 
Community Place, which was the first VRML 2.0 browser publicly available. 
Multiuser capabilities were provided by a libraiy of functions to implement 
shared behaviours. These worked in a similar manner to RPCs, i.e. the 
remote computer makes a procedure call on the local computer. This means 
that two methods are required for the functions, one for local operations and 
one for remote operations. The CyberPassage system is not particularly 
robust, the instructions themselves advising users to “restart CyberPassage 
frequently”. [CyberPassage]
10.3.1.2 VRML on top of Wave - a series of experiments by the Distributed Knowledge 
Processing research group, University of Surrey, involved generating VRML 
1.0 scenes to display the results of distributed, multi-user simulations based 
on the Wave system. The structure of the scene graph, including VRML code, 
is stored in a Wave Knowledge Network, and intelligent agent-like strands of 
Wave code navigate the KN to produce a renderable file of VRML code. This
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prototype system provides the capability to produce distributed multiuser 
virtual worlds with a VRML interface. [Darling & Sapaty, Darling & al.]
10.3.1.3 DIVE - Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) is an experimental 
platform for the development of shared, multiuser 3D synthetic 
environments. It uses DIS principles for communication, i.e. a peer-to-peer 
multicast approach with no centralised server. Visualisation is by means of a 
VRML-like browser. Consistency between the clients is achieved by using 
reliable multicast and active replication protocols. The system acts as a 
shared memory, where a set of processes interact by making concurrent 
accesses to the memory. Similar scalability problems to DIS are exhibited, as 
network bandwidth is soon saturated by the state PDUs. This problem is 
more apparent with DIVE, as it does not have any direct support for dead 
reckoning of complex models. [DIVE]
10.3.2 Multiuser systems based on VRML 2 :
10.3.2.1 Community Place (Sony) - this is a server-based system, i.e. at any time during 
a multi-user simulation, there will be one server, the Community Place Bureau, 
that looks after the overall state of the simulation. Text messages can be sent 
between users, and objects can be shared. Once a client connects, the server 
handles everything -  tracking avatar locations, implementing shared behaviours, 
passing chat messages, and informing all other clients of these events. For 
performance reasons, the server only informs each browser about other users or 
events in the same area. The problems of broadcasting such data are already 
well known in the DIS community [Sapaty & al. 96]. To implement shared 
behaviours, Community Place uses E-VRML and a Java library for remote 
procedure calls. This is similar in functionality to the Java RPC (Remote 
Procedure Call) library. The nature of this architecture is such that 
implementing dynamic scene graphs is very involved, and any complex runtime 
scene modifications would be unworkable.
10.3.2.2 DIS-Java-VRML - a working group set up with intention to explore the 
integration of the three technologies. The group is developing a free Java 
software library to interoperate with both the DIS protocol standard, and VRML. 
Information and news on the progress of this project can be found at [DIS-Java- 
VRML].
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There are several other small examples of multi-user systems based on VRML2, 
usually using the server based approach. One such example is VNET 
(http://www.csclub.uwaterloo.ca/u/sfwhite/vnet.html), which began as a student 
project. This is described as “A VRML chat program, with custom avatars”. These 
systems are limited in functionality, and do not provide the capabilities needed to 
produce distributed simulations.
10.4 Semantic Virtual Worlds in Wave
For all the currently available methods, a scene is designed at the outset, and 
retains predominantly the same structure throughout its use. For simulation of complex 
systems such as battlefields with rapidly changing situations and highly dynamic 
terrain, the VR scenes must also be very dynamic themselves, and the associated scene 
graphs should be able to change and evolve at runtime. While all this functionality may 
be achieved by using current technology such as combinations of Java and VRML, a 
more natural and flexible approach would be to have a system that could work directly 
with scene graph structures, processing and rendering them as native datatypes. To 
provide the necessary scene dynamics we have proposed an integration of VR 
techniques with the distributed WAVE system creating and processing dynamic graphs 
[Sapaty and Borst}.
10.4.1 Representing a VRML scene in Wave
In order to experiment with scene structure dynamics, a method of storing the 
VRML scene information within a Wave knowledge network was devised. The scene 
graph structure and hierarchy are replicated in the KN, with node names representing 
fragments of VRML code. Examples using this method can be seen in the next section. 
The technique is explained in detail in Section 12.2.
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10.5 Adding Dynamics to VRML Scenes
To provide full dynamics, the provision of scenes has been put under the control 
of the WAVE system. The scene graphs are represented in WAVE as a KN, and may be 
generated or inferred dynamically on a semantic level and simultaneously rendered by 
traditional Inventor-like visualisation techniques. This permits a large scene graph to 
be distributed over several computers, with each participant being able to build a VRML 
file according to his/her "view" of the scene. As links between nodes may be modified by 
the roaming WAVE programs, so large-scale changes of the overall scene structure may 
be made dynamically at a semantic level. Parameters held in nodes may also be 
changed in this way, making animations possible at any desired level of complexity. 
Higher-level distributed control can be made over VRML scenes using these techniques, 
allowing distributed virtual reality environments to be created with great flexibility. The 
data generated from the WAVE system does not necessarily need to be in VRML format: 
other common formats could be generated, for example Open Inventor or OpenFlight 
databases, for use in established systems.
10.5.1 Modifying And Synthesizing VRML Scenes
In this example, a scene structure is created within the WAVE KN to resemble a 
VRML scene, modified, and finally shared between two computers. In parallel, a WAVE 
strand navigates the KN, following the links according to simple rules. As it does so, it 
creates VRML format files, and passes them to a browser for rendering. The nodes of the 
scene graph are taken from the content of the KN nodes, and the tree structure is 
determined by the KN links. This results in an animated VRML scene, comprised of 
static objects.
Fpl='computer1.wave.com'. Fp2='computer2.wave.com'.
Fsynth= 'Fl='vrweb -remote'.F2='echo "#VRML V I .0 ascii" > '  .
F4='echo "'.F5='" >>'.F6='&'.
Fn='Fc+1.AS((Fctt.!3),).N&x.Fc#,Fn'.
F='S Q ( 0S( {Fc=.N=.Fn.F),
(pit. Ft=C. @#P.N=Ft) ),
(Fr=C.Fr&'{'.Fr&N.Fr&'}'.Fr%' ' .Ft=L.Ft&@.Ft&Fr.@#P.N:Ft) )'. 
R P ( S Q ( (N=x.#.F .!3), ).FF=F2.FF&F3.FF%’ '.?FF.
FF=F4.FF&N.FF&F5.FF&F3.FF%' ■.?FF.
FF=Fl.FF&F3.FF&F6.FF%' ' .?FF.4 ?sleep) ' .
Fan= 'RP(Nl=C.N1|' '.Nh=Nl.N h :1.N 1 : 1; @ .Nl+0;0;0;1.Nh&Nl.Nh%’ '.C=Nh.2?sleep)'. 
@#DN(.C==Fpl.C L (@#start).
S Q ( C L (+1#'Separator'.
(+1# ‘Separator ’. ( + l(f 'Material' . +p# 'diffuseColor 1 0 O'),
{+2#’Transform'.+ptt'translation -4 4 O'),
(+3#'Transform' .+pft' rotation 0 1 1 O'),
(+4#'Cylinder') ),
(+2# ' Separator'.(+l(f'Material'.+p# ' diffuseColor 0 1 O'),
(+2#'Transform'.+ptt'translation -4 -4 O'),
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(+3#'Transform'.+p#'rotation 0 1 1 O'),
(+4#'Cone') ),
(+3#'Separator'.(+1#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 0 1 ’), 
(+2#'Transform'.+p#'translation 4 4 O'), 
(+3#'Transform'.+p#'rotation 0 1 1 O'),
(+4 #'Cube') ),
(+4#'Separator'.(+1#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 1'), 
(+2#'Transform'.+p#'translation 4 -4 O'), 
(+3#'Transform'.+p#'rotation 0 1 1 O'),
(+4#'Sphere *) ) ) ),
( (F3='/progdir/vrml/computerl.wrl'.Fsynth),
( 20?sleep.#.S Q ( (+#.L+1),
(CL(+1#'Transform'.+p#'rotation O i l  O').Fan) ) ),
( 40?sleep.#.Fre=A.
S Q ( (+l#.Ftr=C.+p#.Fp=C.@#Fre.Ntr=Ftr.Np=Fp),
(+#.L=), (Ftr=Ntr.Fp=Np.
(CL(+1#'Separator’).Fad=A. (CL(+l#Ftr.+p#Fp).Fan),
(@#'Cylinder'.-#.C L (-2#Fad)),
(@#'Cone'.-#.C L (-3#Fad))),
(CL(+2#'Separator’).Fad=A. (CL(+l#Ftr.+p#Fp).Fan),
(@#'Cube'.-#.CL(-2#Fad)),
(@#'Sphere'.-#.C L (-3#Fad))))) ),
( 60?sleep.Fs=A.SQ( (+#.+2#.Fs2=A.@#Fs.Ns2=Fs2),
(+#.+2 #.L=) ,
(Fs2 =Ns2.@#DN, .C==Fp2.C L (@#start) .
S Q ( C R (+l#Fs2),
(F3=’/progdir/vrml/computer2.wrl'.Fsynth)) ) ) ) )
In addition to the VRML-generating strand, the program has four distinct 
sections, performing transformations to the scene in the following stages :
Stage 1 : the basic scene is constructed in the KN. using VRML terms to label the nodes 
(Figure 10.1).
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Figure 10.1 Stage 1 Scene Graph and Resulting Scene
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Stage 2 : a transform node is added, with a link to the root node, to rotate the entire 
scene (Figure 10.2).
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Figure 10.2 Stage 2 Scene Graph and Scene
Stage 3 : the scene is split into sub-trees, and an additional transform node is added to 
rotate the two halves of the scene independently (Figure 10.3).
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Figure 10.3 Stage 3 Scene Graph and Scene
Stage 4 : a "start" node is created on the second computer, and a link made from it to 
part of the scene graph on the first computer. A link is removed to create two 
independent VRML scene graphs, while the structure of the KN remains largely 
unchanged (Figure 10.4).
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Figure 10.4 Stage 4 Scene Graph and Resulting Scenes
By simply adding new nodes or changing links in the KN, new scene structures 
may be produced. Large-scale structure changes may be made to scenes by only small 
modifications to the underlying data structure. Different users may be presented with 
different views on the same global scene, a window on the virtual world.
10.5.2 Example of a Shared, Distributed VRML Scene
By using the above techniques, a shared VRML environment, distributed across 
an arbitrary number of computers, may be created. In the example shown, a scene 
graph has been created where nodes are distributed evenly between three computers. 
Each computer has a different view onto the same scene. Computer 1 sees an overview 
of the whole scene, while Computers 2 and 3 see the left and right halves of the scene. 
Any changes to the scene are seen on all computers, within the scope of their individual 
entry points (root nodes) into the scene graph. Each part of the scene has a transform 
node to position the section in a global co-ordinate scheme (relating to the distributed 
world as a whole). These may be determined in advance, as is the case here, or inferred
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from the data structure underlying the virtual world, depending on the requirements of 
the application.
The scene depicts a road with two cars and two people, and three stages are 
shown. As animations take place, the structure of the scene graph is modified by adding 
or removing links and nodes. The changes to the scene are detailed below, with 
simplified scene graphs showing how the structure transforms.
Stage 1: The scene starts off static, with four objects in each half. The personal root 
nodes of each computer are shown in grey, and only the nodes below them will be 
rendered on the corresponding display. A translation node is inserted above Person2, 
and the contents are then activated to move Person2 towards Car2 (Figures 10.5, 10.9).
Stage 2: Person2 moves into Car2, and the scene graph is regrouped to make Person2 
and its transform children of Car2. A translation node is inserted above Car2 and it 
starts moving along the road to the left, carrying Person2 with it (Figures 10.6. 10.10).
Stage 3: A translation node is added to move Person 1 towards Carl, and as Car2 moves 
into the left half of the scene, the graph is again restructured to reflect its new location 
with respect to the other objects in the scene (Figures 10.7, 10.11). The scheme of 
restructuring depends on the scale of the distributed world and the physical distances
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Figure 10.5 Stage 1 Scene Graph Figure 10.6 Stage 2 Scene Graph
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between computers - links alone may be changed, or if the destination is far away the 
nodes themselves may be moved, to reduce the latency in rendering.
(^ Person2)
( Computer 1
Figure 10.7 Stage 3 Scene Graph Figure 10.8 Example of Node Sharing
Nodes anywhere within the KN may be linked to any others, making re-use of 
scene graph nodes simple. In the example, the common scenery items may be shared, 
positioning being taken care of by multiple transform nodes (Figure 10.8). Any changes 
made to shared nodes will obviously be reflected in all parts of the scene that use them. 
This enables us to create, for example, a single light source for a world (e.g. a sun) 
which can change over time to reflect night and day.
Computer 1 Computer 2 Computer 3
Figure 10.9 Snapshot of Stage 1
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Computer 1 Computer 2 Computer 3
Figure 10.10 Snapshot of Stage 2
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Computer 1 Computer 2 Computer 3
Figure 10.11 Snapshot of Stage 3
10.6 Scene Graph Manipulations in Wave
When looking at dynamics that may be required in an (existing) scene graph, we 
can identify three main classifications of manipulation:
• Regrouping
• Removal of subtrees (pruning)
• Restructuring
These each demonstrate distinct functional and structural characteristics in 
terms of scene graph structure modifications, and represent most operations that may
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be needed to achieve realistic animation and interaction. We can then decompose these 
classes into a subset of atomic actions, being:
® Breaking a link between two nodes
® Creating a link between two nodes (oriented or unoriented)
© Creating a node
® Deleting a node
Combinations of these actions can be used to create all possible manipulations. 
As further sophistication may be needed, new actions and classes can be created to 
form a library of scene graph operators.
10.6.1 Regrouping
Regrouping is useful to represent association or collective behaviour of entities in 
a scene. For example, we may want independent objects to move together, such as 
people in a car. Rather than provide separate animation transforms for each object, it is 
better to group them as a single entity, i.e. a car containing people, and animate 
accordingly. This is possibly one of the most useful dynamics to apply to the scene 
graph, as it allows the full power of hierarchical transforms to be manifested at any time 
in the life of the changing scene. Simply by changing the transformation parameters of a 
high level grouping node, the entire subtree of that node is also affected. This eliminates 
the need for multiple animations in many cases, and hence reduces the number of 
program threads or Wave agents needed to accomplish the animation.
Regrouping of nodes is not a trivial matter, and there are considerations which 
need to be taken into account regarding the VRML code that will be synthesized from 
the scene graph:
10.6.1.1 Transforms accum ulate down the scene graph
When parsing the scene graph, it must be remembered that transforms and 
other modifications accumulate down the scene graph hierarchy, in some instances of 
regrouping, it may be necessary to first determine the global co-ordinates of objects that 
will be affected. The global (world) co-ordinates of a node become increasingly 
cumbersome to calculate the further down the scene graph hierarchy it is. Judicious
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use of association by grouping throughout the development of the scene graph can help 
reduce such calculations.
10.6.1.2 Adding new nodes and deleting old links
Regrouping will often involve the addition of new nodes and links, and will 
always require links to be removed. All links from the affected node(s) must be re­
numbered, since the numbered sequence of links must be maintained for correct 
parsing of the scene graph.
Translation Translation
1500 1000
Figure 10.12 Scene graph before regrouping
Consider two nodes, A and B, which are to be grouped together {Figure 10.12). 
They are both top-level nodes (i.e. directly below the root in the scene hierarchy). 
Regrouping will require existing links from the root node to be deleted, and a new 
Separator Group node added into which A and B will be linked, resulting in the graph 
shown in Figure 10.13. Assuming both objects are aware of each others’ position in the 
scene (for example, through a "near” semantic link -  scene graph semantics are 
discussed in Chapter 11), the Wave code to perform this change is as follows:
near#.@#P.Forig=A.-#. L = .
( \\ Apply renumbering sequence here \\ ),
( @#Forig. OS ( (@#'DEF Group Separator'), (CR (@#'DEF Group Separator')) ). 
Fnew=A.Ncoun t +1.
OS ( (Ncount==l.Ncount=2.CR (+hl#'Transform'.+p#'translation 0 0 O'). 
@#Fnew.
) ,
) -
Flabel='+h'.Flabel&Ncount.Flabel%.CR (Flabel#Forig).
@ # 'DEF Main Separator'.Nreach/=1.Nreach=l.Ncount=0.
SQ ( {+#.@#P.Ncount+1.!$4), ).Flabel=‘+h'.Flabel&Ncount.Flabel%.
CR (Flabel#Fnew).
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Figure 10.13 Scene graph after regrouping
Consider now the case where one or more of the nodes involved in the 
regrouping are located at different levels in the scene hierarchy (other than the top 
level). In this situation (Figure 10.14) the Wave program in one or both of the nodes 
hops to the local root node of the parent tree, then travels back down, accumulating the 
effects of transforms encountered en route. This allows us to obtain global co-ordinates 
of the node being moved, which can be taken into account when linking the node into a 
different group. Link numbers are then re-sequenced (Figure 10.15). The prototype code 
for this procedure is as follows:
near#.@#P.Forig=A.
-#.L=.
( \\ Apply renumbering sequence here \\ ),
( RP (C/='DEF Main'.Fadd=A.+#.C=='Transform'.+p#.
Ftemp=C.Ftemp|1 '.Ftemp:2;3;4.Ftake+Ftemp.@#Fadd.-#.
) •
@#Forig.+#,C=='Transform'.+p#.Fparam=C.Fparam j' '.Fparam:2;3;4. 
Fparam+Ftake.Flabel=1 translation'.Flabel&Fparam.Flabel%.C-Flabel. 
@#Forig. OS ( (@#'DEF New Separator'), (CR (@#'DEF New Separator')) ).
Fnew=A.Ncount+l.
OS ( (Ncount==l.Ncount=2.CR (+hl#'Transform'.+p#'translation 0 0 O'). 
@#Fnew.
) -
> •
Flabel='+h'.Flabel&Ncount.Flabel%.CR (FlabelttForig).
@#'DEF Main Separator'.Nreach/ = 1.Nreach=l.Ncount-0.
SQ ( (+#.@#P.Ncount+l.!$4), ).Flabel=’+h'.Flabel&Ncount.Flabel%.
CR (Flabel#Fnew).
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Figure 10.14 Scene graph before regrouping
Figure 10.15 Scene graph after regrouping
The use of regrouping during scene graph dynamics helps retain the 
PROTO/USE structure of VRML 2.0, which seeks to encapsulate the form and 
behaviour of entities into distinct objects. Using this more flexible technique, however, 
allows much easier grouping and ungrouping of objects, and also more flexible 
manipulations. The PROTO concept of VRML 2.0 is more suited to the design of 
“canned” objects, whose grouping characteristics are determined before the start of a 
simulation.
10.6.2 Pruning
During the progression of a simulation, objects may need to be removed from the 
scene. To do this correctly, the portion of scene graph that represents the object needs
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to be removed leaving the rest intact. First the node representing the root of the object is 
identified, then the subtree of this node (which contains the object description and data) 
is removed. The same technique can be used to remove groups of objects aggregated 
below a common node. Care must be taken not to remove any shared nodes (e.g. several 
similar objects are linked to the same description node). In this case, only the link to the 
node is removed.
In the example graph in Figure 
10.16, removal of object A would 
simply involve locating its header 
(DEF A Separator), then following 
links out of A and recursively deleting 
the contents. The link from the parent 
of A is also removed. The Wave code 
for deleting the subtree is as follows:
@ # 'DEF A Separator'.F^A.T^C.RP
(+#}.@#P.
RP (F/=A. SQ { {+#.C = .!$4), ).L=.-#).SQ ( (+#.C=.!$4), ).L = .-#.@#P.L=.C= .
To delete the entire group of objects in Group 1, we merely substitute its name, 
DEF Group 1 Separator, into the above program. After the pruning operation, the links 
of the parent node must be renumbered, to retain parsing consistency.
10.6.3 Restructuring
Similar to the process of regrouping, restructuring is the relocation of links 
between nodes for specific purposes, for example making a node become a child of 
another. Such operations do not require the addition or removal of nodes. In the 
example shown in Figure 10.12, to group objects A and B together by restructuring the 
following steps are needed:
Move link: link +hl from the Main Separator node to A is moved to become +h4 from 
the B Separator node.
Modify transform: since A is now a child of B, its’ transform will need to be modified to 
take into account the effects of transforms on B. The translation parameters of B 
are subtracted from those of A, to give the new value for A’s translation after 
restructuring. This is needed to maintain consistency of the objects’ positioning
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in the virtual world space. If one or more of the nodes involved are lower in the 
scene hierarchy, as in the earlier example, then the effects of transforms will 
have to be accumulated down the scene graph.
Again, using the “near” semantic link, the Wave code to accomplish this is as 
follows, with the resulting scene graph shown in Figure 10.17:
Fadd=A.+ # ,C=='Transform'.+p#.Fparam=C.
Fparam|’ '.Fparam:2;3;4.@#Fadd.-#.L=.@#Fadd.near#.
Fadd2=A.+#.C=='Transform'.+p#.Nparam=C.Fparam-Nparam.@#Fadd2.Ncount=0.
SQ ( {+#.@#P.Ncount+l.!$4), ).Flabel='+h'.Flabel&Ncount.Flabel%.
CR (Flabel#Fadd).+#.C==’Transform'.+p#.Ntemp=’translation'.Ntemp&Fparam. 
Ntemp%' '.C=Ntemp.@#Fadd.
10.6.4 Example of Scene Graph Dynamics In Use
The following is an example to demonstrate the use of scene graph dynamics in a 
distributed, multiuser environment, and the need for re-grouping of scene graph 
constructs. A scene graph is distributed over two computers, representing a factory 
environment with forklift trucks. Each computer contains a sub-graph representing half 
of the overall scene. There are three users of the system, each on a separate computer, 
and each with a different view of the simulation. Figure 10.20 shows progressive 
screenshots from each computer.
10.6.4.1 Simulation views
User 1 sees an overview of the factory, which is generated from the entire scene 
graph, while Users 2 and 3 see the left and right halves of the workspace. Rendering is
Transla lion 
5 0 0
Figure 10.17 Scene graph after restructuring
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performed in the same way as in the examples in Section 10.5, with a VRML synthesizer 
running for each user. In order to generate the different views, each user has a personal 
scene root, from which the individual synthesizers are started. Figure 10.18 shows how 
the overall scene graph is distributed across the two computers, and the positioning of 
the scene roots.
10.6.4.2 Scene graph dynamics
Truck 2 picks up boxes, and then passes them to Truck 1, which is controlled by 
User 2. Even in the first stage of this example, where Truck2 picks a box from the 
pallet, the benefits of regrouping the 
scene graph can be seen. As the boxes 
move around the factory, the scene 
graph is restructured accordingly, 
keeping the scene hierarchy 
consistent with what must be 
visualised.
In this scenario, there are 
several dynamics happening 
concurrently. The movement of the 
trucks, which is reflected in their 
Transform nodes, and the movement and transfer of boxes, which is reflected in both 
their position in the scene graph, and by their Transform nodes.
Figure 10.19 shows the detail of the 
scene graph where the box is picked up by 
Truck2. The link from the pallet group node 
to the box is removed (shown broken), and a 
new link is added from the Truck object.
Although not shown, the Transform node 
associated with the box is modified to 
represent the boxes’ offset while on the truck.
regrouping
Figure 10.19 Scene graph detail showing
Figure 10.18 Distributed Scene Graph
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Figure 10.20 Screenshots from multiuser distributed simulation demonstration
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11 Semantic Networks and Graph Manipulation
11.1 Semantic Networks
Network representation provides a means of structuring and exhibiting data as 
knowledge. In a network, pieces of knowledge are clustered together into coherent 
semantic groups. Networks also provide a more natural way to map to and from natural 
language than other representation schemes. Some networks, such as associative 
network structures, permit the implementation of property inheritance, a form of 
inference [Patterson]. Nodes that are members or subsets of other nodes may inherit 
properties from their higher-level 
ancestor nodes.
A semantic network (Fig. 11.1) 
represents knowledge as a graph, with 
the nodes corresponding to facts or 
concepts and the arcs to relations or 
associations between concepts. Both 
nodes and links are generally labelled.
The term ‘semantic network’ is often 
used to encompass a family of graph- 
based representations. These representations differ chiefly in the names that are 
allowed for nodes and links and the inferences that may be performed on these 
structures [Luger & Stubblefield]. The main idea behind semantic networks is that the 
meaning of a concept comes from the ways in which it is connected to other concepts.
Figure 11.1 An exam ple of a semantic network
11.2 Scene Graphs in Semantic Networks
As previously developed in Section 9.3, it was proposed to treat the scene graph 
as an explicit structural entity upon which rendering of the 3D world would be directly 
based. The scene graph could then be viewed as a basic structural framework (or a 
generic graph) fully subject to all manner of operations achievable on a graph, with its
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visualisation.
11 Semantic Networks and Graph Manipulation
11.2.1 Semantic networks as an extension to scene graphs
Progressing a step further, it is possible to assign specific characteristics or 
properties to different nodes and links that reflect functionality other than that required 
within a normal scene graph. This could be implemented in the form of additional 
links/nodes introduced within the structure that permit the establishment of 
relationships (via links between nodes) at a higher semantic level than the fundamental 
hierarchy employed in a scene graph.
Relationships at this level may not be immediately apparent from the order and 
appearance of the textual elements within the VRML file since they are not an integral 
part of the scene graph itself. Consequently there need not be any direct parallel 
between certain graph operations and its functional equivalent in the form of dynamics 
in the rendered 3D scene; i.e. manipulation of the scene graph need not effect a 
realisable change in the 3D scene being rendered.
Conceptually it is possible to establish and alter relationships (denoted by links) 
between nodes at this higher semantic level; operations performed in this manner are 
similar to those employed in normal scene graph manipulation. The addition of a 
knowledge base in the form of a semantic network that extends the basic scene graph 
structure offers significant potential to increase the scope of, as well as simplify, the 
core processes of scene graph manipulation. Ultimately the goal would be a significant 
reduction of complexity in the management of highly dynamic and evolving virtual 
worlds.
11.2.2 Example
To illustrate consider a simple scene which consists of a couple of primitives. In 
order to animate one of these primitives, it is a trivial matter to add a Transform node at 
the start of its group node and then establish a route between it and a Script node that 
will alter the Transform parameters at appropriate time intervals (using VRML 2.0).
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Consider now a complex virtual world comprising a large number of objects in 
constant flux; each object potentially decomposable into an equally large number of 
primitives. In such an environment, animating an object in a specific manner becomes 
correspondingly more difficult. It is no longer a trivial matter to determine the level of 
hierarchy at which to apply a transform operation, and the necessary regroupings at a 
lower or higher level required in tandem with this to achieve the required animation.
11.2.3 Semantic relationships in use
Semantic relationships established between nodes in a scene graph may permit 
inference to be made regarding the type and nature of operations needed to accomplish 
specific animations. Such operations could involve adding or deleting nodes, invoking 
methods to modify existing nodes or parameters, or re-grouping of the scene graph. 
Knowledge obtained from this inference process can then be incorporated into the 
bodies of Wave programs or agents that are launched into the network to achieve the 
required changes.
Furthermore it becomes logical to reason with the virtual world at a semantic 
level rather than at a functional one. Describing an animation operation as ‘Move the 
red car towards the white building’ is certainly clearer in human terms than ‘ Route the 
Transform node at the level of the RedCar grouping node to the Move Script node, and 
delete both nodes in the Road grouping and .... etc.’. Semantic relationships thus permit 
easy mapping between natural language interfaces in this aspect to the corresponding 
functions that need to be performed on the scene graph in order to achieve the required 
dynamics [Tan]. Natural language parsers have been used for many years in text-based 
adventure games, and such technology could be incorporated into a 3D virtual 
environment that was based on semantics as well as geometries. The recent 
improvements in speech recognition technology can be linked to this, and soon voice 
controlled interactive virtual environments will be possible.
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11.3 Structural and Semantic Levels
By incorporating semantic information into the scene, two main classifications of 
information can be derived from the scene graph. These can be employed separately or 
in combination with other processes that manipulate the graph structure.
11.3.1 Structural
This is dependent on the exact location of the node in the hierarchy with respect 
to its parent, child and sibling nodes (if it has any of these). It might also depend on the 
links and the properties of the links that a node has with its neighbours. It would, for 
example, take into account the number of branches (links) that emanate from a 
particular node, the depth of these branches and the way they are structured at lower 
levels of the hierarchy. Information at this level is directly reflected in the virtual world.
11.3.2 Semantic
This is dependent on the presence of certain names or identifiers of nodes and 
their concurrence with other nodes, as well as their semantic relationships within the 
context of the VRML file and also the virtual environment. It is at this level that is 
possible to express and structure semantic understanding of what constitutes ‘normal’ 
or ‘ logical’ behaviour in the environment, for example; ‘birds fly’, ‘ cars move’, ‘ lights 
shine’, etc. Information at this level is seldom, if at all, directly reflected in the virtual 
world, although it may be useful in optimising rendering calculations.
In effect, the scene graph can be partitioned into these two components; however 
both exist as a single, integrated generic graph structure with the distinction between 
them achieved through the assignment of specific properties to the links and nodes 
(which can then be interpreted accordingly). All graph-processing functions should be 
applicable to this integrated structure, with distinction between both components 
enforced when necessaiy (for example, when synthesizing a VRML file, only links/nodes 
at the structural level are accounted for).
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11.3.3 Advantages of incorporating semantics
The result of this implementation is a universal facility that could conceptually 
accommodate relationships of any nature between nodes and allow the initiation of 
specific, non-trivial actions based on these relationships. All possible logical 
combinations of structure that fully express the functional and semantic nature of the 
virtual world may be achievable, and there is also the possibility of establishing new 
combinations that might represent an evolution in the structure. This infinitely large 
possibility of combinations, when augmented by intelligent “inference agents”, can 
provide an intelligent, embedded mechanism within the network itself that potentially 
provides the virtual world with an ability to self-organise and evolve dynamically.
11.3.4 Example of scene semantics
To illustrate the use of semantic links between objects for movement in the 
scene, take the case of a computer on a table. If the computer is below the table in the 
scene graph (Figure 11.2.a), then translations applied to the table will also apply to 
what is on it, i.e. if the table is moved, the computer will move with it. If the computer is 
moved, the translation applies only to it, and the table remains stationary. However, if 
the computer has been bolted to the table, moving it will also cause the table to move. 
The system can know about this by means of a link between the computer and table 
objects, indicating that they are fixed together (Figure 11.2.b), and apply the translation 
at the level of the table (hence causing all objects on the table to also move).
Figure 11.2 Semantic link exam ple
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11.4 Use of Semantic Networks in Graph Manipulation
In the integration of VRML 2.0 and Wave, the scene graph structure is 
manipulated dynamically at run time via the use of mobile code (or agents) that traverse 
the entire length of the graph effecting changes where required. Considering the fact 
that the general structure of a scene graph is an acyclic tree, it is possible to launch the 
mobile code at the root node (i.e. the Separator node at the top of the scene graph) and 
allow it to propagate or travel accordingly to the necessary area of the graph before 
performing the required changes. This approach, however, is disadvantageous for a 
number of reasons, the main ones being: -
1. When the depth and breadth of the scene graph increases in complexity, it no longer
becomes a trivial matter for a mobile agent to traverse the entire graph structure 
(for example, when changes are to be made at fringe nodes) within the time 
constraints of real run-time dynamism.
2. For complex scene graphs, the mobile agent must contain within itself the routing
information it needs to reach its final destination (of which a portion may be 
obtained from the nodes/links that it passes through). Again this is no longer a 
trivial matter and must be given due consideration in the construction of the 
mobile agent itself. A generic approach that allows the agent to replicate itself 
recursively so that it spawns multiple copies until its destination is reached may 
eliminate the need for routing information, but results in heavy redundancy 
(through the creation of these additional processes) that may severely tax system 
resources, another drawback where real run-time dynamism is required.
In light of these disadvantages, we can refine the process of graph manipulation 
to two distinct steps:
1. Locate the most suitable node(s) from which a mobile agent can be launched to
perform the required manipulations.
2. Transport the mobile agent to this node(s) and launch it.
These two steps can be augmented through the use of a semantic network that 
helps pinpoint the exact location at which the mobile agent can be launched into the 
KN. For example to directly modify a specific object, say an avatar called “James”, which
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may reside on any machine in the network, the wave code to locate and jump to this 
object is simply:
@#DN,.@#James.driving#.(code for dynamics)
This sends a control to the root node of all machines in the network, then 
attempts to jump to node “James”. If this node does not exist in a machine, the strand 
simply dies. If it does exist, the following code executes from within the “James” node. 
Such an operation has very little overhead in the Wave system. Semantic links could 
then also be employed to find out which other objects in the scene have a direct 
relationship to “James”. In the code above, driving# follows a semantic link called 
dnving which could link to a vehicle controlled by the avatar. The dynamics code can 
then operate directly between the two objects concerned. By using such techniques, the 
need for a globally accessible database of objects and node information is eliminated.
11.5 Semantic Scene Graphs Using VRML and WAVE
A knowledge network (KN) is constructed consisting of the semantic network and 
the scene graph as a seamless whole. Dynamics to the scene are performed via the 
activation of Wave agents within the KN. Agents that traverse the KN and make 
inference on the existing semantic links in order to change the scene according to a 
given set of decision (or production) rules are used, in conjunction with agents that 
perform modifications to the scene data as in the previous example. A synthesizer agent 
is also used as before which continually inspects the scene graph and produces VRML 
code for rendering. As these agents perform in parallel on the same KN, many such 
programs can be used, to perform different analyses and apply different rules to the 
scene data (both visual and semantic) in order to create highly complex dynamic 
systems.
11.5.1 Example scenario
Say there are several "people" in a simulation, requiring transport somewhere. If 
there are two cars available, several factors may decide as to who travels in which car:
° Obviously the owners will travel in their own ears
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© Friends of the owners will tend to travel together
© Accessibility - someone who is physically disabled will probably travel in the vehicle
with easiest accessibility.
Even in a simple scenario such as this, there are many "unseen" factors which 
affect the movement and behaviour of the objects in the scene. The information to 
support such decisions is not normally held within a scene graph, while in the real 
world that is being modelled, such information is inherently attached to objects.
Frank & Joe need to drive somewhere. There are two cars available, one 
belonging to Frank, and the other to Joe. Obviously they will use their own cars to make 
the journey. The (simplified) KN to represent this, along with the corresponding VRML 
scene, is shown in Fig. 11.3.a. In order to animate the scene correctly, the following 
steps need to be taken:
1. Find correct Car object.
2. Read co-ordinates of Car.
3. Apply translation to Person, transforming origin position to Car position.
4. When co-ordinates of Car and Person match, re-group Person nodes to become
children of the Car node, so any movements applying to the Car will also apply 
to the Person within.
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Figure 11.3 Semantics in scene graph manipulation
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With the presence of the semantic links in the scene graph, step one is very 
simple to perform. If we know the relevant relationship (in this case owns) we can follow 
the link directly, otherwise we can follow all links from the Frank node, and disregard 
any that do not give the desired response. The Wave code to follow the owns link and 
return the contents of the destination is simply: +owns#.T=C. The regrouping in step 
four is something else that cannot easily be performed within the current paradigms of 
VRML2. Using a system which works on the graph structure representing the scene, we 
can simply change the links between nodes to create a new structure. To re-group Frank 
to below his car, we do the following (the last two steps taking place in parallel):
@#Frank go directly lo node called Frank
Fadd=A  remember the address o f the node
-#  . L=  delete incoming link
+owns . +lFadd follow otws link to Car, and create link called +1 back to Frank.
This demonstrates how straightforward making changes to a scene can be when 
using a graph processing language.
11.5.2 Scene graph semantics and dynamics in action
The simple scenario detailed in this section demonstrates the use of semantic 
information in the scene graph when calculating dynamics. Representing the scene 
graph in a Wave KN, it also shows how a fully dynamic scene graph may be useful in 
simulation.
A collision chamber is being simulated, containing random objects which are 
floating around at constant speed. There are two types of object, represented as cubes 
and spheres, which exhibit specific behaviours when in proximity to each other. If an 
object hits the wall of the chamber, it bounces off. The rules which govern the 
interaction that occurs between objects in the chamber are as follows:
1. If any two individual objects come close, they will stick together and move as a 
group. The speed and direction of the group will be the sum of the individual 
movement vectors. If the objects are travelling in directly opposite directions, the 
group will become stationary as the net speed is zero.
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2. When an object or group (two or more objects) collides with another group there are
two possible outcomes:
i. If all objects involved in the collision are of the same type, then the 
individual objects will scatter (i.e. groups will deaggregate), and begin 
moving apart in different directions.
ii. If any of the objects in the collision are of different type, then all objects 
involved will implode and disappear from the chamber.
3. Periodically, a new object with random movement is introduced to the chamber.
This enables the simulation to sustain itself indefinitely.
11.5.2.1 Initialising the simulation
Before the simulation can begin, we need to set up the basic scene graph 
representing the start conditions. As in section 10.5.1, the VRML terms are stored in KN 
nodes, with ordered links to aid in rendering. The code fragment to set up the scene 
graph is as follows:
CL ( (+hl#'DEF A Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 0 1 ’.),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#’translation'.Nparx=36.Npary=0.Nmode=7.Ntype=cube),
(+h3#'Cube'.+p#'width 2 depth 2 height 2 ' ) ) ,  
(+h2#'DEF B Separator’. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 O'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=7.Npary=0.Nmode=3.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3 # ' Sphere' . +pit ’ radius 1' ) ) ,
(+h3#'DEF C Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 0 1'),
<+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=21.Npary=30.Nmode=5.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+ptt'radius 1')),
(+h4#’DEF D Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 1 1 O'),
{+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=ll.Npary=-9.Nmode=7.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3#'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
(+h5#'DEF E Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 1 1'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#’translation'.Nparx=-4.Npary=-24.Nmode=l.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
(+h6#'DEF F Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 1'),
{+h2#'Transform'.+p#’translation'.Nparx=-37.Npary=24.Nmode=4.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
(+h7#'DEF G Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 1'),
(+h2tt'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=-20.Npary=-24,Nmode=6.Ntype=cube),
(+h3#'Cube'.+p#'width 2 depth 2 height 2')), 
(+h8#'DEF H Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0.5 0 1'),
(+h2#’Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=25.Npary=-24.Nmode=4.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3#’Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
) ,
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11.5.2.2 Rendering the simulation
Rendering is performed in the same way as before, with a Wave agent navigating 
the scene graph and building a corresponding VRML file, which is continuously updated 
and passed to a browser. The operation of the synthesizer agent is given in chapter 12.
11.5.2.3 Running the simulation
In parallel with the VRML code synthesizer, another Wave branch is started 
which performs the simulation. This Wave branch initially hops directly to all 
translation nodes, as they are where the position of objects is represented. The code 
in these nodes then starts running, to determine the movement of the various objects in 
the chamber (in parallel), and their interactions. As the translation nodes are now 
“active”, i.e. they contain running code, rather than just data, new control structures 
will originate from them as the programs run. If more than two objects are in contact 
with each other, a “near” semantic link is created between them. It is the presence of 
these semantic links which determines the application of the behaviour rules. Figure
11.4 shows part of the scene graph with near links in place, and Figure 11.5 shows 
snapshots of the simulation in action. The full code for this example is in Appendix A.5.
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Figure 11.4 Snapshot Scene Graph
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Figure 11.5 Progressive Snapshots Of Simulation
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It is all very well being able to create and animate dynamic scene structures, but 
these structures must also be rendered on some form of display to allow human 
interaction. In a distributed environment, it is likely that different workstations will have 
different graphics subsystems, and hence different rendering capabilities. This chapter 
describes the methods used to render the dynamic data structures that have been 
demonstrated, and some of the issues encountered.
In all the examples shown, we have been using Wave for its ability to create and 
work with distributed data structures in parallel. The rendering systems used have been 
separate, working at a different level. We have interfaced the Wave system with different 
rendering systems in two distinct ways. Both methods are workable, either alone or 
together, and the techniques shown may provide a useful basis for development of any 
new systems which require the representation of multi-dimensional synthetic 
environments.
12.1 Interpreting and converting the Wave-stored data
In the dynamic terrain examples, the data is stored as and in a grid of KN nodes 
(see Chapter 8.1). Wave programs can interrogate this data and pass it through C 
functions linked into the interpreter, which convert the data into the corresponding 
GnuPlot or VRML format. Functions are also included with Wave to interface with TCL 
graphics (Figure 12.1). This is a more traditional approach to visualisation, where the 
data to be rendered is extracted and converted from the underlying data.
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Figure 12.1 Using different interpreter conversion functions
In the ways described above, an interface may be made between the Wave 
system and almost any rendering technique. Figure 12.2 shows the same terrain model 
as described in Chapter 8, but interfaced to VRML. Different visualisation methods may 
even be used between machines participating in the same Wave network. This would 
allow computers with widely varying levels of graphics support to take part in a 
common, distributed virtual reality.
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Figure 12.2 Distributed Terrain Rendered Through VRML
12.1.1 Wave/TCL Interface
The Wave/TCL interface was developed by Peter Borst [Borst 2], and is available 
with the Wave interpreter distribution.
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A number of simple commands to access drawing functions of the TCL/TK 
graphics system are linked in as object code to the Wave interpreter. These are accessed 
by means of the special “G” Wave environment variable, and are used in a similar way to 
traditional drawing commands that one might expect to find in a high level language. It 
is these commands that were used to generate the displays for the 2D simulation 
demonstrations.
12.1.2 Wave/GnuPlot Interface
This system was devised to enable visualisation of terrain data held within the 
Wave KN. Data within Wave is stored as a regular grid of nodes, each identified by its 
real world co-ordinates. This parallels the format of storage used in DEM data. A C 
program was developed to generate and modify an ASCII file of data to be imported and 
rendered by external systems. This program, grid, contains functions to create and 
initialise a regular grid structure as a collection of co-ordinates and heights within a file, 
and then to modify specific co­
ordinates. The format used in the 
examples is one that the GnuPlot 
package can understand, 
although the program can be 
easily modified to cope with other 
formats, such as DEM.
When a program modifies 
the terrain data, it reads in the 
node information of position and height, and formats it into a string. Using the ability of 
Wave to call external functions, it then executes grid, giving it the parameters needed to 
modify the GnuPlot file. If the programs making changes are not also calling the 
graphics functions, interrogation agents may periodically investigate the terrain and call 
the grid function in the same way.
There may be many Wave programs operating on the terrain data in parallel, but 
this is not a problem as multiple Wave threads call the function from many points in the 
KN independently. This simply means that many instances of the grid functions will be 
running concurrently. In order to provide this functionality, the underlying operating 
system must support multitasking and threading properly. This is not a problem for
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Figure 12.3 W ave/Grid Dataflow
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Unix, which the Wave prototype runs on. In a high-performance system, concurrent 
access to a database file would be better done directly through a database engine rather 
than through the operating system.
12.1.2.1 Timing of test system
The test system managed an average update rate of 1Hz, but this was the length 
of time GnuPlot took to re-load and render the data file. To give an idea of the response 
of the Wave system, some queries and Wave programs were timed. The times are given 
for a two computer simulation, where each machine contained half of an 80x40 terrain 
(1600 nodes each).
Two basic queries were used to time retrieval of the information stored in the 
Wave KN. These were test_alInodes and test_allnodes_np. The former jumps to 
eveiy node of the KN, reads the contents, and then returns it to the console from where 
the query was launched. The Unix, Shell, and X-Windows processing of the display of 
this data was found to hold the system up, mainly because the Shell can only print one 
line of data at once, and the returning Wave queries are queued in blocking mode while 
waiting to output. Therefore the latter query was made, which jumps to all nodes, reads 
the contents, and then assigns them to a variable instead of printing to the console. The 
test_alInodes query, jumping to eveiy node in the terrain (3200), took on average 8.4 
seconds. The test__allnodes_np query took 0.5 seconds, which is a more realistic 
result.
Next, the moving hill algorithm was timed, to see how scene dynamics 
performed. Each movement of the hill took 3.5 seconds to complete, including calling 
the grid program through the Unix shell. Using the formula T = 2x2 + 2x +1, given in 
Section 8.3.2.2, for a hill of radius 4 we can calculate that 41 individual wavelets are 
involved in moving the hill. Each one of these calls the grid program, so this time can be 
optimised by linking the grid functions into the Wave interpreter, thus removing 41 
Unix system calls. With this done, each iteration of the moving hill algorithm only took 
2.5 seconds to complete.
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12.1.3 W ave /C u s to m  In terfaces
Building on the previous technique of integrating external programs with Wave, 
custom interfaces performing several functions may be created. In the examples with 
objects on a distributed terrain, such an interface was developed.
The grid-producing code from the GnuPlot interface was taken and modified to 
produce a VRML file containing an IndexedFaceSet node. Extra functions were also 
added to the command, vrmlgrid, to add, modify and remove simple objects from the 
target VRML file. The soldier 
entities in the simulation (Section 
8.6.1) look after their own 
rendering, in a similar way to the 
programs modifying the terrain.
As they enter an area of terrain, 
they add themselves to the VRML 
scene. Likewise, when they leave 
an area they remove themselves 
from the scene. Also, while the 
entities are moving they update their own position information both in the simulation 
space and in the target VRML file. The vrmlgrid program is described in Appendix B.2
12.1.3.1 Timing of test system
For the tests, 3 machines, each containing a 40x40 grid, were linked together to 
make an overall terrain size of 120x40. Each coordinate node is linked to another node 
which contains the height (z) values for that coordinate. Overall, therefore, each 
machine contained 3200 nodes pertaining directly to the terrain data.
The test systems were as follows: Sun
SPARC 10. 64Mb RAM, SCSI-2 HD, lOBaseT.
SunOS 4.1.3, VRWeb 1.3 (MESA), Wave 0.63.
As before, the test_allnodes and
test_allnodes_np queries were used to
provide a benchmark of system response.
The average times of these queries on the
Figure 12.5 Overhead of reporting query
test setup were 11.1s and 0.5s respectively.
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Figure 12.5 shows a comparison of these times.
The program 3hills_z_vrml, given in Appendix A.6.1. creates several hills 
distributed across the terrain. This makes use of the vrmlgrid function a total of 104 
times to reflect changes in the target VRML files. Making these calls through Unix, the 
program took 30.8s to complete. By integrating vrmlgrid into the Wave interpreter, the 
program time was reduced to 1.4s.
The time to read the contents of a single node on the local machine was 
measured, and found to be 0. Is. The same query to a remote machine also took 0. Is. As 
the time command does not measure the queries to any greater accuracy, it is thought 
that most of this time is system overhead, incurred reading in the query file and then 
parsing and launching the code.
A further test was done, to see how 
performance is affected when the system is under 
heavy load. To place the Wave system under load 
the 3hole_z_vrml program given in (Appendix 
A. 6.2) was used. This creates a number of 
smoothed craters throughout the distributed 
terrain, launching several hundred wavelets into 
the system as well as repeatedly making Unix 
system calls. While 3hole_z_vrml was running, 
the test_allnodes_np query was used to 
measure system response. The results are shown 
in Figure 12.6.
The actual refresh speed of the experimental system was greatly impaired by the 
VRML browser used to visualise the data. As the test SPARCStations had no hardware 
rendering acceleration, the browser used the MESA libraries, which are a software 
interpretation of the OpenGL libraries. The average frame rate of these browsers, 
reading and rendering a file, was 3.7s. Not only this, but the VRWeb browser also places 
the computer under heavy processing load.
This section shows a custom interface to VRML, although using a similar 
approach, any form of graphics display could be integrated with Wave. For performance, 
the code can be linked directly in with the interpreter to provide custom internal 
graphics commands. Interpreters running on different machines could all have a
Figure 12.6 Query times for 
loaded/unloaded system
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common set of commands to use for visualisation. Depending on the capabilities of each 
workstation, the implementation of these commands would differ from machine to 
machine.
12.2 Direct modification of the rendered structures
In the changing scene graph examples, the content of the Knowledge Network is 
parsed and then passed directly to the rendering software. For speed and flexibility, this 
approach will ultimately be the fastest for virtual reality systems. Where both control 
and rendering systems work with the same data, the (significant) overhead of moving 
and converting data is lost. However, there are no hardware architectures currently 
available that can fully support this paradigm, although hardware rendering libraries 
such as OpenGL [SGI] are a step in the right direction.
12.2.1 Representing a scene graph in a Wave KN
As previously mentioned, the native arbitrary graph structure of a Wave KN 
makes storage and manipulation of scene graphs simple. A scene graph (such as 
described by VRML or Open Inventor) is a straightforward tree structure in its basic 
state, with one root, branches, and leaves. By using prototyping facilities (e.g. DEF, 
USE) the structure becomes a directed acyclic graph. The same structure is created in the 
KN, each node containing its corresponding piece of VRML code.
To help with rendering, each link in the KN scene graph is ordered (Figure 12.7). 
The order is determined by giving each link a sequential name (i.e. 1,2,3,4...), which can 
be done when the initial scene is designed, and automatically as changes take place. An 
example of code where this renumbering is performed can be seen in Section 10.6.1.2. 
Each link also has a direction, determined when it is created. Links always point down 
the scene hierarchy, so Wave agents navigating the graph can propagate in an orderly 
fashion, with little overhead. The code CR( + 1#) creates a link called “1” emanating from 
the current node in a positive direction. If a VRML node has parameters associated with 
it (e.g. Transform has parameters translation, rotation, etc.), then a link labelled p is 
created to extra nodes containing these parameters.
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12.2.2 VRML synthesizer
To generate VRML code which can be 
rendered, many concurrent Wave programs 
navigate the scene graph, returning to the 
parent program with details of the nodes 
passed and the order numbers of links 
followed. This parent program, the VRML 
Synthesizer, then collates this information 
and passes it to a browser for rendering. The 
process is repeated continuously, to produce 
animated scenes.
There are two approaches that can be taken for the VRML synthesizer -  a 
sequential design or a parallel design. Both were implemented in the experiments, and 
each was found to have its drawbacks.
12.2.2.1 Sequential VRML generation
With the sequential approach, the scene graph is parsed in a fashion similar to 
Cheetham’s Walk13, according to the numbering of the links. The VRML code is then 
directly built up and carried in string variables with the Waves until the start point is 
reached, upon which the string is passed to the VRML browser. The benefit of this 
method is that overhead on the Wave system is minimal, as the synthesizer only has 
one main point of control at any time. This is ideal for generation of multiple scene 
views, as several synthesizers may be running concurrently, working on different 
portions of the same scene graph. However, when tiying to parse large numbers of 
nodes, problems are encountered. The internal Wave limitation on the size of a variable 
restricts the length of VRML code generated (simply an implementation problem), as 
discovered in our experiments. More serious is the problem of the sheer time taken to 
perform a Cheetham’s Walk on a large tree. This is a technique problem, which makes 
the sequential method unsuitable for certain applications of rendering.
12.2.2.2 Parallel VRML generation
The parallel approach is more suited to situations where a large scene graph is 
being parsed, and particularly when the scene graph may be distributed across several
Figure 12.7 KN Scene Graph
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computers. It involves replicating Wave agents to recursively follow all relevant links 
down the scene graph. Points of control remain in intermediate nodes, and when the 
bottom of the tree is reached, the wavelets read the node contents then hop back to 
their predecessor node, remembering which link they followed. At the intermediate 
nodes, where several returning wavelets converge, the fragments of VRML code are 
assembled depending on the link number they originated from. The wavelets continue 
shrinking back up the scene hierarchy, building the VRML code as they go, until they 
reach the start node. At this point, the complete VRML code has been assembled, and is 
passed to the browser for rendering. The propagation of waves is shown in Figure 12.8.
This approach is very much faster than the sequential approach, however the 
Wave system overheads are correspondingly much greater. Rather than there being one 
or two points of control for each synthesizer, there can be hundreds or even thousands, 
depending on the area of scene graph to be traversed. This was found to place a 
significant load on the prototype Wave interpreter, ®
although for smaller scene graphs the technique 
was considerably faster than the sequential 
synthesizer code. With optimisation or hardware 
acceleration of the loaded areas of the interpreter, 
the parallel mode of rendering will be more suited 
to high performance applications.
Figure 12.8 Wavefront Propagation
12.3 Direct Rendering Of Simulation Datastructures
By integrating current rendering technology directly with the graph processing 
engine, thus eliminating the slow data conversion process, significant performance 
gains will be made. In the experiments, by far the largest delay in rendering was caused 
by the intermediate stages between the Wave interpreter and the graphics system. 
Expanding on current state-of-the-art rendering technology, where software uses special 
APIs, such as OpenGL, to talk directly to the graphics hardware, it makes serise to have 
the two stages as closely linked as possible.
There are several possibilities for such an integration:
© Integrate Wave-like technology into VRML browsers
© Build high-level graphics commands into the Wave interpreter, in a similar 
fashion to the TCL interface
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® Modify both the Wave interpreter and the rendering subsystem so they can 
both operate on a common, shared memory space.
It is this last option that has the most promise. By modifying browser technology 
(using VRML as an example -  it must be remembered that this could be applied to 
almost any rendering paradigm) to parse a scene graph directly from the Wave KN 
rather than from ASCII text, a very powerful distributed graph processing and 
visualisation system would be created. Such a system, or parts of it, could then be 
implemented in hardware to further improve performance. Using this approach, a 
hardware device which possessed the capability to store, process and render graph- 
structured 3D data would allow the creation of very large scale distributed 3D graphics 
and virtual realities.
Figure 12.9 shows the block diagram for a proposed integrated system. For 
optimum performance, both the graph processing engine and the rendering engine 
should be implemented in hardware. These units operate concurrently on a shared 
memory area, for which dual-ported RAM could be used (although this may prove 
expensive for large applications). The datastructures in this memory are useful to both 
parts of the system, and could be structured in a way similar to the VRML 
representation in a scene graph, shown in the previous section. Nodes could hold GL, 
DirectX or similar commands which could be directly rendered. A standard API provides 
the simulation designers with a consistent and common command set. For networked 
applications, fast access to the network interface is also required. This could be 
implemented via DMA or direct bus access from the graph processing engine to the 
network interface controller.
S h a re d  m em o ry  
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"live" s c e n e  g raph
G ra p h  processing  
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Figure 12.9 Block diagram for direct rendering system
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12.3.1 Feasibility study
In order to test the feasibility of such a system, times based on the software 
prototype have been taken, and compared with those that could be expected from a 
hardware implementation.
Using a distributed scene graph system, where parts of the scene graph to be 
rendered reside on another machine, we can calculate the time to render a scene as 
follows:
+
f a - s j d )
+ 1 + 1
D , D
it t
v  1 v  " y
Where:
T r -  time to render scene (s)
td = time to determine which data needs updating (s)
S% = percentage of scene which is held locally
D = amount of data in scene (kb)
Di = rate at which local scene information can be fetched (kb s !)
Dn = rate at which scene data can be fetched over the network (kb s 1)
tu = time to update local cached scene graph (s)
tr = time taken to render local cached scene (s)
Using the experimental system, the following times were measured:
td -  Is (average wave queiy time to 1000 nodes. This is taking the worst-case 
scenario, where the whole scene is redrawn)
D -  2Kb (test scene file size)
D; -  2.22Kb/s (0.9s taken to fetch 2k scene data from local scene graph)
Dn  -  2Kb/s (Is taken to fetch 2k scene data from remote scene graph) 
tu -  0.7s (time taken for Wave to convert data to VRML file)
tr -  is 3.7s for test systems, using VRWeb. This is the slowest part of the system, 
so to give a more realistic view of the times involved, it has been disregarded.
The prototype system was able to provide an average frame time of 2.65 seconds. 
The measured figures (Figure 12.10) can be scaled up by varying degrees to give a 
projected frame time for the proposed architecture. Speed-ups can be expected due to 
the following factors:
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Machine speed - a modern computer of 
equivalent value as the test 
machines runs approximately 6 
times faster.
Memory access -  modern memory 
speeds have increased 
significantly. Reasonably priced 
SDRAM operating at 8ns, a 
speedup of 7.5 compared with
that of the test machines, is Figure 12.10 Tr For Distributed Test System
widely available. This will 
reduce the node query time significantly.
Optimisation of interpreters -  the performance of the prototype Wave interpreter could 
be significantly improved by optimising it for the task in hand. This, coupled 
with a hardware implementation, could improve performance by a factor of at 
least 100.
To predict the performance of a hardware distributed rendering system, the following 
figures were put into the formula: 
td -  0.0Is
D -  100Kb (reasonable scene file size)
Di -  9990Kb/s (time scaled up according to given factors -  this is a conservative 
estimate)
Dn -  3125Kb/s (with high speed computers, the network connection will be the 
slowest link in the chain. This figure is assuming we have 25% 
bandwidth of a 100Mbit connection) 
tu -  0.007s (if shared dual-port memory is used, this time will be negligible, as no 
data transfer is required) 
tr -  can be considered negligible, 
as modern accelerated graphics hardware 
is capable of rendering complex scenes at 
over lOOfps. Also, as rendering of the 
local scene graph is done in parallel with 
the other operations, this stage of the 
process will not adversely affect rendering 
time.
The graph of predicted results 
(Figure 12.11) shows an average frame
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time of 0.038s. This gives a frame rate of 26Hz, acceptable for modern simulation. It 
must be noted that this is the rate in which modifications to the scene would be 
apparent. The actual screen refresh time is dependent on the speed of the rendering 
engine, and so will be much higher. As speeds of processors are increasing almost 
constantly, it is imagined that a final implementation will perform considerably better 
than the estimates used here.
In the test system, parts of the scene graph were specifically allocated to 
individual computers in the network. In a network of similar machines, the scene graph 
can be randomly distributed across the LAN according to the Threshold setting of the 
interpreters. This is the fully distributed approach, where the physical network 
arrangement of the computers is on a layer below the Wave KN. The network is used as 
a single super-graph processing engine, with several terminals on which to work. With 
properly developed and optimised hardware, as proposed in Figure 12.9, this mode will 
be most suited to veiy high performance graphics applications on a fast local network.
12.4 Possible Problems That Need Addressing
The main problem with the distributed scene graph paradigm is the speed at 
which scene data can be fetched across the network. In a simulation containing large, 
complex graphical models or texture maps, copies of these can be fetched and stored on 
the local machine on first requirement, or before the start of an exercise.
Caching the actual scene graph which is being rendered will be necessary, as the 
screen display generation needs to remain constantly high. If a network connection 
between similar processors was fast enough to support the rate of data needed to keep 
the screen refreshed, then local caching would be unnecessary. This would remove an 
extra stage of complexity from the system, and reduce overheads slightly. It is likely that 
local area networks capable of supporting such rates will be available within the next 
few years.
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13.1 What have been the aims of the project?
The main aim of the project was to investigate the applicability of mobile 
programming technologies to distributed simulation and virtual reality. The thesis 
presented here is oriented towards the representation of virtual environment data within 
a distributed mobile programming environment.
13.2 What work has been involved, and what has been 
achieved?
The first task undertaken was to examine and fully understand the capabilities 
of mobile programming. This was done via the Wave language, which was found to be 
the most advanced paradigm in the field. Once this grounding was obtained, 
investigation of current technologies in the specific areas of this project needed to be 
done. Initially, this was the DIS standard, and associated technologies. Jointly with Dr. 
Peter Sapaty (University of Surrey) and Malcolm Corbin (DERA Farnborough), new ideas 
for implementing distributed systems using mobile code were developed, and these had 
to be defended against the majority of the simulation community, who still firmly 
believed only in the static code paradigms of historic computing. A working 
demonstration comprised of distributed simulation space and mobile entities was 
created, believed to be the first application of mobile code techniques to distributed 
simulation. These demonstrations showed that using mobile entities, interacting with 
each other locally, may drastically reduce traditional broadcasting and multicasting 
requirements of a distributed simulation. This line has been followed in this project, by 
continuing the original work performed by Sapaty and Corbin in investigating the use of 
mobile code for implementing distributed interactive simulation.
Attention was turned towards the simulation environments, and ideas of how to 
distribute a representation of a three-dimensional terrain were formulated. Much 
investigation and testing was required, and a working demonstration of a distributed 
dynamic terrain model was implemented to prove that such a system was possible. It
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was proposed that a terrain model could be represented directly in a Wave knowledge 
network. Once this had been achieved, an interface between the simulation and 
GnuPlot was developed, to present a visualisation of the datasets. This is the first time a 
dynamic terrain model has been distributed across a number o f computers. The prototype 
system showed that it is possible to arbitrarily distribute a live terrain database between 
different computers, allowing transparent parallel processing. Consideration has been 
given as to how such a model could be incorporated into a live simulation environment, 
such as infrastructure requirements, caching of data, etc., although this area is outside 
the scope of this thesis.
By incorporation of ideas from the original two-dimensional simulation model 
with the distributed terrain model, a working, dynamic, distributed simulation in a 
three-dimensional space was created. An interface between Wave and a (new at the 
time) networked graphics language, VRML, was engineered to allow visualisation of the 
model, with different views on each computer taking part. It is understood that this was 
the first time such a system has been demonstrated, with fully mobile simulation 
entities populating a distributed dynamic terrain database.
In order to create a more flexible representation of a distributed virtual 
environment, the VRML language was investigated more closely. After analysis of VRML 
with respect to application in a simulation environment, it was found to have many 
limitations and drawbacks, which we published. The distribution of VRML scene graphs 
between computers, proposed by Dr. Sapaty, has been investigated and implemented, 
and this demonstrated capabilities of scene manipulation far beyond those achievable 
with other state-of-the-art technologies. Several other proposals from various parties 
had been made for the next generation of VRML, so I evaluated these critically, 
examining their suitability for creating large-scale distributed virtual environments.
Experiments have also been carried out with the use of fully dynamic scene 
graphs, which were both implemented and demonstrated (with the possibility of being 
distributed). The prototype system allows different users to have their own views onto a 
single, distributed and shared scene graph. This is the first instance of distributed 
graph structures being used for VR. Following on from work done with Shaikha Al-Jabir. 
[Al-Jabir & al.] into integrating heterogeneous database technologies using mobile code, 
further ideas for scene graph dynamics and semantics were developed. Examples of 
simulation scenarios were developed to show where the latest generation VRML2 
paradigm, the current state-of-the-art for networked “dynamic” virtual environments, 
would not be sufficient. The prototype system described in this thesis was found to be 
more naturally suited to such problems.
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The work done throughout the project has given rise to a proposal for a viable 
new distributed graphics processing engine, opening up new possibilities for the high- 
end computer graphics community. Such a system, based on direct rendering of Wave­
like scene structures, is outlined in Section 12.3. An equation to calculate the update 
rate of a system based on arbitrarily distributed scene graphs is derived. Results taken 
from prototype software are extrapolated to give expected times for a production system, 
and these show that a hardware implementation would provide a feasible platform for 
fully distributed virtual environments. Testing of the prototype Wave system has also 
been performed, in order to evaluate the scalability of the paradigm. This is believed to 
be the first time that testing o f a mobile code paradigm involving such large numbers of 
agents (hundreds of thousands) has ever been done.
13.3 How was if achieved?
The results and Ideas in this research work have been achieved by taking an 
overview of the different areas of technology available, and using a lateral approach, 
proposing new methodologies. These methodologies were developed by incorporating 
aspects of totally different, but none-the-less related (as has been demonstrated by this 
project), technologies. We have examined current technologies, and applied new 
distributed, mobile programming techniques to extend their capabilities into new 
dimensions.
13.4 Novel aspects of work done.
To the extent of my knowledge, this is the first time that integration of mobile 
programming techniques with distributed virtual environments has been proposed and 
demonstrated.
The papers published during this research were the first proposals of using 
distributed programming techniques fo r  dynamic terrain and scene graph modelling.
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13.5 Successes
It has been successfully shown that mobile programming technologies may 
provide the basis for veiy large scale distributed interactive simulations and virtual 
environments. An operational simulation infrastructure has not yet been developed, and 
there may be problems of data transfer to overcome, although these issues are not by 
any means insurmountable.
The main difficulty that the project has encountered is the lack of acceptance by 
the DIS community. Many people have fully agreed with the ideas in principle, but were 
unable to believe that such functionality could be achieved with technologies easily 
within our grasp today. Hopefully, the examples given in this report will help to 
substantiate these ideas.
13.6 Directions For The Future Development Of This Work
The work that has been done so far on this project has helped to determine 
specific areas of development in the creation of distributed, multiuser, dynamic virtual 
environments. This section outlines some of these areas, and proposes work to further 
the research and development effort in the direction of this project.
13.1.1 Develop Scene Graph Methods
To facilitate processing and working with large scene graphs, various methods 
for handling such structures need to be investigated. This will lead to the development 
of a set of functions to perform modifications on the graph, such as moving nodes, re­
grouping, etc. The main topics that I foresee will need developing are:
© a formal methodology for scene graph manipulations
© classification of manipulation operations
® classification of 3D specific manipulation operations
© development of Wave programs (or equivalent) to perform these
manipulations
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Much of this will be based on existing graph theory and current technology for 
scene optimisation, such as proprietary techniques used in game engines (e.g. Nintendo 
64, Quake, Doom, etc.).
There is still much work to be done in the area of dynamics by scene graph 
manipulation, as this is a new area of investigation within the virtual reality community, 
partly prompted by the findings of this project.
13.1.2 An Infrastructure for Distributed VRs
An experimental infrastructure for distributed VR or terrain modelling, such as 
that mentioned in Chapter 7, should be developed. Mobile programming and agent 
technologies will provide the basis for the infrastructure, but all these paradigms are 
reasonably new, and much investigation and testing will need to be done before a 
perfect system is developed. A prototype infrastructure based on mobile code 
technology, believed to be the first, has been developed by Malcolm Corbin, and is 
described in [Corbin 97].
In order to create a comprehensive infrastructure, there are many different areas 
that need to be examined, including:
Optimisation -  techniques for optimising areas of operation are needed. There is already 
much relevant information on this topic in the world of parallel computing.
Load balancing -  localisation of operation greatly reduces network requirements in a 
simulation, but can also place undue strain on individual computing nodes If 
activity concentrates around one area. Dynamic re-partitioning of scene and 
entity data between machines (i.e. sharing the workload) will be one of the most 
important features of the infrastructure.
13.1.3 Large-Scale Distributed Virtual Worlds
In order to foresee some of the problems that could arise when creating 
multiuser distributed virtual worlds, experimental worlds need to be created. Testing for 
scalability and feasibility will help to both highlight and resolve problem areas.
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Large scale testing: Wave has yet to be tested on a system involving thousands of 
users, although in theory there should be no problems, (the paradigm fully supports 
this). Tests performed on the resources available to me are detailed in Appendix C.
13.1.4 Hardware Interpreters
For realistic 3D graphics, an important part of a VR environment, fast 
processing of scenes and related data structures is necessary. The construction of a 
hardware device to handle both the storage and processing of 3D scene data, in a fully 
scalable manner, will be a major breakthrough in the quest to creating large multiuser 
virtual worlds. Various possible architectures will need to be evaluated to find the best 
approach for creating a system that can meet these requirements, although a block 
diagram proposal has been given in Section 12.3.
13.7 Implications Of The Study
The research and proposals in this thesis show a change of direction to current 
trends. Already, network computing is a paradigm that is becoming increasingly 
embraced, although not to such a large and complex scale. We firmly believe that the 
spatially distributed model for computing used as a basis for this work is an inevitable 
progress of networked computing, as it closely parallels the communication model of the 
natural world as we know it.
There is a very large investment in current technology, in hardware, skills, and 
manpower. This is particularly true of the DIS industry. A sudden change of direction 
would pose a serious perceived threat to many people. HLA, for example, is already 
forcing quite a radical change, so such threats are inevitable. However, many of the 
benefits could be reaped by integrating new paradigms with current technology, in a 
gradual process of change and progression. This is normally how new technology filters 
into society anyway, sudden changes being difficult to achieve in most areas of life.
Some of the ideas presented in this thesis are applicable to such integration, and 
the findings suggest not a radical change, but a new avenue of development which may 
provide a solution to many problems faced.
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13.8 PostScript
“Being aware of the currently available technology is very crucial in the design of 
any computer, since proposing a computer whose fabrication would demand technology 
beyond what is currently available is a sure way of delaying or killing the project. The 
Difference Engine and the Analytical engine of Charles Babbage are good example of 
designs requiring implementation technologies which were beyond the available 
technology at that time” [Hayes 1978]. However, the development of technology has 
changed. In the consumer driven society of today, technology development is largely 
application led -  if a need is identified, research and development money are invested to 
develop the necessary technology. It is my belief that the ideas proposed in this project 
are not only viable, as has been shown by the experimental work, but are within the 
capabilities of current technology. Given suitable backing, devices such as an integrated 
graph processing/rendering engine could be implemented.
The science of VR is still very young. Systems that are available to the public 
mark the lowest end of the discipline, but at the same time the mainstream. In the 
future, the functionality expected and required of Virtual Reality systems will far exceed 
the capabilities of current paradigms. As the technology matures, and more people have 
experience of it, far more demanding applications will be developed. It is almost 
inevitable that virtual environments, in one way or another, will feature significantly in 
future life.
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Appendix A : Wave code to accompany 
examples
A.l 2D terrain/polygon program
The following program, developed with Dr. Sapaty, describes a "cloud" in the 
WAVE knowledge network as a list of vertices which make up a closed polygon. Once 
the cloud has been initialised, the x co-ordinates are gradually incremented so the cloud 
moves from left to right. The program works as a self-contained simulation object, is as 
much as it controls its own movement, renders itself on the display, and calls the 
corresponding C program, putpoly, to enter its data into the database file shared by the 
other simulation objects.
As the cloud moves across the boundary between two machines, it partitions 
itself into two smaller polygons, one on each machine. These continue moving, the left 
hand polygon shrinking and the right hand one growing, until the whole polygon is 
complete again but on the right hand machine. It does this by sending an agent to the 
second machine with a list of the vertices which are outside the range of the area 
modelled on the first machine. As the cloud continues moving, more vertices move out 
of the range of the first machine and are passed to the new agent, which appends them 
to its list. This continues until all the vertices are under control of the second agent, at 
which point the wave strand in the first machine dies.
FI = sl.@ #DN, .@#FI.
Fnm=cloud.Fcl=green.Fx=60.Fy=0.FXL=1050.dx#.Fxof f~ C . @#p.
CL(Fnm#$).
N= 5 4;3 7 2; 85;390; 121;400; 160;409; 196;417; 240;419; 280;423 ; 325;415;
359; 407; 405;385; 453;375; 475;340; 503;295; 490;250; 481,-223; 450;200; 
421;188; 400;175; 369;164; 330;163; 296;161; 255;158; 226;156; 175;145; 
137;185; 100;200; 70;223; 45;260; 20;295.
FP1=’Fpol='polygon plan {'.FC=N.FC%' '.Fpol&FC.Fpol&'}'.
Fpol&Fnm.Fpol&O.Fpol&Fcl.Fpol%' '.G=Fpol.
F=1.FS=.RP(FF=F.FF+1.FX=N.FX:F .FX/ = .
FY=N.FY:FF.FX* 3.FX/2.FX+Fxo f f.FS&FX.
FY*3.FY/2.FY-500.FS&FY.F+2 
).FS%','. @#P.
FT='N='.FT&C.FT&’.Fn='.FT&Fnm.FT&’. Fp='.FT&FS.FT%.T=FT.FTPputpoly.T=FT'.
FP2 = 'N1=.R P (Fn=N.Fn:F .Fn/=.Fn<=FXL.Nl&Fn.F+1.Fn=N.Fn:F .Nl&Fn.F+l) ' .
FP3 = 'N2 =.R P (Fn=N.Fn:F .Fn/=.Fn>FXL.Fn-FXL.N2&Fn.F+l.
Fn=N.Fn:F.N2&Fn.F+l)'.
FC-'F=1.R P ( FF = F .FF+1.FX=N.FX:F .FX/= .FY=N.FY:FF.
FX+Fx.O S ((FX>FXL.Nsl=1),).FY+Fy.F1=F.F2=FF.
Fl&@.Fl&FX.F2&@.F2&FY,N:Fl.N:F2.F+2)'.
1 i.R P ( Nl=.N2=.Nsl=.FC.
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SQ (
0S( Nsl==,
(Nsl/=.Ns = = .Ns = 1.F=1.FP2.Nb=Nl.FP3. 
(FP2.Nl&Nb.N=Nl),(F=N2.@#P.+b3#.dx# 
) ,
(Nsl/=.Ns/=.F=l.FP3.Fone=N2.FP2 
N=N1, (@#P.+b3#. dx# . Fxof f=C. @#P
Ftwo&N.Ftwo&Fone.N-Ftwo,(Ftwo% 
) .
FPl.!3 
) ,
) -
0S< (N= = .S Q ((@#P.+b3#.dx#.Fxoff=C.@#P
)
Fxoff=C.@#P.Fd=F.Fd%' ',CL(Fnm#Fd).N=F)
FP3.Ftwo=N2.
Fnm#.N=C.N|' *.F C .
' .OFtWO. ! ) )
Fnm#.N=C.N|' *),C=)), )
A.2 WAVE program to create a regular grid on a single 
computing node.
FRows=40.FCols=40 .
Fs=A.Fx=l.
RP (
SQ(
(FA=NA.Fy=l.N=Fx.N&l.N%-.CR(@#N).
RP(FAN&A.(FA:Fy.C R (+n#FA.!3),.Fy==FRows.Fz=l.@#Fs.NA=FAN.!3), 
(Fy<FRows.Fy+1.F=Fx.F&Fy.F%-.CR(+e#F))) .!3) ,
(Fx<FCols.Fx+1))).
This generates a 40 x 40 grid of nodes (specified by frontal variables Frows and 
Fcols) in the WAVE knowledge network, with links named "n" and "e" for northings and 
eastings accordingly. Each node is named by its’ co-ordinate position (e.g. 23-13).
A.3 Distributed grid creation program
The following Wave program creates a regular grid distributed evenly between 
two computers. The main functional body is the same as that in A.2, but it is run in 
parallel on each machine. An additional stage is then required to “sew up” the boundary 
between the halves of the grid.
FC1 = 'computer1 .wave.com'.FC2=1 computer2 .wave.com'. 
Fpl='cd /projectdir/terrain/ ;'.Fp2='grid 80 80 20 c'. 
Fp3='gnuplot -background SlateBlue'.
FP=’(Fs=A.Fr=FrS.
R P (S Q ((FA=NA.Fc=FcS.N=Fc.N&Fr.N%-.C L (@#N).
R P {FAN&A.Fa=FA.Fa:1.FA:1;@ .(CL(+n#Fa), 
(Fc==FcE.@#Fs.NA=FAN).13),
(Fc<FcE.Fc+l.F=Fc.F&Fr.F%-.CL(+e#F).T=C) ).!3), 
(Fr<FrE.Fr+1) ) ) )'.
SQ( ((@#DN,.C==FCl.FrS=O.FrE=79.FcS=O.FcE=79.FP,
SQ((Fpl&Fp2.Fpl&'z.dat'.Fpl%1 '.?Fpl),
{Fpl&Fp3.Fpl&’z .loader &'.Fpl%‘ '.?Fpl)))f
(@ tt DN, .C==FC2.FrS=0.FrE=79.FcS = 80.FcE=159.FP,
S Q {(Fpl&Fp2.Fpl&'z2.dat'.Fpl%‘ '.?Fpl),
(Fpl&Fp3.Fpl&'z2.loader &'.Fpl%' '.?Fpl))))(
RP(Fr+1.Fr<=79.(Fl=39.Fl&Fr.Fl%-.F2=80.F2&Fr.F2%-.
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@#DN, .@#F1.F=A.@#DN.@#F2.C R (-e#F) .13),) )
The program has three main parts :
1 : Variables are initialised to tailor the program to the local environment - computer
names used and strings to be executed by the operating system shell.
2 : A section of WAVE code is defined within a variable, similar to a C macro.
3 : The program proper begins - waves spread to the computers involved, and create the
grid of nodes on each, using the wavelet defined in step 2. Command lines are 
then built up to initialise the data file and rendering program on each machine, 
and finally another strand of code links the grid at the boundaries of the 
computers.
A.4 Synchronous & asynchronous hill/crater growing programs.
A.4.1 WAVE program to generate a crater in the 3D terrain model on a single 
computing node
Fl='cd /progdir/terrain/ ; grid’.
F2='z .dat’.
Fs=’19-19 *.Fz = 0.Fr=5.Fb=A.
SQ (
(@#Fs.R P (Fc+1.Fc<=Fr-Nz==.Nz=Fz.Fz+1.(F=C.F 
.F&Nz.@#Fb.Ns&Fb.!3),#)),
(Fl&Ns.F1&F2.F1%' '.T=F1.?F1))
This works in a similar way to the 
pyramids program described in section 8.3.2.2
A.4.2 Wave program implementing 
procedural growth of a crater
FI='grid'.F11=F1.F2='/progdir/terrain/z.dat'.
F22='/progdir/terrain/z2.dat’.
F3 ='Nn=C.Nn|-.Nnl=Nn.Nnl:1.Nn&Fz.
0S( (Nnl<=39.Ff=Fl.Ff&Nn.Ff&F2),
(Nn-40;0;0.Ff=F11.Ff&Nn.Ff&F22) ).Ff%’ '.T=Ff.?Ff'.
Fs=‘39-19'.FZ=0.FR=10.@#Fs.Fz=0.Fr=l.
R P (( RP(T=cycle.Fc+1.Fc<=Fr.Nz==.Nz=l.Fff=Fc.Fff*Fc.Fff/45.Fz+Fff.
0S((FI/=.L/=.F1/=L.Fc-1.Fl=),F1=L).T=Fz.(Fz<=FZ.F3.!3),#) .13),
( Nz=.Fz-l.Fr+l.Fr<=FR) )
Figure A.l Single hole in 20x20 terrain
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The program begins by jumping to the start node, Fs. From here, a cycle is set 
up whereby the height of the current node is reduced by 1, and then wavelets are sent 
out to all surrounding nodes. The wavelets continue, each with a copy of the repetition 
loop, until the radius, FR, has been reached. An additional calculation is made in 
determining the heights of the nodes and propagation of wavelets in order to create a 
more natural shape of crater.
Unlike the last example, this 
algorithm is synchronous, and the 
waves are not left to propagate 
unchecked. In parallel, another 
strand of wave code reads the new 
height values and passes them out 
with the co-ordinates of the node to 
the C program, grid , which places them into a file for rendering. This creates a growing 
crater, the centre of which is on the boundary between the two computers used for the 
demonstration.
Figure A.2 Crater on boundary of two machines
A .4.3  M o v e m e n t of a  hill across the terrain d a ta
Fl='grid'.F11=F1.F2='/progdir/terrain/z.dat'. 
F22='/progdir/terrain/z2.dat'.
F3='Nm<Fm.Nm=Fm.Nn=C.Nn|- 
.Nnl=Nn.Nnl:1.Nn&Fz.
0S( (Nnl<=39.Ff=F1.Ff&Nn.Ff&F2),
(Nn-40;0;0.Ff=Fll.Ff&Nn.Ff&F22)
).Ff%' '.?Ff'.
Fs=’19-19'.Fz=12.Fr=4.@#Fs.
R P ( Fm+1.Fc=.(
@#A.RP(Fc+l.Fc<=Fr.F3.Fz- 
1.#).#.Fz=0.F3.!3),+e# )
The hill is applied to the terrain 
database as a predefined shape. A group of 
wavelets then moves the hill shape 
forwards, resetting the height of nodes the 
hill has left. As with the crater, these 
changes take place irrespective of 
boundaries between computers.
Figure A.3 Moving hill across two machines
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A.5 Objects in collision chamber example.
Fsynth = ' RP ( Nfinish/=yes.Nlink+1.Flab='+h'.Flab&Nlink.Flab%.
OS (
(Flab#.Nprev=P.Fcurr=A.Fget=C.@#main.Nacc&Fget.Naccfc’{'.@#Fcurr), 
(C=='DEF Main Separator'.Nfinish=yes),
(Fprev-Nprev.+p#.Fget=C.@#main.Nacc&Fget.Nacc& *)'.@#Fprev), 
(Fprev=Nprev.@#main.Nacc&'}'.@#Fprev)
).(@#main.Nacc&’
CL (@#main.+hl# *DEF Main Separator').
SQ (
CL ( (+hl#'DEF A Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 0 1'.),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=36.Npary=0.Nmode=7.Ntype=cube),
(+h3#'Cube'.+p#'width 2 depth 2 height 2 ' ) ) ,  
(+h2#'DEF B Separator'. (+hl#'Material’.+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 O'),
{+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=7.Npary=0.Nmode=3.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+p#’radius 1')),
(+h3#'DEF C Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 0 1'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=21.Npary=30.Nmode=5.Ntype=sphere),
(+h3 #'Sphere *.+p#'radius 1')),
(+hl#'Material'.+p#1diffuseColor 1 1 O'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+ptt1 translation'.Nparx=ll.Npary=-
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
(+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 0 1 1'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=-4.Npary=-
(+h4#'DEF D Separator'
9 .Nmode=7.Ntype=sphere) ,
(+h5#'DEF E Separator'
24.Nmode=l.Ntype=sphere) ,
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
(+h6#'DEF F Separator'. (+hl#'Material+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 1'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=-
37.Npary=24.Nmode=4.Ntype^sphere),
{+h3 # * Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')) ,
(+h7#'DEF G Separator'. (+hl#'Material'.+p#'diffuseColor 1 0 1'),
(+h2#1 Transform'.+p#'translation'.Nparx=-20.Npary=-
24.Nmode=6.Ntype=cube),
(+h3#'Cube'.+p#'width 2 depth 2 height 2 ' ) ) ,  
(+h8#'DEF H Separator'. (+hl#'Material+p#'diffuseColor 0.5 0 1'),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#’translation'.Nparx=25.Npary=-
24.Nmode=4.Ntype=sphere) ,
(+h3 #'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1')),
) ,
(Fl='vrweb -remote'.F2='echo "#VRML V I .0 ascii" >'.
F3='/tmp/wave.wrl'.
F4='echo "'.F5='" >> '.F6='&'.
F7='echo " PerspectiveCamera { position 0 0 60 orientation 0 1 0 0  
focalDistance 5 heightAngle 1 } '.
?'vrweb &'.
RP ( S Q (
(@#main.Nacc=.@#'DEF Main Separator'.Nfinish=), 
(@#main.Nlink=.©#.Nlink=) ,
(@#main.Fsynth),
(@#main.Nacc%1 '.
Nout=F2.Nout&F3.Nout%' '.?Nout.
Nout=F7.Nout&F5.Nout&F3.Nout%' '.?Nout.
Nout=F4.Nout&Nacc.Nout&F5.Nout&F3.Nout%' '.?Nout.
Nout=Fl.Nout&F3.Nout%' '.?Nout.).!3 ),
)
(
RP (
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SQ (
( @#main.@#.Nmode/=.Fincr=3.
OS ( (Nmode==l.Npary+Fincr),
(Nmode==2.Nparx+Fincr.Npary+Fincr),
(Nmode==3.Nparx+Fincr) ,
(Nmode==4.Nparx+Fincr.Npary-Fincr) ,
(Nmode= = 5.Npary-Fincr) ,
(Nmode==6.Nparx-Fincr.Npary-Fincr) ,
(Nmode==7.Nparx-Fincr) ,
(Nmode==8.Nparx-Fincr.Npary+Fincr),
) •Ntest='translation'.Ntest&Nparx.Ntest&Npary.Ntest&'0'.Ntest%*
'.C=Ntest.7?sleep.
OS ( (Nparx>37. Fhit=yes. OS {
(Nmode==2.Nmode=8),(Nmode==3.Nmode=7),(Nmode==4.Nmode=6) ) ),
(Npary>27. Fhit=yes. OS {
(Nmode= = 2.Nmode=4) , (Nmode==l.Nmode=5), (Nmode==8.Nmode=6) ) ),
(Nparx<-37. Fhit=yes. OS {
(Nmode==6.Nmode=4),(Nmode==7.Nmode=3),(Nmode= = 8.Nmode=2) ) ),
(Npary<-27. Fhit=yes. OS (
(Nmode==6.Nmode=8),(Nmode==5.Nmode=l),(Nmode==4.Nmode=2) ) ),
) .SQ ( (Fhit==yes.Fmode=Nmode.near#.Nmode=Fmode.!$4), ).
SQ ( (Nbroke/=yes.Ftakex=Nparx.Ftakey=Npary.Fcurr^A.@#.Nmode/=.A>P. 
Ftakex-Nparx.OS ( (FtakexcO.Ftakex*-!), ).
Ftakey-Npary.OS ( (FtakeycO.Ftakey*-1), ).
OS ( (Ftakex<5.Ftakey<5.
OS ( (neariFcurr), (Njoin+l.CL (near#Fcurr).Njoin+1) ) ), ).
1 $4) ,
) •
SQ (
{
OS ( (Njoin>l.Ftype=Ntype.SQ (
(near#.Ftype/-Ntype.@#P.Nbomb=yes.near#.Nbomb=yes.!$4), ).
Fadd^A.CL (near#Fadd). 
near#.Njoin=.L=.
OS ( (Nbomb~yes .T=kabooom. -p# . L= . -h2# . L= .
SQ ( (+#.L=.+p#.L=.!$4), ).-#.L=.Nalter=yes),
( Ftotal=Nparx. Ftotal+Npary.
OS ( (Ftotal<0.Ftotal*-l), ).
OS ( (Ftotal>8.Ftemp=Ftotal.Ftemp/8.Ftemp*8.Ftotal-
Ftemp), ).
OS ( (Ftotal==0.Ftotal=l), ).Nmode=Ftotal.Nbroke=yes
) ,
)
) ,
(Njoin==l.Ftake=Nmode.near#.A>P.
Ftake/=Nmode.Fdiff=Ftake.Fdif f-Nmode.
OS ( (Fdiff<0.Fdiff*-l), ).
OS ( (Fdiff==4.Ftake=0.Nmode=0.T=stucktogether),
(Fdif f>4.T=movingtogether.Fsum=Ftake.Fsum+Nmode.
OS ( (Fsum>9.Nmode=l.Ftake=l),(Nmode^Fsum.Ftake=Fsum) ) 
) ,
(Fdiff<4.T=movingtogether.Fsum=Ftake.Fsum+Nmode.Fsum/2.Nmode=Fsum.Ftake=Fsum),
).@#P.Nmode=Ftake
)
) . !$4
> ,
) ■ !$4
) ,
)
)
(
RP (
45?sleep.T=hereitcomes.
Nparl + 8. OS ( (Nparl>35.Nparl = -30), ).Npar2 + 5. OS ( (Npar2>25.Npar2=-20), ). 
OS { (Nptype— cube .Nptype=sphere) , Nptype=cube) .
Ncomein-O.SQ ( (+#.©#P.Ncomein+1.!$4), ).Ncomein+1.Ftemp-Ncomein.
OS ( (Ftemp>8.Ftemp/8.Ftemp*8.Ftemp-Ncomein.Ftemp*-1), ).
OS ( (Ncolor==' 1 0 0'.Ncolor=' 0 1 O'),
(Ncolor==' 0 1 O'.Ncolor^' 0 0 1'),
(Ncolor=' 1 0 0 ' )
) •Fparx=Nparl.Fpary=Npar2.Ftype=Nptype.
Flabel=’+h'.Flabel&Ncomein.Flabel%.
Fparam=1diffuseColor'.Fparam&Ncolor.Fparam%.
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SQ ( CL (Flabel#'Separator'. (+hl#'Material+p#Fparam),
(+h2#'Transform'.+p#'translation -80 -80 0
) ,
( Flabel#. OS ( (Ftype— sphere. CL ( h3#'Sphere'.+p#'radius 1') ), 
(CL (+h3#'Cube'.+p#'width 2 depth 2 height 2') )
)
) ,
).Nptype/=.Fadd=A.Flabel#.+h2#.+p#.
Ntype=Ftype.Nparx^Fparx.Npary=Fpary.Nmode=Ftemp.@#Fadd
)
) ,
(
RP (
SQ ( (@#main.@#.Nbroke==yes.T=breakup.21?sleep.Nbroke=.!$4), )
)
) ,
(
RP (
OS (
(
Nalter==yes.SQ ( (©#. OS ( #, C=. ).!$4)( ).Nnumber=0.Nstring=.
SQ (
(+#.Fbring=L.@#P.Nnumber+1.Fbring|.Fbring:1;©.Fbring%.Nstring&Fbring.!$4), ).
Ncount=1.Ncurr=1.
RP ( Ncount<=Nnumber.Nres^Nstring.Nres::Ncount.
OS ( (Nres==.Nfound=no.
RP ( Nfound-=no.Nres=Nstring.Nres::Ncurr.
OS ( (Nres/=.Nfound=yes), Ncurr+1 )
)
) ,
) •
OS ( (Ncurr>Ncount.Ndel=Ncurr.Ndel&@.Nstring::Ndel.Fnew='h'. 
Fnew&Ncount.Fnew%.Fold=' +h' .Fold&Ncurr.Fold%.
Fold#.L=Fnew.@#P),
) •
Ncount+1.Ncurr+1 
).Nalter=no.
) ,
)
)
)
)
)
Appendix A.6 : Wave/vrmlgrid example programs
A.6.1 3hil!s_z_vrml
Fl=1/a/garak/home/garak/garakl/eedkp/eep2jd/vrml/vrmlgrid'.
F2 ='/tmp/evek.wrl'.
F22='/tmp/dukat.wrl*.
F222='/tmp/garak.wrl' .
F3='Nn=C.Nn|-.Nnl=Nn.Nnl:1.Nn&Fz.
OS< (Nnl< = 3 9.Ff=Fl.Ff&Nn.Ff&F2),
(40<=Nnl.Nnl<=79.Nn-40;0;0.Ff=F1.Ff&Nn.Ff&F22),
(80<=Nnl.Nn-80;0;0.Ff=F1.Ff&Nn.Ff&F222) ) .Ff%' '.?Ff.Fj cd+1.T=Fj cd'.
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Additional References
FHill='RP(Fc+l.Fc<=Fr.Nm==.Nm=l.(z#.C<Fz.C=Fz.@#P.F3.!3),(Fz-1.#))'.
(Fs=’7-5'.Fz=7.Fr = 3) , (Fs='72-8'.Fz=5.Fr=4),
(Fs='9-6'.Fz=3.Fr=3),(Fs=‘73-5'.Fz=9.Fr=6),
(Fs=’109-14'.Fz=5.Fr=3).@#DN,-@ttFs.FHi11
A .6 .2  3hole_z_vrm l
Fl=1/a/garak/home/garak/garakl/eedkp/eep2jd/vrml/vrmlgrid'.
F2='/tmp/evek.wrl'.
F22=’/tmp/dukat.wrl'.
F222='/tmp/garak.wrl'.
F3 ='Nn=C.Nn|-.Nnl=Nn.Nnl:1.Nn&Fz.
0S( (Nnl<=39.Ff=F1.Ff&Nn.Ff&F2),
(40<=Nnl.Nnl<=79.Nn-40;0;0.Ff=F1.Ff &Nn.Ff&F22) ,
(80<=Nnl.Nn-80;0;0.Ff=F1.Ff &Nn.Ff&F222) ).Ff%’ '.?Ff'.
FHole=’R P (
( RP(Fc+1.Fc<=Fr.Nz==.Nz=l.Fff=Fc.Fff*Fc.Fff/45.Fz+Fff. 
0S((F1/=.L/=.F1/=L.FC- 
1 .Fl = ) ,F1=L) . {Fz<=FZ. (z#.T=C.C>Fz.C=Fz.@#P.F3. 1 3)),#).!3 ) ,
( Nz=.Fz-1.Fr+1.Fr<=FR) )'.
(Fs='39-19' .FZ=0.FR=10) , (Fs='84 - 6' .FZ = 0.FR=8)
.@ tt DN, .@#Fs.Fz = 0 .Fr=l.FHole
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B.l Wave/GnuPlot Interface
B. 1.1 Development Of grid  Functions
In order to plot the terrain data in GnuPlot, a datafile of the correct format 
needed to be created. As the terrain was to be dynamically modified, this datafile also 
had to be kept up to date. The grid program was developed to fulfil only these 
requirements, and hence is quite restricted.
The first WAVE programs written for modifying the terrain read the height value 
of eveiy node in the grid and then passed these values to grid for plotting. However, 
when larger grid sizes with many more nodes were used, this method was found to be 
too slow, so more recent programs only give the data for modified nodes to the grid 
program. This changes only the corresponding entries in the data file, so the complete 
graph is still plotted, but with a faster update rate. This was then further improved by 
allowing a whole group of co-ordinates to be updated with one call to the function.
Making use of the extensible nature of the Wave interpreter, once the code for 
the grid functions was completed it was compiled and linked into the interpreter as 
object code. As internal Wave functions are accessed in the same way as external calls 
through the operating system, i.e. using the “?” operator, this can be done without 
making any changes to the Wave code itself. However, the performance gains are 
significant as the functions are now run within the environment of the interpreter, and 
the operating system overheads of setting up and running another process are not 
incurred.
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B.1.2 Program Operation
The program provides three functions for handling the GnuPlot format file 
containing the terrain data, being :
Create_grid -  creates a regular grid, x by y big, of numbered co-ordinates. Each co­
ordinate is initialised with a height value, z.
Edit_grid -  takes tuples x y z as arguments. The height at co-ordinate x y is then set to 
z. By taking several tuples, more than one co-ordinate may be changed with 
each call.
Corrupt_grid -  places an “x” character into the datafile. This causes an error in GnuPlot 
which stops it from executing the loader script, halting rendering. It is used at 
the end of the simulation.
B.l .3 C Program Code -  grid.c
/* grid.c - grid handling program for distributed terrain modelling*/
/* Example usage :
** to create a 5x5 grid with initial z-values of 1 : grid 5 5 1 c  <file>
** to corrupt the grid file (to stop gnuplot) : grid x <file>
** to change one co-ordinate : grid x y z <file>
** to change several co-ordinates : grid xl yl zl ... xn yn zn <file>
** WARNING - when changing co-ordinates, remember that they range from 0 to n-1 
** Don't specify a co-ordinate larger than the range available.* *
** 2nd WARNING - the padding for numbers is done in a very dodgy way, so if z 
** values go over about 10 digits, problems may be caused
*/
/*
** Things to do to program :
** Change functions to 'int' and check return values 
** Implement proper padding of lines with spaces 
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
void create_grid( int x, int y, int z, char filename[512] ); 
void edit_grid( int x, int y, int z, char filename [512 ] ),- 
void corrupt_grid( char filename[512] ) ;
void main( int argc, char *argv[] )
{
int x, y , z 
int arg_count;
char filename[512];
strcpy( filename, argv[argc-l] );
if ( strcmp( argv[argc-2],"c" ) == 0 )
{
/*convert first 3 args into x,y & z */ 
sscanf(argv[l],"Id",&x); 
sscanf(argv[2],"%d",&y); 
sscanf(argv(3],"%d", &z);
printf("Calling create_grid with args %d %d %d %s\n“, x,y,z,filename); 
create_grid( x, y, z, filename );
}
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else if ( strcmpf argv[argc-2],"x" ) == 0 ) corrupt_grid( filename ); 
else 
{
/* if argv[argc-2] wasn't "c" or "x", we can take it to be a z-value. If it's 
then tough tits */
/* check for sets of 3 co-ords, and a filename */
/*if ( fmod((argc-2), 3) != 0 )
{
printf (" Incorrect number of arguments\n") 
x = (fmod{(argc-2),3)); 
printf("%d\n", (argc-2));
exi t ();
}
*/
for( arg_count = 0; ((arg_count+3) < (argc-1)); (arg_count = arg_count + 3) )
{
sscanf(argv[(l+arg_count)],"%d",&x); 
sscanf(argv[(2+arg_count)),"%d",&y); 
sscanf(argv[(3+arg„count)],"%d",&z); 
edit_grid( x, y, z, filename );
}
}
}
void create_grid( int x, int y, int z, char *filename )
{
FILE * f p l ;
int count_x = 1;
int count_y = 1;
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "w" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
fprintf( fpl, "\n" ),- /*this leading CR is to help the edit_grid function */
while ( count_y <= y )
{
while ( count_x < -  x  )
{
fprintft fpl, “%d \n", z );
count_x++;
}
fprintf( fpl, "\n" ); 
count_y++; 
count_x = 1;
}
fclose( fpl ) ;
}
void edit_grid( int x, int y, int z, char * filename )
{
FILE * f p l ; 
int count_x; 
int count_y; 
long filepos; 
char *s [ 51];
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "r+" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
/* this part gets to the y~position in the file */ 
count_y = y + 1 
do 
{
if( strcmp( fgets( s, 50, fpl ), "\n" ) == 0 ) count_y--;
}
while( count_y > 0 );
/ *  file pointer should now be at first position of x-block */
/* now read up to the x no. required, and change the entry * /
count_x = x;
while( count_x > 0 )
{
iff strcmp( fgets( s, 50, fpl ), "bananas" ) != 0 ) count_x--;
}
sprintf( s,"%d ", z);
filepos = ftell( fpl );
if( fseek( fpl, filepos, 0 ) != 0 ) printf("fseek failed on %s\n", filename); 
if( fputs( s, fpl ) == 0 ) printf("Error writing to file %s\n", filename);
fclose( fpl );
}
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void corrupt_grid( char *filename )
{
FILE *fpl;
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "w" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename); 
fprintf ( fpl, "x\n" ) ,- 
fclosef fpl );
B.l .4 GnuPlot command scripts for displaying height data
When GnuPlot is first called from the Wave interpreter, while the terrain grid is 
being Initialised, it is given the parameter of the loader script. This way, a different set of 
parameters may be used on each machine taking part.
B.l.4.1 z.loader
set noparametric 
set view ,,1.25 
set hidden3d 
set grid 
set noborder 
set noxtics 
set noytics
set title "Distributed Dynamic Terrain" 
load "z.demo"
This script, which is the one run on loading GnuPlot, sets up the parameters for 
the graph displayed, and then loads the z.demo script
B.l.4.2 z.demo
splot "z.dat" using 1 with linespoints 
reread
This script, called by the loader script, simply plots the elevation data stored in 
the z.dat file, then rereads itself which has the effect of constantly updating the graph 
on screen. The reason for using two scripts in this way is to stop the parameters being 
reset on each reading of the file, which speeds the update rate.
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B.2 Wave/VRML Indirect Interface
B.2.1 Development of vrmlgrid functions
Operation of the vrmlgrid program is similar to that of gnd, detailed in Section 
B.l, the main difference being that a VRML file is produced rather than a raw data file. 
Fixed camera and lighting conditions are set up within the program, although these
could be made more flexible by having the parameters read in from the function
command line. The file produced has three main sections; the scene conditions, the 
terrain datastructure, and the objects in the scene. Additional functions are provided for 
the addition, editing, and removal of simple objects from the scene. VRML comment 
lines are used within the VRML file to allow the program to identify the different
sections of the scene that it will be working on.
In the same way as grid, the vrmlgrid.o object code may be linked into the Wave 
interpreter to provide internal functions to improve performance.
B.2.2 Terrain Grid Functions
There are two functions provided for creating and editing a regular terrain 
representation within a VRML file. These use an IndexedFaceSet structure to hold the 
data, although the code could easily be modified to use a VRML2 elevationGrid 
structure.
Create_grid -  creates a regular grid, x by y big, of numbered co-ordinates. Each co­
ordinate is initialised with a height value, z. Both the Coordinates and 
coordlndex structures needed for a VRML IndexedFaceSet are created.
Edit_grid -  takes tuples x y z as arguments. The height at co-ordinate x y is then set to 
z. By taking several tuples, more than one co-ordinate may be changed with 
each call. The start of the co-ordinate structure is found by looking for the 
corresponding comment line within the target file.
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B.2.3 Scene Object Functions
The objects used for the demonstrations needed to be simple, so vrmlgrid creates 
sphere primitives to represent simulation entities. To distinguish between different types 
of entity, the ability to specify the radius and colour of each object was added.
Three object handling functions are provided :
Add_object -  appends VRML code to represent object to the end of the target file 
(making sure that correct parentheses nesting is maintained). Parameters 
required are; location co-ordinates, r g b values for colour, radius of object, and a 
unique identifier, n.
Bdit_object -  directly modifies the position co-ordinates of object n within the target 
VRML file.
Delete_object -  to avoid problems of file locking (as the VRML file may be modified by 
several processes at once), a temporary file is created which contains all the 
VRML from the live file, minus any lines relating to the object being removed. 
This temporary file is then copied back over the live file. The entire process takes 
minimal time, even when the target file is quite large, and so does not interfere 
with the terrain changes or movement of other objects. However, problems have 
been noted when deletion of several objects at once is taking place, due to 
obvious race problems. This has not been resolved, as the program is sufficient 
for the demonstrations currently created.
The movement of objects is entirely controlled by the Wave simulation. As an 
object enters an area modelled on one of the computers, Wave uses the vrmlgrid 
function to add the object to the VRML file representing that area. Any changes in object 
position are updated with the edit function, and when an object leaves the area then it 
is deleted from the file.
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B.2.4 C program code -  vrmlgrid.c
I *  vrmlgrid.c - grid handling program for distributed terrain modelling*/
/* Last updated by : J.Darling Version : 2.15 Date : 28/03/97* *
** Added object radius parameter (v2.15)
** Added multi-object and colour object capabilities (v2.10)
** Added simple object handling functions (v2.00)
** Changed char *s[51] to char s[51] to compile with SAS C (vl.51)
** changed search method and added padding to 48 chars per line
** "while" loop in editgrid changed to ||. I'm sure it should be && though !?!* ★
** Example usage :
** to create a 5x5 grid with initial z-values of 1 : vrmlgrid 5 5 1 c  <file>
** to change one co-ordinate : vrmlgrid x y z <file>
** to change several co-ordinates : vrmlgrid xl yl zl ... xn yn zn <file>
** to add object n to scene (rgb is colour, s is size, n is a unique integer)
vrmlgrid x y z r g b s n a  <file>
** to edit object n : vrmlgrid x y z n e <file>
** to delete object n : vrmlgrid n d <file>* *
** WARNING - when changing co-ordinates, remember that they range from 0 to n-1 
** Don't specify a co-ordinate larger than the range available.
* *
*/
2nd WARNING - the padding for numbers is done in a very dodgy way, so if 
values go over about 10 digits, problems may be caused 
3rd WARNING - be careful with the object numbering !
/*
** Things to do to program :
** Change functions to 'int' and check return values 
** Make case construct for command line parsing 
*/
ttinclude <stdio.h> 
ttinclude <stdlib.h> 
ttinclude <string.h>
void create_grid( int x, int y, int z, char filename[512] ); 
void edit_grid( int x, int y, int z, char filename[512} );
void add_object( int x, int y, int z, int r, int g, int b, int w, int n, char 
filename[512] );
void edit_object( int x, int y, int z, int n, char filename[512] ); 
void delete_object( int n, char filename[512] );
void main{ int argc, char *argv[] )
{
int x, y, z, r, g, b, w, n; 
int arg_count;
char filename[512];
strcpy( filename, argv[argc-l] );
if ( strcmp( argv[argc-2],"c" ) == 0 )
{
/‘convert first 3 args into x,y & z */ 
sscanf (argv [ 1 ] , 1 %d", &x) 
sscanf(argv [ 2 ] , " %d",&y) 
sscanf(argv[3],"%d",&z)
printf("Calling create_grid with args %d %d %d %s\n", x,y,z,filename) 
create_grid( x, y, z, filename );
}
/* These next "ifs" should be replaced with a case construct */ 
else
if ( strcmp( argv[argc-2],"a" ) == 0 )
{
/‘convert first 4 args into x,y,z, & n*/
sscanf(argv[13 
sscanf(argv[2[ 
sscanf(argv[3‘ 
sscanf(argv[4[ 
sscanf(argv[5[ 
sscanf(argv[6[ 
sscanf(argv[7[ 
sscanf(argv[8]
, &x)
1 %d",&y)1 % d " , &z)
1 %d",&r)
1 %d",&g) 
l%d",&b)
1 %d",&w)
1 %d",&n)
printf("Adding object at %d %d %d\n", x,y,z); 
add_object( x, y, z, r, g, b, w, n, filename );
}
else
if ( strcmp( argv[argc-2],"e" ) == 0 ) 
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{ /‘convert first 4 args into x,y,z, & n*/
sscanf(argvfl],"%d",&x);
sscanf(argv[2],"%d",&y);
sscanf(argv[ 3 ] , "%d",&z);
sscanf(argv[4],"%d",&n);
edit_object( x, y, z, n, filename );
}
else
if ( strcmp( argv[argc-2],"d" ) == 0 ) /*feed dummy coords in for a deletion */ 
{
sscanf(argv[1),"%d",&n)
printf("Deleting object from %s\n", filename); 
delete_object( n, filename ),-
}
else
{ /* if argv[argc-2] wasn't "c|a|e|d" we can take it to be a z-value. If it's not, 
then tough tits */
/* check for sets of 3 co-ords, and a filename */
/*i£ ( fmod{(argc-2),3) != 0 )
{
printf("Incorrect number of arguments\n“); 
x = (fmod((argc-2),3)); 
printf("%d\n", (argc-2));
exi t ();
}
*/
for{ arg_count = 0; ((arg_count+3) < (argc-1)); (arg_count = arg_count + 3) )
{ sscanf(argv[(l+arg_count)],"%d",&x); 
sscanf(argv[(2+arg_count)],"%d",&y); 
sscanf(argv[(3+arg_count)],"%d”,&z); 
edit_grid( x, y, z, filename );
}
}
}
void create_grid( int x, int y, int z, char *filename )
{
FILE *fpl; 
int count_x = 1; 
int count_y = 1; 
int length; 
char s [ 51];
const char pads[] = " " ;
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "w" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
fprintf( fpl, ”#VRML V I .0 ascii\nSeparator {\n\n" ); /*VRML header*/
fprintf( fpl, "PointLight {\non TRUE\nintensity l\ncolor 1 1 INnlocation 10 -2 
50\n}\n\n" ); /‘set up light for scene*/
fprintf( fpl, "PerspectiveCamera {\nposition 20 -20 34\norientation 1 0 0  
0.867963\nfocalDistance 5\nheightAngle 0.685398\n)\n\n“ ); /‘set up camera*/
fprintf( fpl, "Material { diffuseColor 0 1 0  }\n" ); /*set material for terrain*/
fprintf( fpl, "ShapeHints {XnvertexOrdering COUNTERCLOCKWISE\nfaceType 
CONVEXNncreaseAngle 0\n}\n\n" ); /*shape hint info*/
fprintf( fpl, "#terraincoordstart\n" ); /*comment to locate the start of the
terrain data in a VRML file*/ 
fprintf( fpl, "Coordinate3 {\npoint [\n" ); /*this is the start of the Coodinate3
structure*/ 
while ( count_y <= y )
{ while ( count_x <= x )
{ sprintf( s, "%d %d %d,", count_x-l, count_y-l, z ); 
length = strlen( s );
strncat( s, pads, (48-length) ); /*pad the string with spaces*/ 
fprintf( fpl, "%s\n”, s ); /*then write to the file*/
count_x++;
}
count_y++; 
count_x = 1;
}fprintf( fpl, "]\n}\n" ); /‘this marks the end of the coordinate structure*/ 
fprintf( fpl, "IndexedFaceSet {\ncoordlndex [\n" );
/‘this is where the IndexedFaceSet info must get generated*/ 
for( count_y=0; count_y < y-1; count_y++ )
{ for( count_x=0; count_x < x-1; count_x++ )
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fprintf{ fpl, "%d,%d,%d,%d,-1,\n", (count_x+(x*count_y)), (count_x+(x*count_y)+l), 
(count_x+(x*count_y)+l+x), (count_x+(x*count_y)+x) );
}
fprintf{ fpl, "]\n}\n" ) ,-
fprintf( fpl, "}\n" ); /*marks the end of the terrain separator*/
fclose( fpl );
void edit_grid( int x, int y, int z, char *filename )
{
FILE * f p i ; 
int count_x; 
int count_y; 
int length; 
int linelength; 
long filepos; 
char s [513;
const char pads[] = " ";
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "r+" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
do { if ( fgets( s, 50, fpl ) == NULL ) printf("Error - file structure error\n"); } 
while ( strcmp( s, "#terraincoordstart\n" ) != 0 ); /*get to start of terrain 
coordinates*/
fgets( s , 50, fpl ) ;
fgets( s, 50, fpl ); /*read past next 2 lines - quicker than executing a
loop*/
/* this part gets to the x/y-position in the file */ 
count_x=-l; count_y=-l; 
do 
{
fgets( s, 50, fpl ); 
linelength = strlen{ s );
sscanf( s, "%d %d", &count_x, &count_y );
}
while( count_y!=y||count_x!=x );
/*the file pointer should now be at the line we want to change*/
sprintf( s, "%d %d %d,", count_x, count_y, z ); 
length = strlen( s );
strncat( s, pads, (48-length) ); /*pad the string with spaces*/ 
filepos = ( ftell( fpl ) - linelength );
if( fseek( fpl, filepos, 0) != 0 ) printf("fseek failed on %s\n", filename); 
if( fputs( s, fpl ) == EOF ) printf("Error writing to file %s\n", filename);
fclose( fpl );
}
void add_object( int x, int y, int z, int r, int g, int b, int w, int n, char * filename 
)
{
FILE * fpl; 
int length; 
long filepos; 
char s [51];
const char pads(] = " ";
if {( fpl = fopen( filename, "a" )) = = NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename); 
filepos = ( ftell( fpl ) -2 );
if( fseek( fpl, filepos, 0 ) != 0 ) printf("fseek failed on %s\n", filename);
fprintf( fpl, "#object%d\nSeparator{\n", n );
sprintf( s, "Translation { translation %d %d %d }", x, y, z); 
length = strlen( s );
strncat( s, pads, (48-length) ); /*pad the string with spaces*/
fprintf( fpl, "%s\n", s ); /*then write to the file*/
fprintf( fpl, "Material { diffuseColor %d %d %d }\nSphere{radius %d}\n}\n", r, g, b, w) ;
fprintf( fpl, "#end\n}\n"); /* insert end-of-object marker & replace the end-of-
scene delimiter */
fclose( fpl );
}
void edit_object( int x, int y, int z, int n, char *filename )
{
FILE * fpl;
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int length; 
int linelength; 
long filepos; 
char s [51]; 
cha r tmp[51];
const char pads[] = " ";
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "r+" )} == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
sprintf ( tmp, "ttobject%d\n", n ),-
do { if ( fgets( s, 50, fpl ) == NULL ) printf("Error - file structure error\n"); } 
while ( strcmp( s, tmp ) ! = 0 ) ; /‘get to position line*/
fgets( s, 50, fpl ); /* Skip over Separator line */
/‘the file pointer should now be at the line we want to change*/
sprintf( s, "Translation { translation %d %d %d }", x, y, z ); 
length = strlen( s );
strncat( s, pads, (48-length) ); /‘pad the string with spaces*/ 
filepos = ( ftell( fpl ) );
if( fseek( fpl, filepos, 0 ) != 0 ) printf("fseek failed on %s\n", filename); 
iff fputs( s, fpl ) == EOF ) printf(”Error writing to file %s\n", filename);
fclose( fpl );
void delete_object( int n, char ‘filename )
{
FILE * fpl;
FILE *fp2; 
char s [51] ; 
char tmp[51];
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "r" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
if (( fp2 = fopenf "/tmp/vrmlgrid.tmp", "w+" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file
temporary file\n");
/‘read line into buffer */
/‘while line <> ttobjectn copy it to temp file */ 
sprintf( tmp, "ttobject%d\n", n );
if ( fgets ( s, 50, fpl ) == NULL ) printf (1 Error - file structure error\n") ; 
while ( strcmpt s, tmp ) != 0 )
{ fprintf( fp2, s );
if ( fgets( s, 50, fpl ) == NULL ) printf("Error - file structure error\n");
}
/‘read lines until next ttend is encountered*/ 
while ( strcmp( s, "ttendXn" ) != 0 )
{
if ( fgets ( s, 50, fpl ) == NULL ) printf ("Error - file structure error\n"),-
}
/‘read rest of lines, appending to temp file*/ 
while ( fgets( s, 50, fpl ) != NULL )
{
fprintf( fp2, s );
}
fclose( fpl );
/‘rename temp file to <file> */
if (( remove ( filename )) != 0 ) printf("Error removing file\n");
if (( fpl = fopen( filename, "w" )) == NULL ) printf("Error opening file %s\n", 
filename);
/‘copy temp back to data file*/ 
rewind( fp2 );
while ( fgets( s, 50, fp2 ) != NULL )
{
fprintf( fpl, s );
}
if (( remove ( "/tmp/vrmlgrid. tmp" )) != 0 ) printf ("Error removing temp fileNn1');
fclose( fpl ); 
fclose( fp2 );
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I have performed various tests on the currently available version of the Wave 
interpreter, in order to evaluate the limitations/potential of the technology. The 
paradigm theoretically allows unlimited scalability, but in reality various physical limits 
come into play.
C.l Scalability Testing
C. 1.1 Test Conditions
® Wave interpreters in the tests are all running in background (daemon), distributed 
mode.
« Tests are performed in _track_ mode, i.e. waves are under full control from injection 
point.
® Tests use the DN Wave environment variable. There is some additional overhead for 
this over normal queries, as the neighbour database is read from disk. This was 
found to add a small time onto the queries, measured as 0.1s but probably much 
lower than this (limitations of timing mechanism).
© Times given are for query to run on all machines and for responses to return to start 
point.
® Where output is generated, it is directed to the console on the machine of origin.
In order to time Wave queries, the following commands were used:
/bin/time winject /bin/time wv
wv is a pre-processor, which strips out CRs from source, and then passes the code to 
winject. This is used where test programs are several lines long, as the Wave interpreter 
uses a CR character to signify the end of input of a query.
To provide a basic measurement of the scalability of the interpreter, a query was
made to jump to every node in the Wave KN, and read the contents. Two queries, a
printing and a non-printing version, were made (Section 12.1.2.1).
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The first test used a fully-
connected network of three machines.
The query time was measured for
increasing numbers of KN nodes on 
each machine, to observe the effect 
on the interpreter. The results can be 
seen in Figure C. 1. It was found that 
the time taken to display text on the 
console severely affected the tests 
with a high number of nodes, so the test_allnodes_np query was used (which assigns
the node contents to a variable rather than printing on screen). This overhead is
highlighted in Figure C.2, which shows times for test_allnodes and 
test_allnodes_np on a 13 machine network, with 100 KN nodes per machine.
For the second test, for high node 
count, I configured a fully-connected 13 
machine network. On each machine,
90000 nodes and corresponding links 
were created, in the same format as the 
distributed terrain examples. The average 
query time was 16.3s, giving the system 
an average response time of only 14ps per 
node. The network was increased to 16 
machines, 90000 nodes p/m. While the nodes were being created, other wave queries 
ran without problem. The Wave kernel on a test machine (Sparc5/70 32Mb) took 37Mb 
to store 90000 nodes + corresponding links (kernel total was 45Mb). Storage space was 
exceeded while parsing queries with this many nodes created, so tests could not 
continue. I concluded from these tests, however, that even the prototype Wave 
interpreter can easily cope with very large KNs on a single machine, given the resources 
(memory, disk space).
The third test measured how the Wave system responded to two increasing 
factors: number of KN nodes per machine, and number of machines in a fully-connected 
Wave network. The test_alInodes query was used, and the resulting times can be 
seen plotted in Figure C.3. This graph shows that up to 1000 nodes per machine, the 
query time is reasonably consistent. As the number of nodes increases, the query time 
also goes up considerably. Much of this increase is due to the use of virtual memory, as 
the test machines were only fitted with 32Mb of RAM. It was found that to store all the
13 machines. 100 nodes p/m
Figure C.2 Printing vs. non-printing queries
Figure C .l Query time for increasing KN sizes
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track structure and node/link information for 10000 grid-linked nodes on a single 
machine took approximately 10Mb. This was the amount of memory taken by the Wave 
interpreter kernel: other smaller overheads were present in the other Wave processes. 
When increasing the number of nodes to 90000, the memory taken was found to be 
45Mb. This brings the average memory required per node down by 50%, showing that 
proportionally larger KNs may take less overheads in terms of Wave infrastructure. 
However, with a KN this size, even using virtual memory the test machines did not have 
enough storage space to run test queries.
25 
20 
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Query time/s
10
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Figure C.3 Time to query nodes in a Wave network
C.2 Network Configuration Testing
A further test was performed, to see how many fully connected computing nodes 
could be supported. However, due to the network configuration at the test site, this 
could not be successfully carried out. The filestore was on a single machine, mounted 
via NFS to the other machines. As these were spread throughout campus, "NFS stale file 
handle" errors started to occur as the Wave interpreters were all accessing the same 
shared files. These errors began when the machine count reached 24.
Flexibility of the Wave paradigm regarding physical network configuration was 
also tested. These tests were limited by the resources available, but the configurations 
shown were tried. Figure C.4 shows a “joined ring” layout, where each machine knows 
only two neighbours, with the exception of the gateway computer. Figure C.5 shows
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three fully-connected LANs, one of 3 machines, and two of 13 machines each. The 
gateways on each LAN are fully connected with each other. Figure C.6 shows a similar 
configuration, but using a single machine as the gateway between the LANs.
These tests show that the WAVE paradigm supports large, complex networks, 
but attention must be paid to other factors that may be involved. The problems 
encountered when trying to create fully-connected networks in the given configuration 
were due to physical limitations of the available test setup. To perform these 
experiments, each LAN should have a separate system file space, at least for the Wave 
configuration files. Unfortunately, due to the setup of the University computer network, 
this was not possible.
C.3 Comparison of Wave Prototype With HLA RTI Requirements
The high level requirements for the STOW RTI are summarised in the following 
list (Source: [Calvin, Chiang & al.]). While other requirements exist, these have the 
greatest impact on the design of an RTI. To provide a direct comparison with the 
capabilities of the Wave paradigm, these requirements are dealt with on a point-by-point 
basis:
Figure C.4 Joined ring configuration
Figure C.5 WAN configuration
Figure C.6 WAN configuration 2
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® High throughput: sustain roughly 2,000 reflected attributes per second on a Sun
Ultra 1/140 while running a ModSAF-like application.
We have shown that the prototype Wave interpreter can perform at least 5500 
distributed node accesses per second (test_allnodes_np, 13 machines, 90000 nodes 
per machine, time: 16.3s). This was on a Sparc5/70 test machine -  a speedup of at 
least3 to 4 times can be expected by using an UltraSPARC machine.
® Low latency: end-to-end latency (application update invocation to invocation of 
reflect) should not exceed 100ms on a lOBaseT Ethernet.
The prototype interpreter was able to retrieve data from both a LAN and a WAN 
connection in 0.1s (Section 12.1.3.1). Much of this was found to be system overhead 
taken loading the test program.
® Throughput and latency must be maintained essentially independent of the number 
of hosts, objects, sites, etc.
Latency of the Wave system was shown to increase dramatically when the Wave 
interpreters were under heavy load. It is believed that optimisation of the prototype 
interpreter, with regards to process scheduling, will be able to signficantly improve 
performance in this area.
© Scaling characteristics supporting 200 to 300 hosts
The Wave paradigm is fully scalable, and should support networks of many more 
hosts than this. In practice the interpreter has been used in configurations of up to 60 
processing nodes without any adverse effects.
® Scaling characteristics supporting up to 30 WAN sites
Again, full scalability is provided by the Wave paradigm. In practice, the interpreter 
has been used in configurations involving machines in the UK, Germany, and Ulcraine.
© Scaling characteristics supporting up to 100,000 HLA objects
Experimental systems, such as the distributed simulation described in Section 7.2, 
have been created with several hundred (lightweight) objects on a small network of 
computers. The scalability o f the paradigm should allow systems supporting well 
above 100,000 objects. In order to prevent congestion f  many objects are concentrated 
in one area, dynamic load balancing algorithms will need to be integrated into the 
simulation.
© Minimise required aggregate bandwidth
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® Minimise the number of packets that arrive at a host network interface per second 
The paradigm of distributed computing satisfies these constraints, as discussed in 
Chapter 7.
® Mechanisms to support logging of simulation data without adversely impacting 
network performance
- This aspect has not been looked at in depth in this thesis, although by using 
mechanisms similar to the checkpointing of the Wave interpreters, local activity logs 
could be recorded. This would not affect, network performance, as no or little logging 
data is transmitted. After the exercise, logs could be combined to form a global 
simulation log.
• Relative independence of network implementation (lOBaseT vs. 100BaseT vs. ATM)
- The Wave interpreter runs above the physical network layer, using the UDP protocol 
as transport. Any network that supports IP can be used.
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The main aim of this project was to investigate the applicability of mobile 
programming technologies to distributed simulation and virtual reality. The thesis has 
presented several current technologies, being: distributed simulation, virtual reality, 
and mobile programming, and has used combinations of these to propose ideas which 
may have a significant impact on all three areas. Many of the results have been 
published in a series of papers, at conferences, and on the VRML mail reflector.
This research has shown that mobile programming technologies may provide a 
veiy useful basis for creating distributed simulation systems. Chapter 7 demonstrated a 
collaborative study which is believed to be the first application of mobile code 
techniques to simulation. This study presents a system which differs in two respects 
from any other systems available at the time; there is no central control, and no 
broadcasting of information. After this was first published, the DIS community started 
looking at ways of applying multicast and filtering technologies to reduce the amount of 
network bandwidth taken by the constant broadcasting approach of the DIS standard.
This project then started focussing towards dynamic terrain modelling, and the 
application of the Wave mobile programming technology to this area. The distributed 
dynamic terrain model presented in Chapter 8 is thought to be the first time that a 
terrain model which is dynamically modifiable during runtime has been distributed 
seamlessly over several computers. This technique has useful implications for many 
different areas of simulation and modelling.
Attention was then directed to more generic dynamic graphic representations, 
and VRML1 was used to demonstrate a distributed, dynamic, VR system based on the 
Wave technology. The limitations of the VRML1 language as a networked graphics 
language were identified at an early stage, and published. By this time, some other 
people had also realised the shortcomings, and several competitor systems were 
developed to become the successor to VRML 1. A comprehensive review of these 
languages and other networked graphics systems was made, to compare and analyse 
the benefits/shortcomings of each. During the course of this research, the VRML 2 
standard was finalised and developed. It is believed that many of the ideas stemming 
from this project have helped to shape the development of VRML 2, and features such 
as the EAI and the ability to modily the VRML scene graph have come into existence 
since our findings were published.
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VRML 2 was then studied in depth, to examine its potential for creating 
distributed multiuser simulations (Section 4.3). All the mechanisms available were 
examined, including external interfaces. Scenarios that highlighted these shortcomings 
were then devised, to assess how feasible creating a realistic distributed simulation 
using the VRML paradigm would be. Based on this study, new techniques for dynamic 
scene handling were developed.
In order to achieve full dynamics and multiuser interoperability, we have 
proposed to use a different data structure to represent the scene and object information 
in the VR systems. Such a data structure, a unified scene graph, may contain all 
information relating to the VR system, including scene geometries and semantics, and 
be available to all users at the same time. Because the data is shared, any changes that 
are made to the scene are visible to everyone, at the source level. Currently available 
multi-user VRs are usually based on a single scene which each user holds a local copy 
of. Dynamics in the scene are communicated by message passing, upon which the local 
copy of the scene is updated. This method works well in an environment where the 
scene is mostly static, as only the entities within the scene need to receive state 
updates. However, when changes to the actual structure of the scene graph are being 
made, the task of keeping each client scene in the same state becomes non-trivial.
To enable truly distributed, multi-user VRs, a new way of storing scene 
information is required. The creation of a distributed scene graph, spread across many 
computers, can allow users to roam throughout large virtual worlds. In such a system, 
pre-programmed animations and behaviours would only account for a small part of all 
the activity occurring. In order to facilitate such large-scale change in the scenes, both 
dynamics of the datastructures and semantic information will be required. We have 
demonstrated that such systems are feasible and viable, by using a unified 
representation of scenes which contains both graphic and semantic information, and 
provides the basis for rendering.
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Abbreviations
3D Three-dimensional
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
API Application Programmers’ Interface
CAD Computer-Aided Design
CGF Computer Generated Forces
DARPA Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
DEF DEFine (VRML2)
DERA Defence Evaluation and Research Agency
DEM Digital Elevation Model
DFAD Digital Feature Analysis Data
DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation
DMA Defence Mapping Agency
DMA Direct Memory Access
DMSO (US) Defence Modelling and Simulation Office
DoD (US) Department of Defence
DTED Digital Terrain Elevation Data
DVE Distributed Virtual Environment
EAI External Authoring Interface
GL Graphics Language
HLA High-Level Architecture
HTML HyperText Mark-up Language
ISO International Standards Organisation
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group
KN Knowledge Network
LAN Local Area Network
MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface
MUD Multi-User Dungeon
MUVR Multi-User Virtual Reality
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PROTO PROTOtype (VRML2)
RAM Random Access Memoiy
RPC Remote Procedure Call
RTI Run Time Infrastructure
SAF Semi-Automated Forces
SDRAM Synchronous Dynamic RAM
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Abbreviations
S1MNET Simulator Networking
SGML Structured General Mark-up Language
STOW Synthetic Theatre Of War
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol for Internet Protocol
TIN Triangulated Irregular Network
URL Universal Resource Locator
URN Universal Resource Name
VAG VRML Architecture Group
VE Virtual Environment
VPF Vector Product Format
VR Virtual Reality
VRML Virtual Reality Modelling Language
WAN Wide Area Network
WWW World Wide Web
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Endnotes
1 DIS : Distributed Interactive Simulation. A man-in-the-loop computer simulation 
involving several players, whose individual simulators are connected via a network and 
common protocols. DIS also refers to a specific set of protocols, an IEEE standard, 
which allow for connectivity between compliant simulators.
2 MulTiSIM is written in ADA, which does not fully support the object-oriented 
programming paradigm.
3 SIMNET : Simulator Networking. An early DARPA project (began 1983) involving 
connection of similar simulators.
4 Objects : the real-world entities which are of interest in a simulation. These are 
characterised by identity, state and behaviour. Their relationships are specified through 
their attributes, associations and interactions [DMSO 11.
5 This does not imply anything about the implementation means (e.g. use of object- 
oriented languages) but rather that entities within the system are described in terms of 
objects, with an object model to specify characteristics, attributes, and interfaces of said 
objects.
6 Scene Graph : A scene graph is a hierarchical data structure used to describe nodes in 
a three-dimensional scene. It serves three main functions: to specify objects, placement 
of objects, and object grouping. A scene graph is a tree structure, with a root node at 
the top, and child and leaf nodes arranged below. Grouping nodes (such as 
Separator () in VRML) are used to group various types of node whilst preventing 
property information from propagating beyond the nodes contained therein. The 
position of property nodes is important, since properties often affect nodes recursively 
below them in the scene graph, in a left-to-right fashion.
7 Avatar : “An Anglicised form of the Sanskrit avatara, ‘descent’, from the root tr, ’pass’ 
(cf. Latin in-trare), and the preposition ava, ‘down’. The word is used, in a technical 
sense, in the Hindu religion to denote the descent upon the earth of a portion of the
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essence of a god, which then assumes some coarser material form, be it animal, 
monster, or man. Such descents are ascribed in the mythology of Hinduism to various 
gods, but those ascribed to Vishnu are by far the most important.” -  George Melville 
Bolling, taken from the Catholic Encyclopaedia, © 1913 by the Encyclopaedia Press Inc. 
The term has been taken and used in a virtual reality sense to mean the representation 
of an external person in the virtual environment.
8 waves : related groups of Wave strands, so called because collectively they propagate 
through a knowledge network in the manner of waves.
9 SAF : Semi-Automated Forces. These are numbers of simulation entities controlled by 
one operator. For a realistic theatre-of-war simulation, a large number of both friendly 
and enemy forces is required. The cost of supporting all these with full-blown manned 
simulators is prohibitive, and so SAF systems are used. An example of such a system is 
ModSAF (Modular Semi-Automated Forces), which is described in [Ceranowicz].
10 PDU : Protocol Data Unit (packet). Unit of network information transfer.
11 DTED : A Defence Mapping Agency (DMA) format for storing terrain elevation data. 
Data is available in 1° x 1° cells. Each cell contains 1200 x 1200 posts for regions within 
the range 0° to ±50° longitude, or 1200 x 600 posts for regions in the ±50° to ±70° 
longitude range. The post-post spacing is approx. 100 metres. (Source - (Roback & Lee))
12 TIN : Triangulated Irregular Network. This data structure, and its use in representing 
terrain information, is explained in detail in [Jones, Kidner, & Ware].
13 Cheethams’ Walk : A method for parsing based on a “walk” around a tree structure to 
obtain the correct sequence of commands. [Cheetham & al.]
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